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ABSTRAOT 

Same measures of scanning and search behaviour 

are explored, and their relation to the postulated 

attention deficit of schizophrenics is investigated. 

The tasks used required Ss to scan multielement 

displays and to either respond to a predefined target, 

or to make a same-different decision. The primary 

experimental manipulations involved varying stimulus 

complexity, defined both in terms of nwnbers of elements, 

and stimulus structure. The results suggested th~t 

scanning rates do not differ between controls and 

schizophrenics, over a range of stimulus complexity, 

although there is a significant tendency for the patients 

(especially the older, long term Ss) to have a constant, 

slower RTf> This implies that slow schizophrenic RT 

may be more largely determined by response organization 

and execution, rather than stimulus input processing. 

These results are discussed in the context of methodological 

problems, research on the attention processes of non 

psychiatric Ss, and current notions of cognitive 

flUlctioning advanced by the schizophrenic deficit 

theorists. 
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INT RODue TI ON 

Attention is a concept with a diverse history. 

After the early pOPQlarity of the stQdy of attention 

with the introspectionists, the positivistic 

behavioQrists, and the Gestalt psychologists sQccessfQlly 

dismissed this whole notion from their theoretical 

considerations. By the late 1950s however, with 

the expansion of interest' in, cognitive psychology and 

info[mation processing models, attention, in many 

gQises, had become the concern of' many experimental 

and psychological theor'ists. This has led gradQally 

to the conceptQalization of attention in the context 

of information handling structQres and mathematical 

models, which have offered more rigoQr and methodological 

precision in the measurement of selective attention. 

Similarly, fOI' the last twenty years, a 

developing literature has been concerned wi th the 

understanding of the cognitive dysfunctions coinciding 

wi th the onset or exacerbation of psychiatric 

distQrbances. In particular, the study of schizophrenic 

deficit has been prolonged and detailed .. MQch of 

the prod ucti ve \'lork in this area has resulted from the 

grafting of cognitive theories of attention on to the 

cornpr-ehension 01' the llypothesi zed processing defici t 

concomitant with schizophrenic disturbances. This 

thesi s follows the tradi tion established by some of the 



foremost workers in the field, McGhie (1969), Neale 

(1971), Shakow (1S72a) and Yates (1973) in relating 

cognitive deficit to the work done by attention theorists 

such as Kahneman (-1973), Neisser (1967) and Treisman 

For this reason relevant areas of attention 

research are reviewed briefly in the first chapter 

and the concepts illtrodLlced at this point are related, 

where possihle, to the literature on schizophI'enic 

cognitive functioning presented in Chapter 2. 

1'he particlllal' line of' experimentation which is 

to be followed in the two maj orst udie s reported in this 

thesis (Chapters 5 and 6) concerns scanning or' search 

behaviour in chronic or process schizophrenics. It will 

be apparent that such a research project involves only 

the limited aspect of possible attention deficit where 

attention is operationally defined as the ability to scan 

visual material, in this case letter elements, for 
, 

a target element and to then make a response appropriate 

to the task requirements. The primary expe rimen tal 

manipula tioH involved varying the levels of stimulus 

compl exi ty or stimulus uncertainty (8mi tll, 1968). 

Process schizophrenics (the definition of the 

sllbcategories of schizophrenia is discussed in the 

second part of Chapter 2) werle used primarily because 

they COilStitu-ce a sizeable majority of' hospitalized 

patients, and they also con~only report attentional 

difficulties (Chapman and h!cGhie, 1961). ouch patients 
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are not easily atisimilated into the community and 

consequently any delineation of their cognitive 

defects is potentially of considerable importance 

in aiding their transi ti on from hospital to normal 

1tving. 

In sele cting COlit rol grou.p s, two approaches 

aI'e evident in the li terat ure. One is to argue 

that experimenters should be concerned with schizophrenic 

deficit as a specific cognitive disturbance not shared 

by other psychtatri c gr'oups. The other approach 
. , 

is to reg.:c,rd such 'a study as an attempt ;to examine 

chrontc schizophrenics and the way they achieve or 

approximate normality, with the limited goal of' 

concern being only these patients thei r prognosis 

and treatment. 11he latter approach has been used 

in thi s the sis. l'his llas been just i1'ied by claiming 

that; (a) it is necessary to show that attentiona1 

deriei t can be measured by the task used wt th a 

particular patient group before movin~ to attack the 

specificityof this dysfunction, and (b) all that can 

usually be deduced from data is the extent to whicp 

a deficit varieb over a number of groups and not 

necetisarily the 81)8Ci1'1ci ty ot the deficit per lIee 

It is also .pertinent that a normal baseline. is of 

considerable theoretical importance if the attention 

defect is concept ualized in ter'ms of effort or limi ted 

eapaci ty (Kahneman, 1973; see a1 so conclusions, 

OhaptGr 2). 'l'his type of theorizing (Kahneman, 1973; 



Rabbitt, 1968) acknowledges that there is no compelling 

reason for the locus of cognitive deficit to be specific, 

even if a syndrome is clearly differentiated from every 

other psychiatric disorder& 

Although schizophrenia has been described since the 

time of Hippocrates~ and has attracted the interest 

of many emminent workers in the psychiatric field (e.g., 

Bleule:p, 1911: Haslam, 1809; Kahlbaum, 187l+; Kraeplin, 

1899; Pinel, 1801), the validity of the concept has 

often been called to question. How meaningf11.1 then is 

the diagnosis of schizophrenia upon which the plethora 

of schizophrenic deficit literature is baded? Many 

workers in the' field, parti cularly' those involved in 

psychotherapy or be.haviollr modiflc.ation have decried 

the traditional nosology ponderously constrl1.cted by 

Kraeplin (1899), subsequently modified by Bleuler (1911), 

and enshrined seemingly forever in the International 

Classification of Diseases (rCD, 8th edition, officially 

adopted by the N .. Z. Health Department in 1968). Some 

practitioners have found the concept of schizophrenia 

unnecessary .. Altschule (1970) for example notes that 

the Vlord "schizophrenia" wi 11 it 0 .·';pI'obably last forever 

for 'two reasons. One is that it is meaningl-ess, 

and the other is that it is eupohonious (p., 86),,11 

Nevertheless continued use of the diagnosis has been 

vigourously defended as an heuristic hypothesis. 

Clinicians from allover the world tend to l'egard OV61't 

symptomatol;'gy in much th~' same waYe When they agree to use 
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rigidly defined stereotypes, agreement between 

psychiatrists can reach eighty, percent, (Beck, 

1962; Hordern, Sandifer, Green and Tinbul"Y, 1968) •. 

There is however more difficulty in establishing 

the finer subcategories of diagnosis (Nordern et ale 

1968; LorI" and Klett, 1968; Morgan, Brozio, and 

Hedllmd ,"1968) ., The usefulness of schizophrenia "as 

a word to describe a certain set of symptoms has 

been veI"y generally accepted, and Kety (1970 ) probably 

speaks for a majol~i ty view when he states that: 

USomeone once said in reply to the 
controversy about whether Homer had 
really written the Illiad, that it 
wasn't Homel~t but someone else with 
the same name. I really tM.nk" one 
can finesse the qUestion,of whether 
schizophrenia exists. I find ~t 
very compelling that independent 
observers'looking at a variety of 
individuals can come up with " 
agreement that cex·tain people differ 
from the J"est and that they differ 
according to certain characteristics 
(p .. 278),,11 

Finally" what is meant by the IIcognitive approach 

to schizophrenia,ti and what role may the cognitive 

psychologist play in the study of schizophrenia .. Clearly, 

at this stage, in contrast to biochemical, psychodynamic 

and motivational theories, cognitive psychological 

research does not offer any direct therapeutic benefits, 

and only some tenuous notions concerning psychophysiological 

function which might be interpreted as pertaining to the 

aetiology of schizophreniso The cogni ti ve theorist's 

primary aim is to define and hence measure thought 



disoI'der, and to do this, he conceives of' man as 

an inforn1ation processor, an entity who classifies, 

encodes, memorizes or attenuat'es stimulus input .. 

Buss and Buss (1969) explain that a cognitive theorist 

may invoke a nwnber of aspects of cognition to explain 

schizophrenia: 

"He may focus on associations, for it 
has been cleal'ly demonstrated that 
f;lchizophrenic shave assoc1a ti va dlsturbances: 
or he may focus on concepts, for it has 
been clearly demonstrated that schizophrenics 
have conceptual disturbances.. But 
underlying these two kinds of cognitive 
dysfunc'U on is a more fLJ.ndamental defect 
of attention - the ability to maintain 
a set and keep out distracting stimuli. 
In recent years investigators who view 
schizophI'enia in terms of cogni ti ve dysfunction 
have increasingly endorsed the notion that 
attention is the l{ey to .understanding 
schizophrenia (p. 12).11 

Attention then is a dominant theme in any evaluation 

of schizophrenic disturbance, and is in itself a concept 

of considerable complex.ity, di~ficl1lt to meaningfully 

define. Therefore, before turning to a survey of 

the studies which have .focused on information processh'lg 

in schizophrenia, it is important to take a critical 

view of the meaning experimental psychologists have 

attached to Uattention ll
• 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MODELS OF HUMAN SELECTIVE ATTENTION & SCM~NIN~BEHAVIOUR 

u ..... attention is a topic which has lately 
been neglected, but which was of great 
weight in textbooks of an earlier time .. 
It is one of the most obvious features 
of human behaviour, and the principles 
which govern it should certainly form a 
part of our basic theoretical knowledge. 
It fell into bad' od9ur bec~u.se of the 
inabili ty of introspective psychologists 
to agree with one another, or to provide 
objective evidence to back their assertions_ 
but this is a condemnation of the technique 
used by the introspectionists rather than 
of the problem.. (Broadbent 1958, p.1 08). It 

The most fundamental, innate human ability is 

that of attending, or of selectively focusing our 

analyzing mechanisms on a limited area of relevant 

stimulati on. Hern~dez - pton, Scherrer, and Jouvet 

(1956b) described attention as involving "the 

selective awareness of certain sensory messages with 

the simultaneous suppression of others (p.331) .. " 

Similarly Reinhold (1955) suggested that "attention" 

describes tla state of heightened or increased awareness 

of' particlllar sensations (p.417). II Certainly, the 

word attention has many and Varied uses in psychological 

description .. Generally however, two aspects stand 

out when a definition of the term is considered .. 

Firstly, attention is related to intensity, or to 

those processes which determine the degree of an 
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erganismts alertness and vigilance. Secondly, 

attention is described as being selective - it 

determines which elements of the total stimulus 

field will exert a predominant influence over 

behaviour. 

Studies of attentionsl functioning in normal 

8s, and experiments in the selectivity of attention 

will be reviewed briefly. While this digression 

may seem unwarranted, it should be noted that there 

is a paucity of heuristric theoretical development 

in the attention studies of schizophrenia, as will 

be noted later. Consequently, the literature 

will be surveyed partly to place the study of attention 

with schizophrenics into some perspective in terms 

of research outside this particular field, and 

partly to establish and explore processes which will 

be used to describe schizophrenic cognitive deficit. 

SELEC'l'IVl LISTENING 

Selective attention per se, was first largely 

investigated in the auditory mode, principally 

because hearing requires no peripheral localization, 

while comparable visual stUdies are confounded by fixation 

effects and the ease with which a visual signal can 

be shut out. The work of the 1950's culminated in 

Broadbentts (1958) attention model, based on his split

span experimental paradigm (Broadbent, 1954), and 

in three fundamental empirical findings (Broadbent, 1971)= 

(a) The central processing mechanism appears to have 

a limited capacity. Evidence for this was provided 



by Broadbent (1952b, 1956a), Poulton (1953), Webster 

and Solomon (1955) and Webster and Thompson (1953, 

1954) • 

(b) A physical cue, which permits differentiation 

between two messages, aids the selective process, 

e.g." 'Broadbent (1954b), Cherry (1953) and Poulton 

(1953~ 1956). 

(c) It is more efficient to indicate to Ss which 

channel is to be responded to before the messages 

,arrive, rather than afterwards, e.g., Broadbent 

(1952a) and Cherry (1953). 

Broadbent's model (1958) is of importance, 

because it was the first sophistocated attempt to 

deal with selectivity of auditory perception, and 

because it had considerable impact on thinking of 

clinical investigators (Yates, 1966a; McGhie, 1969) .. 

His model was based on a set of 12 postulates which 

organized the Central Nervous System into a communication 

channel of limited capacity, preceded by a selective 

device. This selector, using physical features of 

the stimuli monitors all inputs and selects information 

from sensory events with common features .. There is 

also a bias in the choice of input, and certain, 

events with novelty or high physical intensity may 

take precedence. The model contains a bU£fer storage 

uni t which briefly retains information, but since this 

is of a limited capacity, a rehearsal circuit is 

included .. 
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Modification of this model was forced by the 

results of a long series of studies by Anne Treiaman 

. and others (Lawson, 1966; Treisman, 1960, 196!~a , 1964b_, 

1964c, 1964d, 1969, 1970, 1971; Treisman and :Geffen, 

1967; Treisman and Fearnley, 1971; Treiaman and 

Riley, 1969) who showed that important information in 

the irrelevant message is at least partly analyzed 

at a verbal levele These experimental results were 

derived using the -shadowing- technique first developed 

by Cherry (1953), which requires the Ss to repeat 

verbatim, the primary message as it is being received. 

Treisman (1960), modified the original Broadbent model, 

by claiming that the filter did not totally prevent 

the verbal analysis of the secondary message, but 

merely attenuated irI'elevant inputs. To the extent 

that ohly important stimuli receive full verbal 

analysis, these elaborations form the basis of the 

revised model advanced by Broadbent (1971, p148) .. 

An alternative to the Attenuation model was 

pI'ovided by Deutsch and Deutsch (1963, 1967) and 

elaborated by Norman (1968) .. This conceptualization 

asswnes that all input, irrelevant or relevant 9 is 

processed to the verbal recognition level. Processes 

posterior to the perceptual level, such as a short 

term memory buffer storeg or a response selector 

mechanism, a.llow suppression of the input" The conflict 

between the perceptual attenuation theory, and the 

response suppression model are explored in more 

detail by Greenwa.ld (1972). 
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Attempts to discriminate between the two models 

using the traditional shadowing task have not been 

successful (Norman, 1969; Greenwald, 1970b). 

a recent study by Greenwald (1972) indicates 

However, 

that both processes may take place in certain circumstances. 

He used an experimental task (Greenwald, 1970a, 1970b) 

in which confl ict Vias produced by presenting auditory 

digit stimuli at the same time as visual digit stimuli, 

which ser'ved as the primar'Y input. Efficiency of 

processing was measured by Reaction Time (RT) to the 

primary stimulus. The basis of Greenwald's (1972) 

ex.)eriment was to negate the conflict by means of 

habituation i.e., the conflicting auditory stimuli 

were repeated for several trials. Disruption of the 

habi·tuatioYl sequence was' then ini tiated in an attempt 

to see whether secondary input suppression took .. llace 

at a perceptual, or response level. Greenwald notes 

that this f.'1ethod r'equires a strong conflict situation 

and the necessity for some asswnptions c8ncerning the 

constituents of the response latency, and comes to 

the conclusion that: 

liThe re8ul ts for tests of perceptual filtering 
and respons e supr;.)ressi on indi cated that both 
processes participated in the attention selectivity 
induced by the habituation procedure ••• This 
combination or processes is not necessarily 
paradoxical if' it is Bf;sumedthat the content 
of the distx'Bctor channel is fully verbally 
analyzed for the first few trials of each 
habi tuation series.. Once this analysis has 
occurred, the nervous system (a) initiates a 
sup~ression of the response to be anticipated 
(continued) cont ent of the distractor channel, 
and (b) reduced (or as Treisman (1964) hE~s put 
it, attenuates) the level of perceptual 
analysis on the distractor channel. Such 
a multi-process selective attention mechanism 
could be 'lui te efficient and functional (p. 65)9" 
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The assumption that there is a single central 

processing channel is implicit in much of the work 

reported above, and in the studies of Moray, (1967, 

1969), Welford (1968), Lindsay (1970), and others. 

Allport, Anton1s and Reynolds (1971.) have demonstrated 

that this is not necessarily true, and that Ss can 

shadow continuous speech while at the same time 

viewing pictorial scenes, or while sight reading 

piano musice Their multichannel hypothesis suggests 

that a number of independent and parallel processors 

operate on the input and that to the extent that any 

of the arune processors are being used on differing 

input, will simultanequs performa.nce of these tasks be 

possible. Hence, while the brain may exhibit single 

channel operation, there is no reason to accept 

that this is a generalizable phenomenon. 

One final line of investigation (Underwood, 1972, 

1973; Underwood and Moray, 1971) has postulated that 

the low detection rates of the secondary messages may 

be due in part to the allocation of Itcapaci ty" to the 

response required to demonstrate the degree of control 

of attention of the primary message.. Response 

organization of the primary message requires so much 

energy that little is left over to handle competing 

inputs.. The l'esults of Underwood's (1972, 1973) 

studies indicated that response requirements do influence 

recall and detection of targets in the secondary 

channel. Further, it was found that aerial position 

of a target strongly influenced probability of detection. 
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Thus perceptual factors and the physical similarity 

of two inputs may well interact with performance 

measures when sequential presentations are involved& 

Research on selective listening is an ongoing 

area of endeavour, and the Norman and Treisman models 

of selective attention are undergoing the experimental 

scrutiny which they formerly accorded to the original 

Broadbent model.. Many of the conc epts developed in 

these studies have been applied to research of 

schizophrenic attention dysfunction, and many of the 

issues introduced in this context will be consider~d 

in more detail in subsequent chapters. 

SELECTIVE VISUAL PERCEPTION 

Selective visual attention has been studied using 

a multiplicity of tasks and the research has spawned 

a large variety of models, conclusions and experimental 

paradigms. Hence any review in this area must itself 

be selective, and the focus in this survey will be on 

the basic issues which have elicited the most interest, 

rather than on a definitive tabulation of all the 

empirical work ~onceived in this particular field. 

Implicit in Townsend's (1971) work is a division 

of selective attention tasks into four major 

categories which will be examined in turn: 

(a) Brief visual tachistoscopic presentations 

of complex stimuli, e.g. Estes' (1965) detection 

paradigm, (Rumelhart, 1970) .. 

(b) Memory search experiments, using the paradigm 

established by Sternberg (1966, 1969)& 

(c) Bina.ry forced choice, "same-different" reaction 
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time tasks which have been used in a large variety of 

situations (Nickerson, 1969). 

(d) The viaual search experiments, which developed 

from the work of Neisser (196.3, 1967). 

This classification is not exhaustive, nor are 

the categories exclusive or independent~ Because 

this thesis is derived largely from the latter two 

categories, the emphasis will be on those types of 

scanning task: however the other paradigms have 

produced data which is often of particular relevance to 

understanding scanning as a whole. It should also 

be noted that other researchers of schizophvenic 

cognitive deficit have adopted the first two experimental 

paradigms listed above. Several detection experLments 

based on Eates' work have been reported (e.g@, Neale, 

1971) and currently work is being carried out by 

Qheckosky (Cavanaugh, 197.3, personal communication) 

using memory search tasks. 

Before proceeding to discuss the empirical 

evidence available, it is necessary to define the 

various Variables, and the processes which are 

hypothesized to be important in the understanding 

of selective attention. 

Models of Selectiv~ VisJt~l Perception. 

The fundamental ideas from which most scanning 

research has evolved, were explicated by Egeth (1966), 

and modified by Lehtio (1970), Grill (1971) and Hawkins 

(1969) $ They di.vided processing models into feature 

testing and template matching (Smith t 1968), and then, 
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where appropriate, into aerial or parallel processing 

modes, (Fig. 1-1). 

The concept of parallel, or serial processing haa 

been defined rigourously by Townsend (1971, 1972)0 The 

assumptions of a parallel model are: 

(a) All elements are worked on at once, with 

processing commencing on all elements at the same 

time. 

(b) Processing may finish at different times, 

if different elements have different processing rates. 

(c) Processing may depend on the past, but not 

the future .. Tha't; is, the processing of any element 

Xj of the set X1 , X2 , G08 X
j

, ••• Xn may depend on 

whether X. 1 or X. 2 is finished firsta but may not J- J- , 

be dependent on whether element X j +1 01" Xj+2 is 

finished last. 

The basic asswnptions of the serial model are: 

(a) Only one element is processed at a timeo 

(b) No one element is processed until the 

one preceding it has been completely processed. 

(c) Different processing rates for different 

elements may hold. 

(d) It is often asswned, for the sake of ease 

of mathematical manipulation, that the same order 

of processing is llsed on each trial for anyone set 

of complex elements. 

The theorizing of Egeth (1966), Hawkins (1970), 

Murdock (1971) and Ueno (1968) culminated in 

Townsend's comprehensive examination of the potential 

mathematical identifiability of parallel and serial 
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processes. Identifiability, a concept developed by 

Greeno and Steiner (1964), was adopted by Townsend 

to examine the possibility that the intangible 

processes lying.between input and output may ever be 

determined to be either serial or parallel, as defined 

above. He has demonstrated, using expotential grunma 

distributions (McGill, 1963) to describe the processing 

times of elements, that the identification of parallel 

or serial systems is extremely difficult, especially 

when it is considered that a number of hybrid (mixed 

serial and parallel) systems may well hold, and m1'mic 

the strictly parallel or serial models. He showed, as 

have Murdock (1971 ) 9 and Atkinson, Holmgren and Juola 

(1969), that when means of the distributions are examined, 

a strictly parallel system may predict the results 

which were commonly associated with a serial system; 

that is, a positive linear relationship between mean 

RTand the number of elements to be processed. So, 

while othe r controversies in this field - self terminating 

versus exhaustive search, limi.ted or unlimited capacity -

have proved tractdble to some extent, the question of 

serial, parallel, or hybrid must remain unresolved in 

most of the contexts in which it has been studied. 

'rhe _S~~_;Briefl;y: Presented Stimuli: 

The type of selective attention task involving 

reca.ll of relevant information following brief 

tachistoscopic presentation has a long history (e.get 

Boring, 1924; Brown '1960; Egeth, 1967; Harris and Haber, 

1963; Kahneman, 1968; Lawrence a.nd Coles, 1954). 
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Sperling (1960, 1963, 1967) proposed a model of 

infonnation processing which implied the existence 

of a parallel operating receptor mechanism or 

iconic memory, out of which information was scanned 

in serief.'lc 

Estes and others (Bjork and Estes, 1971; Estes, 

1965; Estes and Taylor, 1964, 1966; Estes and Wessel, 

1966; Grindley and Townsend 1970; Holding, 1971; 

Holmgren, 1968; McIntyre, Fox and Neale, 1970; Wolford, 

Wessel and Estes, 1968) have developed an experimental 

task in which they measure the probabili ty of a cox'rect 

detection of two letters amongst a number of random 

letter's following very brief exposure.. From this, 

Estes and Taylor (1964) derived a measure of perceptual 

span, corrected for guessinge The major reason for 

developing the technique was to provide estimates of the 

number of elements perceived from a brief visual display, 

wi th a minimal di sruption due to memory loss It It was 

suggested that this technique was superior to the partial 

report technique of Sperling (1960) and Averbach and 

Coriello s (1961) "indicatorU method., 

The model which was developed using these tasks~ 

was originally based on Broadbent' s (1958) schema. 

All elements in the display are first registered in 

parallel and then the Ittraces" slowly decay expotentiallyo 

Before complete fading of the icon (Neis~jer, 1967), registered 

items are scanned serially, and then classified as 

either signal or noise. When the target element is 

encountered it is reported as detected, unless the 

trace has faded below threshold before detection 

occurs, in which case a random response is made (Estes 
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and Taylor, 1966) .. 

This gene ral model, which is similar to those 

of Sperling (1967), sternberg (1966), and Broadbent 

(1958) adequately explained early research results, but 

was unable to sustain the data of' Wolford et al .. (1968), 

and Bjork and Eates (1971). They used theRT procedure 

of Estes and Wessell (1966)9 and also varied the 

m:unber of target or critical items in the display" If 

a serial model holds, then RT should decrease as the 

number of target items increases in a display with a 

constant number of elements. Wolford et ale (1968) 

·f'ound that when the raw data was corrected for.changing 

proportions of gue sses a s a function of the number of 

redundant signals (using either an algebraic procedure 

or confidence level judgements), the curve relating RT 

to number of redundant critical items became horizontal& 

This supported the results of Atkinson et ale (1969) 

and WaS later confirmed by Bjork and ~stea (1971). This 

led· to a tentative revision of the model. Bjork 

and Estes concluded that the extraction of information 

from the elements, may be carried out in parallel (as 

in Wolfox'd et a1,., 1968; Rumelhart p 1970).. However, 

a seria.l self terminating model for processes involving 

comparison of elements of a display, with items in memory, 

seemed to be indicated. Since in these experiments 

the redundant target element WaS always the same 

character, only one comparison would be needed with 

the memory element for a correct detection. This 

may lead then, to some resolution of these results with 

those from the memory scanning experiments (Wingfield 
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and Bolt, 1970) and such same-different RT tasks 

as that of Bamber (1969). 

Memol';Y: SeJ!,rch Experiments 

The principal exponent of this particular paradigm 

is Sternberg, and since his first papers (Sternberg, 

1966; 1967), a not inconsiderable body of liter~ture 

has grown up using memory scanning experiments. The 

research methodology most commonly reported involves 

tachistoscopic presentation of a randomly chosen list 

of digits. Some seconds after exposure, the S is 

presented with one or more (e.g., Metlay, Handley 

and Kaplan, 1971) "probel! digits which mayor may not 

have been presented in the stimulus sequence. The 

S is required to respond as rapidly as possible, indicating 

whether or not the "probe If was a membe r of' the original 

stimulus sequence. Sternberg found a posi ti ve linear 

relationship, indicating a search time of 40 maae/item, 

between the RT and the number of items presented. 

Sternberg rejected the possibility of a parallel scan 

on -two grounds - (a) if a parallel scan were self 

terminating there would be no relationship between 

RT and number of items in the stimulus sequence, and (b) 

if a parallel exhaustive search had been used, the 

relationship would have been nonlinear (sternberg, 1966; 

Corcoran~ 1970). This work led to a model of binary 

classification~ with a series of additive stages (Fig. 

1~2). This serial and exhaustive search model, which 

was investigated using the subtraction method proposed 

by Donders (1868), was developed by Sternberg (1969a, 

1969b) .. 
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S.8RLAL COMPARI SON 
OF ELEMENTS 

RE3POHSE 
o RG AllfIZATI ON 

R:8S:FONSE 

FIGURE 1-2 

A four sta".;e binary choice process in a memory 

scanning tasle (adapted from Sternberg, 1969; p.294). 

The first stage is influenced by stimulus quality 

the second by the size of the stimulus set, the third 

by the response type (present or not present) and 

the final stage by the relative frequency of the 

response type", 
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Nickerson (1966) extended the memory search 

paradigm when he compared and contrasted two tasks, 

(a) where a single item was in memory and several on, 

display, and (b) several i terns in memory and one on 

displaYe The task wos to decide whether any of the 

first set of letters (checklist) were included in the 

second set (search set), and to register the decision 

as quickly as possiblee. The results confirmed the 

importance of, (a) the number of items in the checklist, 

(b) the number of items in the se,arch set, and (c) 

the number common to both. With relatively unpracticed 

Sa, RT was affected as much by differences in the 

checklist as by differences in memory set. Error 

rates tended to be high when a multielement checklist 

and a multielement search list had only a single element 

in conunon .. Also, in contradiction to Sternberg, the 

number of pairwise checklist-searchlist comparisons did 

not appear ,to be exhaustive. The fact that for a specific 

numbe r of items in each list g RT vari ed inversely with 

the number in common to the lists, suggested that 

as soon as a matching pair of items is fo und, search 

is terminated. 

Various experiments since Sternberg's original 

publication have urged some caution in assuming this 

model to be entirely generalizable, especially with 

regards to the exhaustive search requirement. Corcoran 

(1970) reported an unpublished study in which serial 

position of the digit in the stimulus sequence affected 

speed of rec81i in an auditory version of Sternberg's 

expe riment.. A strong recency effect was found in the 

data of Clifton and Birenbaum (1970), provided the 
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"probert was presente d less than a second aft er the 

end of the list. Burrows and Okada (1971) found 

not only strong serial position effects but also 

parallel slopes for posi tive. and negative responses .. 

They swggested that modifications to the original 

Sternberg serial exhaustive model may be necessary. 

It is possible ,to adopt the exhaustive search approach 

to strong serial position effects by assuming that 

such effects results from the entire scan being 

completed in less time if the target is in a favourable 

serial position. However, such results can also 

be explained in terms of, a parallel model (Murdock, 

1 971; Atkins on et· al ~ j 1969).. strong sel'ial position 

effects were also found by Morin, DeRosa and Stultz (1967) 

a.nd DeRosa and Baumgate (1971).. They presented their 

positive set digits successively (in contrast to 

Sternb(H"g's simultaneous presentation), and su,;gested 

that whether or not stimuli are temporally organized, 

through the interpolation of a pause within the digit 

series, strongly influences the serial position effects .. 

Wingfield and Branca (1970) reported two stUdies 

in which Ss searched memorized lists of up to 12 digits 

or letters fo I' a probe digit. Reaction ·times were 

used to examine both strategies of recoding, and of 

search thro ugh memory. They found that Ss reduced 

memory load by searching for the t.est i tern among the 

complement!3ry set when the size of the ::Jresented list 

waS in excess of' the size of its complement. While 

both experiments, supported the serial-exhaustive approach, 

Wingfield and Bolt (1970) suggest that fully exhaustive 
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search may be limited to the case where it has been 

demonstrated most consistently : high speed scanning 

for a single target .. Exhaustive search was not found 

when the Ss searched for more than one target, and where 

8s are required to report the element following 

the target item in the positive set (De Hosa and 

Baumgate, 1971~ Sternberg, 1967 ). 

Several other results which requiz'e some incorporation 

into the Sternberg conceptualization have been published" 

Dumas,GT'osS and Checkosky (1972) hav.e shown that the 

Sternberg model is disrupted by Variations in the 

probability of stimUlus elements or attributese 

Connor (1972) inferred the existence of a serial 

memory set encoding stage, which would also explain 

Morin et a1. fa (1967) results wi th tempo rally organized 

stimuli. Swanson, Johnson and Briggs (1972) used 

Posner and K.eele~s (1967) task which involved measuring 

same-different RTs to physically similar or dissimilar 

Ii teral stimuli 9 and where it was found that Ss 

can respond "same" faster when two upper case Ats 

are presented, than when A and lower case a are shown. 

Swanson et al@ found a significant difference between 

a group who saw stimuli of the same physical format, 

and a group who were presented with stimuli which 

differed in physical dimensions, but had associational 

identity. They suggested that a recoding operation 

mus t take place beful"'e stimuli of differing physical 

format C8n be compared. 

Practice effects have been reported (Briggs and 

Blaha, 1969; BU1'rows and Murdock, 1969) usually with 
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alphanlllfleric stimuli.. Dumas (1972) investigated 

memory search, with practice, using multidimensional 

geometric stimuli. The tact that RT was dependent 

on the nwnber of shared attributes had been established 

by Nickerson (1967) and later replicated by Checkosky 

(1971)$ Consequently, Dumas used geometric shapes 

with a varied number of dimensions in common. His 

results were consistent with a model postulating 

self terminating compari sons wi thlnitems, but exhaustive 

search between items in memory. He found also, in 

contrast to Neisser~ Novick and Lazar (1963), that 

while the effects on RT due to size of the memory 

set disappea!'ed, the effects of the dimensionality 

remained after eight days' practice - a result 

Duroas held to be inconsistent with parallel feature 

testing .. 

Klatzky and At.kinson (1970) looked at the case 

in which the test probe was not directly comparable 

to the stimulus sequence elements.. Either letters, 

words~ or pictures were used as probe elements while 

the memory set comprised letters only. Hence, the 

Ss mi@lt make a positive response if the probe stimulus 

was a word the first letter of which was a member of 

the memory sete Similarly, if the target stimulus 

was a picture, then Ss made a positive response only 

if the first letter of the name of that picture was 

a membel' of the memory set.. Since this experiment 

showed that exhaustive search need not occur under 

some oi rcumstances $I Klatzky, Juola and Atkinson (1971) 

set out to define the conditions for such a search 

more rigourously .. They required Ss to indicate whether 
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or not a given target matched one of the previously 

matched memory set, where the target stimuli for a 

given session were either exclusively letters, 

exclusively pi·ctures, or a random sequence of bothe 

The RT functions of the letter or picture exclusive 

sessions were found to be consistent with an exhaustive 

model of memory scanning. The resul ts for the random 

sessions deviated markedly from the predictions of 

such a model. 

While Sternberg found a direct linear relationship, 

Nickerson (1966) found a logarathmic function, in a 

similar manner to Hick's (1952) relation. Briggs 

and Blaha (1969) suggested this may be artifactual, 

but more recently Simpson (1972) has found that mean 

RT was a function of' log2 (positive set size).. This 

in turn suggests some sort of binary choice comparison 

process consis tent \Ni th the model s of Hick, and WeI ford 

(1960) .. 

Finally~ Lively (1972) performed a study in which 

he used a memory set of ei.ther digits or consonants 

and a test set which could comprise either digits or 

consonants .. Hence a negative response could be to 

ei the I' the same category probet or the di fferent 

category probe" He found that the slope of the RT 

func tion for the concept ually different negative 

items was less than for the negative itams of the 

same class as the memory set. 

Cuerently, the field of short term memory search 

is undergoing continual redefinition and development, 

and this expanSion precludes the production of strong 

conclusions concerning theoretical and empirical data 
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at hand" For example, there has been a tren~, 

explored by Briggs and his students, towards the 

fitting of logarithmio relations to the RT versus 

positive set size function, and the introduotion of 

the concept of uncertainty from the work of Attneave 

(1959) and others, on Information Theory (Briggs, 

Peters and Fisher 1972; Briggs and SWanson, 1970; 

Johnsen and Briggs, 1973; Lyons and Briggs, 

1971; Swanson, Johnsen and Briggs, 1972). The 

ser'ial nature of memory se,aroh has been generally 

accepted, althouGh it has been demonstrated that the 

evidence presented, does not warrant the dismissal 

of the possibility of parallel search, (e.g~, 

Murdock, 1971; Townsend~ 1972; Townsend and Roos, 

The eXhaustive nature of the search has ,not 

been so clearly supported. While Sternberg (1969) 

fo'md no serial position effects, these have been 

fr'equently reported in other studies (Clifton and 

Birenbaum$! 1970,; Corballis, 1967; Corcoran, 1970; 

Forrin and Morin'lI' 1969; Kennedy and Hamil ton, 1969; 

Kirsner and Oraik, 1971; Morin at al., 1971 ). Forrin 

and Cunningham (1973) found that the existence of 

serial position effects may be a function of the time 

for which elements are retained before scanning 

and thi s accords with conclusions of Clifton and 

BirenbaLIDl, 19700 Anders ("1973), using retrospective 

report, as well as conventional RT measures has 

su,ggested that when search through la.rge numbers of 

elements (up to 10) is required, 8s partition elements 
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into subgro ups which are searchedexhausti vely 

within subgroups, but in a aelr ter.minating manner, 

between gro ups. Theios, Smith, Haviland, Traupman 

and May (1973) have also pointed out that Sternberg 

confounded the probability of occurrence of a stimulus 

probe, and memory set size, and notes that probability 

has long been known to influence RT, (Hyman, 1953; 

Falmagne, 1965; ILaming, 1968) .. They demonstrat~d 
"-

that when this confounding was considered, self 

terminating mOdels are at least equally as viable 

as exhaustive models, and somewhat more parsimonious. 

At present then, there is a considerable 

di senchantment with the position Sternberg propounded 

in 1969, and this is reflected in the productive, but 

not yet conclusive search tor alternative understanding 

of the dimensions or memory, and the r2s01ution of 

conflicting experimental conclusions. 

Same-Diffel"lent Rs.action Time Tasks. 

Judgements of identity or nonidentity of geometric 

or literal stimuli have also contributed to the 

Such understanding of' visllal information processing .. 

tasks can be structured so that Ss either see the 

stimuli to be comp8red sequentially (a basically 

memory task9 similar to memory search), or else 

simultaneously, a perceptual discrimination task. 

vThile Sternberg's model is orten invoked s data rrom 

this type of task do not point conclusively at serial 

search strategies, nor is comparison commonly made 

in an exhaQstive manner (e.g., Snodgrass, 1971, 1972). 
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In g enersl, in this type of st udy ther'e has 

been a greater emphasis on a search for variables 

which influence RT in specific situations, rather 

than vigourous adherence to general models.. Marcel 

(1970), for example, demonstra"ed that perceptual 

processing may well vary under di fferent condi tions .. 

In an expex'1ment using geometric data, he showed that 

while two conjLIDctions of values of four seperate 

dimensions maY,be analyzed in parallel, two conjunctions 

which are complementary, or from a saine functional 

dimension~ al~e analyzed sequentially. Checking 

whether a pattern is red and has a vertical bar, 

cannot be done at the same time as checking whether it 

is green and has a horizontal bar, (if these are the 

only alternatives on the relevant dimensi~n8) even 

with fairly extensive practice. After some practice 

however, checking whether a pattern is red and has 

a verttcal bal" can proceed at the same time as checking 

whether it is a circle, and the bar is solid.. One may 

attend, he suggests, to events simultaneously only 

when they are on functionally separate channels .. 

Keeley and Doherty (1968, 1969) obtained results 

of a similar nature .. Subjects were required t~ 

repoI't where a break in a Landolt ring occ urred .. 

fo Wld that when the four C t s with br caks in the 

They 

same orientation werd exposed successively, each at 

the same duration as when only one was exposed, there 

was a significant increase in the Ss~ ability to 

identify the orientation (or hitrate) over the 

condi'tion whero a single ring was shown .. However, when 
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four of the rings were exposed simultaneously for 

an equal duration, there waB no increase in hitrate 

over the single exposure condition. 

Marcel suggests, that this could be evidenCe for 

parallel receptors, and that testing whether the break 

is at IIInorth" against all ~xposed Cs rna.}' be pos sible~ 

but that it is not possible to test "south" in one 

ring at the same time as "north" in another .. 

Tasks more explicitly using a binary same ... different 

choloe have been reported (e .. g .. , Bindra, Williams 

and Wise!! 1965; Bindra, Donderi, and Nishisato, 1968; 

Nicker)son ll 1965).. This led to the interesting 

demonstration of' parallel processing and to the 

development of a new experimental task, some aspects 

of which will be reported in this thesis, (Donderi 

and Zelnicker, 1969; Donderi and Case, 1970). 

Donderi and Zelnicker found that when up to 13 

geometric shapes were exposed simultaneously toa 

S who decided whether all the shapes were the same or 

whether one of the shapes was different, response 

la tency was ind ependent 01' the number of shape s presented. 

'rhey hypothesizedtha t input from all the shapes were 

simultaneously pI'ocessed into one, or two shape categories 

and that a decision theory choice was made between 

!lsarne" (where there was only one category) and 

"different!! (where there was more than one shape category), 

independently of the number of shapes. 

This conclusion was extended by Donderi and Case, 

who exposed 2, 5, 8, 11 or 14 geometric shapes, and 

used three different condi tions .. These conditions 



were, (a) all shapes identical, (b) 'one shape 

dirferent from the rest, and (c) with the 5-14 

shapes stimuli, three shapes different. Decision 

la tency was again found to be j.ndependent of the 

number of shapes presented, and correct "same" and 

., 3-di:t'ferent ll decisions were taster than "i-different" 

decisions. Connor (1972) has shJwn that parallel 

processing in a similar situation holds even under 

condi tions o1~ increased irrelevant informational input,. 

However, where tl!_e stimuli were made more confusing, 

that 1s when the distinctiveness of the different stimuli 

was reduced by using less clear type, or by using 

visually similar letters, processing became clearly 

serial .. This suggests that the ability to attend 

to more than one stimulus input is limited by the 

necessity of using the same set of feature analyzers 

on the stimuli (e.g .. Treisman, 1969; Marcel, 1970; 

Keeley and Doherty, 1968) .. 

An experiment similar to that of Donderi and 

Zelnicker, was designed by Egeth, Jonides and Wall 

(1972) who also round, using up to six stimuli, 

nonrandomly placed, that RT was independent of the 

nwnber of stimuli .. These results can be related 

to experiments by Brand (1971) who discovered that 

looking for, any digit in a backgrOUnd of letters, 

may proceed as quickly as looking fora specific 

digit in such a background. Hence categorization of 

overlearned stimuli, int.o functionally independent 

classes, may proceed in parallel. 

Hawkins (1969) used a same-different RT task in 
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which pairs of stimuli were variea along one or 

more dimensions - colour, size or shapef and each 

dimension had only two possible values. His findings 

supported none of the basic Egeth (1966) models. 

The results were however consistent with a- model 

which postulated the following assumptions: 

(a) Parallel processing of the different stimulus. 

(b) Random distribution of decision time over trialse 

(c) Termination of search when dissimilar 

dimension is found .. 

(d) Time required to interrogate one dimension 

covaries with time required to determine the state 

of the other dimensions. 

The support for (a) was derived solely from the 

same response data which revealed that the RT for 

judging both of two dimensions the same was not 

slower than the RT for judging the single slowest 

dirrlension the same. Hence it is possible th~t a serial 

search mode may be employed when Ss are required 

to respond to differences in any dimension. Downing 

and Gossman (1970) performed a similar experiment 

which concentrated on the different responses. The 

results of their three studies strongly supported 

a parallel processing model. None of the data was 

clearly consistent with a serial process, but the 

results were also in agreement with Hawkins' four 

postulates, indicating that Ss can process 

multidimensional information with parallel but not 

necessarily L1dependent channels. 
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Bamber (1969) reported a study in which a 

criterion set of letters was exposed to the S 

outside a tachistoscope and a test set which was 

briefly exposed tachistoscopically. Subjects were 

required to report whether or not all the letters 

in the second exposure were the same as the first" 

His data was not in accordance with the serial 

self tenninating model he had previously suggested" 

and he developed a two process model to explain 

his I'e suI ts! 

'U1'he two processes are a relatively slow 
diffel'ence anaJ.yzer, which works in series and 
a faster identity analyzer" The difference 
analyzer emits either a • samet or tdifferentt 
signal, whe:l.'eas the identity analyzer emits 
only a 'same t signal.. A match be'!;ween the 
'samet of the identity analyzer and the 'same' 
of 'the dLt'ferent analyzer results in a fast 
t sarne ' response, whereas only the 'different' 
signal ['X'Offl a di fference analyze!' produces 
a 'different e response.. \'Vhen the test stimulus 
is 'same' both analyzers emit 'same' signals 
but since the iderdiity analyzer is faster it 
haa already lnitiated a 'same' response by the 
time the difference analyzer emits a 'same'. 
Therefore the 'same t response is faster' than. 
the 'different', and faster than would be 
expected by the serial self terminating model 
(p 213)"0 

Downing (1971) notes however that response 

probability bi&s may be important in determining these 

resllitse Egeth (1966), Nickerson (1965, 1967, 1969), 

and Bamber (1969) all found same judgements faster 

than difference judgements, whereas Downing and 

Gossman (1970) did not. Downing (1971) showed that 

thi s m8J'- be a result oi' the different proba bili ty of 

same and different responses. Williams (1972) 

felt that the Nickerson (1965) result might well 

be a fune tion of the amount of spe ctfic practice with 
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comparisonse He used Nickerson's sequential letter 

presentation task, and by controlling the number of 

times that particular stimulus pairs were. presented 

in the same-different paradigm, controlled the effects 

of practi ce., He found that a same RT was faster, or 

slowel~ than a different RT depending on the number of 

times a S responded to specif'ic stimuli. 

Grill (1971) has suggested a need for clarification 

of the conditions under which processes occur, that is, 

she has noted that results and models may well be 

hlgllly task specificlII She notes, for example that 

a wid.e variety of' stimuli have been used; alphanumeric 

stimuli (Nickel'son, 1966; Sternberg, 1966), randomly 

generated stimuli (Sekuler and Abrruns, 1968; Snodgrass, 

1971, 1972) regular geometric figures (e. g", 9 Egeth~ 

1966; Hawkin8~ 1969; Lindsay and Lindsay 1966), 01' 

stimuli which v&.ry al ong one integral dimension, (eo g .. , 

pitch or loudness; Nickerson, 1969). The comparison 

stimuli may be presented simultaneo usly (elll g .. , Donderi 

and Zelnickel", 1969; Egeth, 1966; Sekuler and Abrams, 

1968) OT' sequentially (Atkinson et al., 1969; Bamber, 1969; 

Burrows ano. Murdoc.lc, 1969).. Some Ss receive large 

pepiods of practice (Briggs and Blaha 1969; Ne1sser, 

Novick and Lazar, 1963; Sekuler and Abrams, 1968), 

other's receive les8 (Danderi and Case 1971; Egeth, 

1966)a Grill manipulated three variables - (a) 

type of task (either simultaneous or sequential 

presentation of geometric stimuli), (b) relative 

Bet for speed as opposed to accuracy (e.ge,Fitts, 

1966), and (c) the effects of practice. The results 

indicated that responses were faster for successive 
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rather than simultaneous presentations, and that 

while processing tended towards the parallel mode 

with practice in the simultaneolls condition, this 

was not true in the successive conditionQ Relative 

speed and accuracy set, had little relation to 

response latency. 

Same-different experiments have been carried 

out under a varj.ety of conditions, and using a 

number of dlffel"ing tasks. l1'he evidence available 

suggest s ·tha t extreme care is necessary in producing 

generalizable models$ In contradistinction to 

memory search, ther'e is little evidence of exhallstive 

search (eeg., Jnodgl"ass, 1971, 1972).. It is also 

cl ear that ill1.der some c ondi tions, parallel search, 

ill lIst rated unegyivocally by a horizontal function 

r'elating numbel' of element s to RP, may well occur. 

'This appears to be trlle especially in tasks where 

simul taneolls present ation, extensive practice and 

the pos sibili ty of interl'ogat ion of functionally 

independent dimensions is possible (Grill, 1971; 

Marcel, 1970; NeiDSel' et ale 1963). 

~§..ejl..1'...Qh 

Thi 8 con~oi derable ar'ea of research endeavollr 

was la rgely stimllla ted by the wo de of Neis ser and hi s 

colleagues in the early 1960' IS, and much of the 

sllbseqLlen t I'eseal"ch in memory search and same-different 

R'f experiments owes its initial motivation to these 

early papers.. Visllal search is defined here as 

the situation where the target element is presented 
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before or simultaneously with the sequence to be 

searched .. Memory search is the situation, as 

reviewed previously, where the target presentation 

is subsequent to the exposure of the stimulus or 

searched set of elements .. 

Neisser (1963) was directly concerned with the 

question of parallel and serial search strategies" He 

required Ss to search through letter lists for the 

presence or absence of one or more target letters, 

and perhaps t.he principle result of this work 

was the finding that searching for two target elements 

could proceed as swiftly' as search for one target .. 

While serial strategies could be devi sed to handle 

this data (Corcoran, 1970), no such equivocation is 

possible with the results of Neisser, Novick and 

1,azi3.r, (1 963) iii 'rhey fOWld that wi th extensi va 

practice, t::ls could search for ten it ems as quiclcly 

as for one - clear evidence of unlimited capacity .. 

Kaplan and Carvellas (1965), and Kaplan, 

Carvellas and ; .. etlay (1966) also demonstrated the 

dependence of scanning time on practice. When 

targets are searched for immediately after they are 

designated, search time is related to the number 

of target elements, ruld they postulated the initial 

conditlon of sel'1al search is transformed, with practice~ 

into a simultaneous search procedure. Kaplan et ale 

(1966) showed that this is true even when recognition 

times are separated from actual search times, using 

photographic recol"ds of hand and eye movements. 
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Shurtleff and Maraetta (1968) replicated part 

of the Kaplan et ale study, and failed to show a 

linear increase in scanning time as a function of 

the number of targets held in immediate memory. 

Shurtleff and Marsetta felt this disagreement may have 

been caused by the fact that the Kaplan et ale 

experiment actually increased the number of targets 

to be responded tJ in each stimulus presentation as 

the number of targets increased, whereas in the 

later experiment the number of targets to be found 

did not increase with the number of targets in 

immediate memory., This would not however reconci;!.e 

Shurtleff and lviarsetta t s resul ts wi th those of Kaplan 

and Oarvellas (1965). However one further di ff'erence, 

which may explain the discrepancy, is that the Kaplan 

expel'iments used targets drawn at random from all 

26 letters of' the alphabet, whereas Shurtleff and 

Marsetta selected their targets from a specific set 

of six elements~ 

An experiment by Metlay, Sokoloff and Kaplan 

(1970) tends to support this conclusion. They found 

that when a S sea:r'ched a list of letters for one to 

five different targets which were randomly chosen from 

all 26 letters of the alphabet, the time required to 

scan the lists increased as a linear function of 

the number of targets searched fore When the targets 

were chosen from a specific set of fi ve letters 

however, while scanning time increased with the 

number of targets stored in memory, the increase was 

smaller, and negatively accelerated. Metlay et ale 

concludes that this implies that the number of "feature 
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tests tl required increases with the nwnber of potential 

targets, although with sufficient practice, when 

searching for a specific letter set of targets the 

Ss ultimately became able to test tor them 

s1mul taneo usly .. It is also possible that the 
I 

curvilinear increase when the S memorized a small 

subset of the potential targets, may represent an 

intermediate stage in the gradual transition from 

serial to parallel. 

The serial processing approach was strengthened 

by Nickerson and Feehrer (1964), who found a monotonic 

increase in RT with the increase in the number of 

target elements, in an experiment where stimulus 

letters were presented sequentially in a tachistoscope 

and where 8s were required to re spond only ,to the 

critical items. This result was confirmed by Ohase 

and Posner (1965).. Rabbitt (1964, 1967) showed that 

not only the number of targets, but also the number 

of non critical el~ents, increased response latencieso 

Subjects appeared to search not only for features which 

distinguished a target element, but also those 

identifying a noncri tical element .. Whether target 

or nontarget elements are tested fOI',. may well be 

a function of the probability of target occurrence .. 

In the Neisser paradigm" probability that any 

letter is a target is approximately 0.02, whereas 

in Rabbitt's experiment, this probability tended 

towards 0.5. 

One of the few experiments on novelty and scanning 

was conductt~d by Neisser and Lazar (1964) who showed 
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that Ss can search for any wlfamil1ar element in 

a list of letters as rapidly as for "any digit", 

but less rapidly than for a fixed and familiar 

element .. This suggests novelty is not an 

immediately given property of stimulus elements, 

but the product of one particular pattern of prooessing 

Neisser and Beller (1965) reported two experiments 

in which 88 searched through word lists for targets 

defined in terms of their meaning (e .. g .. , "any animal")~ 

Scanning time Vias found to be gl'eater in this 

situation, than when the target is a specif'ic word, or 

a member of a defined gI'OUp of words.. Similarly, 

Neisser and StopeI' (1965) required Ss to SC~1 word 

lists and to report proper names.. Some of the lists 

contatned It cue 1/ words which made it pos sible to skip 

a number of lines. Several seconds were necessary to 

make such a skip, thus cues for short skips were not 

used@ The rt:searcher surmised that the skip response 

might not be under direct stimulus control, implying 

that eye movements might have a pattern controlled by 

higher order mechanisms. 

The original Neiseer re suI ts h.,"":tve been confirmed 

and extended in a number of ways (e.g., Peterson and 

Pe·terson, 1970). Brown, and his colleagues at the 

Uni versi ~y of Exeter have al so ta.ckled some of the 

problems raised by Neis ser (1963).. strongman and 

Brown (1966) instructed Ss to search for a meaningful 

word in a nonsense word oontext, or a nonsense word 

in a meaningful context. Wi thin each 0 f the se 

conditions two levels of' word frequency, and two 
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levels of nonsense syllable association value were 

presented. Hypothesizing from Neisser's results, 

it was expected that search for an item not possessing 

an attribute (negative instructions) would lead to 

longer RTs than would search for an element possessing 

a specific characteristic (positive instructions). 

The results showed that visual search times were 

significantly influenced by both the frequency of the 

target words, and the association value of the context 

items. There was also a significant .interaction 

ob'served,betwe(:.:n type 'Of' instructions and target 

fl"eQuency. Brown "md Chick (1970) clearly confirmed 

Neisserfs (1963) finding that searching for the row 

that does not contain the target element, takes 

longer than searching f'or the one row which does contain 

"the target .. One experimental difference which may 

account for this is that the definition of a target 

in the two cases is completely different .. In searching 

for a 'target's presence, the notion of' a I'OW is not 

necessary, however in order to report the absence 

of a target, the letter structure of the row is imp8rtant .. 

The influence· of the context in which the target 

is buried has been further stUdied by Portnoy, Portnoy 

and Sal zinger (1964). They instructed Ss to locate 

nonsense target syllables in fields of other nonsense 

syllables. They varied the relative association 

value of the target and the field. The results 

indicated that search time is lower when the target 

association v';,lue is high, and when there is a 

difference between target and field. Similarly, 
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Sohultz and Lovelaoe (1964) fowmd that Ss located high 

meaningfulness eve tr1grama more rapidly than those 

with low meaningtulnesa. 

Smith and Egeth (1966) criticized Portnoy €It al~ 

(1964) on the grollllds that their measure of search 

time did not permit a computation of decision time 

per i tern, from the total number of items searched. 

Hence no conclusion as to whether familiarity effects 

decision time per item examined, or the total number 

of items actually examined. They therefore used 

a Nei sseI' format to reduce the potential strategi €IS .. 

They did not find that familiarity influenced 

dis cI'imnabili ty using the deci si on time per item 

criterion. Hence the e.ffects of familiarity may 

be confined to unstructured search situatio.r&. 

Krueger (1970a) employed an interesting design 

which I'equired the 8 to search for a target letter 

amongst visual displays of varying redundancy. He 

showed that 3s can find a target more quickly in 

structured stllnull (words or pseudowords) than 

in non structured groups of letters .. Also, Ss 

se.srch more ralJidly thro ugh coherent sentences than 

through scrambled lists of words. He showed, by 

increasing the numbel' of memory c)mparisons (Ss 

searched for more targets), tha t redundancy ai ds 

search by speeding the initial encoding stage. 

Even when familiarity is induced within one experimental 

session by repeating sequences, (Krueger, 1970b), 

Ss seareh more rapidly through the repe ated displays, 

than the nonrepeated sequences. Letters are also 

recognized :wre accurately when they appear in words 
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rather than nonwords, (Reicher, 1969). Krueger (1 970c) 

reported a further experiment in which Ss were shown 

a target letter centred above a six letter nonword 

(bat only when the sequence was arrayed horizontally, 

and not when it was shown vertically). Memory 

search was also demonstrated to be more efficient 

through words than through nonwords (Krueger 1970c; 

1971).. These results are augmented by those of 

James and Smith (1970) who found that vowel probe 

letters were faster than consonant probes for words, 

but not nonword sequences. This result is probably 

a function of the S·s knowledge of English and the 

seQuential dependencies in the language which indicate 

likely envir'onments. ' 

Gordon (1968) has identi fied a source of' dif'fical ty 

in visual search which is related to the variety of 

irrelevant items (Rabbitt, 1964, 1967, has also 

noted this).. He fa und it takes longer to find and 

cancel lower case ea • s , when these are hidden 

amongst g e 'S, than when they are hidden amongst 

equal nUil1bers of' tb's; but when the tats are hidden 

among equal numbers of 'b's and te's, search is 

slower than i~ either single irrelevant item condition" 

Further increases in. ::T follow when the number of 

nontargets is raised to four (or from 3 to 24; 

Gordon, Dulewicz and Winwood, 1971) 0 This Variety 

effect al so oecal's wi th abstract patterns (Gordon, 

1968). Gordon (1970) recorded eye movements during 

a similar task (search through thousand line lists 

of 25 letters per item) and found that the main response 
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to a change in degree of complexity of the search 

lists was an increase in the number of fixations, 

pauses, and visual re~ressionse 

Colour coding has also been shown to reduce 

search time s (e. go, Green and Anderson, 1956; ami th, 

1962; Mendell and 'Whiston, 1970; Smith, Farquhar 

and Thomas, 1965)$ Kinsbourne and Innis (1972) 

have demonstrated also that visual search may be 

self tenninating. Subjects searching through stimulus 

sequences for a target element, which, when present, 

W';JS half the time represen ted once and half' the time 

twice, in any array. They fo~d that increasing the 

nwnber of targets significantly reduced RT. 

Cohen (1968, 1970) who was concerned with specific 

abilities in reading, has also devised some interesting 

visual search tasks. The study compared search 

for letter shapes, for accoustic targets (specific 

phonemes), and I'or semantic targets (words of a specific 

meaning class) 0 It was found that search times were 

least for seman.tic targets, and greater for accoustic 

targets than for vi sllal letter targets. Comparisons 

of the sea1"ch times also revealed that the addi ti on 

of a semantic target to accoustic or letter targets 

did not increase search time, so that these may be 

processed in parallel.. Other combinations of processing 

type s yielded search time s that are sl ightly faster 

than a serial model would predict and could at least 

be intel"pret,:;d as irnplying an overlapping sequence 

of operati ons. 

Snyder (1972), with reference to models of 

visual sea1'oh,. notes the common two process theory 
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which involves localization of the visual target 

;md the analysis subsequently of its features .. Tbis 

has some relation also to animal and physiological 

experimentation .. Snyder used a detection paradigm, 

in which Ss were required to report the one inverted 

letter and its spatial position. He found that 

element::; adjacent to targets were reported more 

fI"equently than other non targets. This data 

support8d the two stage model. The location and 
\ 

identifi cation stages also appear to cOrl'eEjpond to 

the "preattentive" and "focEil attentive" stages in 

Neisseris (1967) model@ Operating on easily 

recognizable features of the stimuli, the preliminary 

preattentive stage can, with adequate practice, detect 

multiple targets, in parallel. The subs equent focal 

stage operates more slowly and in a serial fashion 

on the less discd.mnable stimulus features. In the 

Neisser task, where only targets require a response 

the preliminary sta~e rejects non targets, but 

allows targets to pass through and be identified. 

Reports from the Ss, for example, suggest that they 

hardly "see" the irrelevant elements (e"g .. , Neiseer, 

Cavanal1Q:h and Chase (1971) attempted to 

compare this type of' theo ry wi th st erl1.berg 9 8 (1 966) 

results, in a sitl1ation where the response characteristics 

of the two types of task (item recognition and visual 

search) were held constan to The results favoured 

a Sternberg serial search process. However it should 

be noted that stimulus sequences of only up to six 

letters were used, hence the ratio of targets to 

nontargets was very high. In Neisser's original 
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task the ratio was considerably lower, and it may 

well be that a preattentive model is meaningful 

only where a high proportion of' nontaI'gets compared 

to targets, is to be found. 

Finally, in the comparison and contrast ot 

Sternberg and Neissel,l s hypotheses, their contI icting 

resul ts concerning the effects of practice have been 

explored (Krlstofferson, 1972a, 1972b, 1972c).. She 

has found that when nested target sets are used (that 

is, each target set contains all the items in" the 

smaller target sets), and response consistency, (i .. e.9 

an item in a dternberg task is used for either negative 

or positive trials, but not both) is observed, the 

effects of pI'olonged practice upon set si ze in memory 

search and visual search does not differ. 

Teichner and Krebs (1974) reviewed a number of 

experiments based on the simple target sear'ch paradigm. 

They propostd that the evidence suggested a sequential 

scanning pI'ocess with a maximum capacity of about 

50 elements jell second. This basic model - a serial 

system which may act as a parallel system in 

subcapacity conditions - is implicit in the models of 

visual search discussed in later chapt ex's of thi s 

thesis. In.contrast also to Atkinson et al., 

(1969), Egeth et al .. (1972) and Townsend (1971), 

Teichne·r and Krebs argue that overall processin~ 

rate per item decreases as number of stimulUS 

elements increaSes, up to a limiting value .. More 

consideration of this conclusion will be undertaken 

in Ohapters 3, and 4* 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

Erdelyi (1974), in a retrospective examination 

of selectivity of attention research, notes that 

since the later 1950's (perhaps Broadbent·s 1958 

text can be used to signpost the turningpoint) 

the emphasis in attention theorizing has swung away from 

the formulations espoused by the New Look psychologists 

(McGinnies, 1949; Postman, Bruner and McGinnies, 1949), 

and towards the conception of man as an information 

processor. This conceptualization has tended 

to encourage construction of complex multiprocess 

structural models of selective attention (e.g. g 

Neissert 1967; Moray t 1970; Norman, 1968; Treisman, 

1969)0 Many of the old notions of cognitive style, 

expectancy - set, and perceptual vigilance have 

gradually been replace by more heuristic and rigourous 

approaches. In the clinical study of cognitive deficit 

however, as will be evident in the subsequent chapter, 

many of these ideas linger on. The dependence of 

such defect theories on outmoded ideas of information 

handling has often tended to undermine the validity 

of such theoretical structures. 

'l'his does not necessarily su~;gest however that 

discourse on attentional, focal processing has been 

without controversy. The original Broadbent Filter 

Theory, which introduced many of the st.ructural systems 

still utilized by cognitive defioit researchers 

(especially the idea of a filter), was challenged and 

superceded by the competing Filter Attenuation Theory 

(Treisman 1960, 1964d, 1969) and the Response Suppression 
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Theory (Deutsch and Deutsch, 1963, 1967; Norman, 

1968) .. Treismants theory implied that the 

bottleneck or filtering stage in processing 

structure occul'red at the perceptual level .. 

She proposed also that parallel processing is 

possible for two concurrent inputs only in the 

si tuation where bo'th inputs do not require the 

same feature analyzers. Norman (1968) however 

pushed the bottleneck further back in the processing 

system claiming that the suppression or non suppression 

of a potential response determined the ul timate 

output~ To date no unequivocal resolution of 

the differences between these theories has been 

achieved (eog., Kahneman, 1973; Moray and O·Brien, 

1967; Norman, 1 :;;68)" 

The extent to which most models are task 

specific is l'ecognized by many aLlthors.. As 

Kahneman (1973) notes many st!J.dies are concerned 

with auditory selective attention and that the 

conclusions of these at udiea do not generalize readily 

to visual experimentation. Kahneman is tempted 

to speculate that: 

It .. GG the mod ern st udy of attenti on could 
have taken a different course if Broadbent 
(1958) had been concerned with how one 
sees dancers rather than with how one hears 
messages.. Since it is surely possible to 
see many dancers while attending to one, 
the concepts of a filter that allows 
inputs into percep~ion in single file 
might not have been proposed. Deutsch 
and Deutsch (1963), on the other hand, 
might not have argued that attention does 
not alter perceptual analysis, because the 
difference between the perception of a 
prima ballerine and of lesser dancers 
is too obvious to be ignored. Finally, 
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the traditional emphasiG on spatial 
organization in vision would have 
led much sooner to a discussion of 
the prb-attentive mechanisms that 
control attention. (p.1.35) .. 1t 

One final approacp to selective attention 

might be introduced at this stage. II'Iex'ging ideas 

from Treisman, and Norman wi th those of Hochberg 

(1970), Preud (1900) and, Rapaport (1967), Kahneman 

1973 has developed a capaci ty theory of attention. 

His work rests on the proposition that: 

"Selective attention to inDuts is the 
all oca ti on of capaci ty to the pro cessin,f) 
of certain perceptual Jni ts in preference 
t~ others •••• The distinctive predictions 
of tl1e present the (H'y are that the 
ef ;'ecti VeneSi] of sele ction depends on the 
ease wl til which relevant stimuli ean be 
segr'ega ted at '~he stage of uni t forrna tion, 
and that the effectiveness of rejection 
,)i' iX'l'el eV~llt s tirnuli depends on the 
amount of' (8)08.Ci ty demanded by the primal'Y 
t 1 ( 1 ~'- " as c. p • .J). 

To some extent t11i 8 is a cOill",en t al so on the 

parallel - serial controversy; probably both may 

occur, depe.:1d:Lng on the processing requlrelnents of 

the tasko However, this noti~n will be discussed 

fur the r la ter. 
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CHaPTER TWQ 

~9HJ~S OF CpGNITIVE DEFICIT ttl-SCHIZOPHRENIA 

AND PROBLE,tiS OF RESEARCH AND INTERPRETATION 

OF RESi:ARCH IN THIS AREA .. 

"As the disease needs not progress as 
far aG dementi a and doe 13 not always 
appear praecociter, i.e. during 
puberty or soon after, I prefer the 
name schizophrenia. 
This di sease may come to a standstill 
at every stage, and many of its 
symptoms may cl ear up Very much,. or 
a1 together; but if it progresses, it 
leads to a dementia of a definite 
character (Bleuler, 1924; p .. 373).~ 

In t lZQ due th oll 

This cilapter is divided into two sections, 

the first a discussion of research t grouped about 

the major theoretical endeavours published in this 

field l' and the second, an attempt to evaluate some 

of the pr'oblems which confront the researcher in 

co nstr'ucti ng and interpreting experimental st udie s of 

the cognitive deficit of schizophrenics .. 

Since the literature is extensive, this review 

can attempt only to present .a selectiv0 view of 

the research, and to centre around the stUdies of 

information~ processing aspects of attention deficite 

Several large scale literature reviews (e. g .. , Buss 

and Lang, 1965; Lang and Buss, 1965; McGhie 1969; 

Shakow, 1972a; Yates, 1966a, 1973; Zimet and 

Fisherman, 1970) exist which expand and suprlement 

the litex'atllre to be presented here. 
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Although the literature discussed below will 

be presented as relating especially to one particular 

theoretical orientation or another, this does not 

imply that. the different theories aI'e in fact 

incompatible. Rather than a series of contrasting 

the orie s (wi th the term "theo ryu being used in a 

rather wide ranging sense) this particular field seems 

to have spawned a number of theorists who ape saying 

much the same thing, but in a number of different ways. 

The way in which the theoretical orientations roesemble 

one another becomes apparent as the different lines. 

of research are pursued, and one focus of this survey 

will be on the way in which theories of cognitive 

dysfunctions are similar, one to the other, and the 

ways in which they may be formally identified in 

the sense that identi1'ication is used by, for example, 

Greeno and StGiner (1964), and Townsend, (1972). 

PART 1 OO;J}~I~1IVill D,Ji;FICI'r RESEARCH WITH SCHIZ()PHR~NICS: 

Shakow's Set Theor~ 

Historically one of the most significant, and 

longest ongoing endeavour in the field of schizophrenic 

cognitive deficit, has been the study of 'set t by 

Shakow and hiG colleagues at Worcester (Shakow, 

1 963, 1 972 a, 1 97 2b ) • From his RT studies, Shakow 

has conclUded that; 

"This immense Variety of schizophrenic 
symptoms can in one sense be viewed 
as different expressions of only partial 
integration, or individuation, or breakdown 
of major sets - in other words, of 
segmentalization (Shakow, 1963; p.303)." 
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Hus ton, Hoemi cle, Ros en thaI, Zahn and Shakow 

have been the major researchers using RT studies 

in this context. Their earliest stUdies showed 

that the schizophrenic deficit did not lie at the 

simple level of the patellar reflex (Huston~ 19.35), 

nor at the sensory level (Huston, 1934). It soon 

became clear however that schizophrenic performance 

deteri orated as the demand qual i ty of' the experiment 

increased (Huston, Shakow and Riggs, 1937), and that 

with self paced tasks, such as tapping (Shakow and 

Hus·ton, 1936) and steadiness (Huston and Shakow, 

1946) it all but disappeared. They found also 

that schizophrenics show an initial difficulty in 

adapting to the experimental situation but improve 

with practice (Huston and Shakow, 1948, 1949). 

Huston, Shakow and RigGS (1937), p~vided 

one of the earliest stUdies in which RT was 

systematically examined in a psychotic group with 

a large enough numbe r of Ss to permi t gene ralization. 

They used simple auditory and visual RT, and 

disjunctive visual RT tasks and found that the 

patients had higher mean RT value8~ and greater 

within group and within subject variability. In 

a second set of expe I'iments, reported in this study II 

preparatory In·tep-v-·als (PI) were varied by inc reasing 

or decl'easing the foreperiods prior to stimulus 

exposure. The results from this study were taken 

to show that schizophrenics, in addition to not 

atta.ining &8 high a level of readiness before stimulus 

onset as normals~ are also unable to maintain a level 

of preparation consistently. These results were 
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extended (Rodnick and Shakow, 1940) and formed the 

basis for the continuing study of set and 

schizophrenic deficit. 

Rosenthal, Lawlor, Zahn and Shakow (1960) 

endeavoured to determine the way in which mental 

set is related to degree of schizophrenic 

disorganization~ Using Rodnick and Shakowts 

Set Index. they peI'fo rmed an ex.pe riment which 

varied PI, and found that the Index was. highly 

correlated (r = 0.89) with degree of ego intactness, 

as rated by nine qualified judges. Hence set, 

or degree of preparedness for a stimulus, is 

an important parameter in measuring the degree 01: 

cognitive disorganization of schizophrenics. 

Zahn, Rosenthal and Shakow (1961), foLlowed 

this study vdth one designed to study the effects 

of varying the PI in a regular manner. In half 

the sessions, the PIs were in ascending order (1, 

2" 4f • Q. seconds) it j,n the other hal l' they were 

in descending order.. They 1'0 und that in the 

ascending condition, RT was an increasing function 

of PI length for both groups, although the schizophrenics~ 

gradient was greater. In the descending condition, 

RTs of the patients did not vary with PI, and were 

relatively slow.. The normals showed no difference 

in either ascending or descending conditions.. These 

results were interpreted as implying the inability 

of the patients to extinguish an inadequate se,t or 

response pattern previously imposed by suboptimal 

external conditions, when this set became inappropriatee 
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Zahn et ale (1963) extended this result by 

showing that the be st perro l'manc es by schi zophrenic8 

occur with about one second PI, and that the 
, 

schizophrenics results were disproportionately 

influenced by increases in PI, as compared to 

normals .. In addition, slowness on shorter PI 

values is dl1e largely to the preceding PI .. Instead 

of focusing their preparedness on their total 

experience of the PI's, the schizophrenics base 

it on the most recent event in the series. This 

finding is reinforced by the results of a study 

by Sutton, Hakurem, Zubin and Portnoy (1961 ), who 

used a simple RT task whereby a schizophrenic or 

normal S removed their finger from a key in response 

to e1 ther a light 01' an auditory stimulus. They 

fOQnd that schizophrenics consistently react more 

slowly to a stimulus which 113 preceded by one in 

the other sensory modality, than to a stimulus 

preceded by one in the same sensory modality. 

studies by Cromwell, Rosenthal, Shakow, and 

Zahn (1961)$ Knehr (1954), Zahn, Shakowand Rosenthal 

(1961) and, Zahn and Rosenthal (1965) have essentially 

confirmed previous conclusions. Confirmation has 

also come from studies which do not focus on PIli 

e. go, Ti.zard and Venables (1956), and Wienckowski 

( 1959) .. The maintenance of the set is also 

measured by Kornetsky and his colleagues (e.glll, 

Or'zack and Kornet sky $ 1 966) wi th the Continuous 

Performance Test, and the general finding is that 
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schizophrenics' performance in a vigilance 

situation is poorer than that of either alcoholics 

or normals .. It was also found (Shakow and 

McCormick, 1965) that when some discrimination 

is reg,uired and "noise" stimuli are interpolated 

amongst the "tax'get II stimuli, the schizophreni cs t 

RTs are marlcedly lengthened. Although there has 

been little study of differences between the 

subgroups of the schizophrenic population, Shakow 

(1972b) speculates that the paranoid organizes 

his environment, so as to keep it under rigid 

control (Angyal~ 1942; Shakow and Rosenweig, 1937). 

The hebephrenic however appears to be at the mercy 

of his environment and his more massive thought 

disorder results from the constant intrusion of 

irrelevant stimulation. 

The set theory explanation of Shakow derives 

it I s statur'e as a summary of a long series of results, 

rather than as a predictive model. As a predictive 

formulation indeed, it seems somewhat facile. One 

can legi timately ask why there are problems of set 

in schizophr~nic8, or why minor sets should intrude 

upon major sets. Similar research, using geriatric 

Ss, may provide some meaningful answers (e.g., 

Rabbitt, 1962, 1965a, 1965b; Talland,1 965; Botwinick, 

Brinley and Blrren, 1957) e Rabbltt (1968) notes that 
i 

when stlmuli are presented in an irregular fashion 

(L e., wi th varied fOI'eperiods), in order for Ss to 

operate at an optimal level a great deal of information 

from previous trials has to be encoded, stored and bul1't 

into subjectively structured probablity distributions o 
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With irregular foreperiods, Ss speed of response 

depends on efficiency of both the analysis of new 

input and its relation to stored input_ and the 

capacity of short and immediate term memory storesG 

If schizophrenic and geriatric Ss have a reduced 

information encoding, processing and storing capacity~ 

they may make use of redundant information, or they 

may 80 structure the situation that only a limited 

quanti ty of r'elevant information is available, 

and thus a suboptimal response rate or latency is 

achievedo Hence, it may be argued that while the 

experimental work of' Shakow is of importance, the 

value of his attempt to integrate his data, because 

of its lack of rigour in the context of' formal 

cognitive psychology, and because it can not be 

direotly used to construct a heuristic theoretical 

f'rameworl{, is of lee;:, significance .. 

~ and Qognitive Deficit 

Research into the effects of auditory and 

visual distraction on schizophx'enic performance has 

been carl'ied out in a number of studie s by McGhie 

and his coLeagues (e"gq Chapman and McGhie, 1962; 

McGhie, 1966 J 1969; McGhie and Chapman, 1961)" McGhie ~ 

Chapman and Lawson (1965a, 1965b) used a varie ty 

of tasks to investigate the effects of distracting 

inpu ts on the processing of info rIna tiona In their 

first studYt McGhie et al .. (1965a), they found that 

both visual and audi tory distraction differentially 

af1'ected schizophrenics compared to controls, when 
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Ss were asked to recall digit or letter sequences. 

Since it is not reported whether the distraction 

trials were given before or after the nondistraction 

trials, or whether a random sequence was used, the 

effects of practice or of the irregularity can not 

be assessedo In the second study, McGhie et al. 

(1965b) found with several psychomotor tasks, 

schizophrenic patients perfonned more posrly than 

nonschizophrenic controls. The tasks which showed 

particularly detrimental effects due to distraction 

were those wi·th the greatest amount of processing 9 and 

with the most unpredictability of response. 

Lawson, McGhie and Chapman (1967) extended this 

work with an experiment using the same digit recall 

technique nsed in the McGhie et ale (1965a) paper. 

They found that the distraction effect was primarily 

to be found in the auditory mOdality and was confined 

largely to hebephrenic SSe As the authors acknowledge~ 

no attempt was made to equate for discrimin~bili ty 

between modalities. The difference between modalities 

was not fow1G by Venables (Venables and O'Connor, 

1959; Venables, 1960 11 1963), however as McGhie (1967) 

points out, this may be due to the use of different 

tasks, and of patients of different clinical status .. 

The McGhie :fIndings concerning distracti on have 

generally been confinned by other investigators (e.g@~ 

Tizard and Venables, 1957; Payne and Caird, 1967) 

and have led to a theoretical interpretation of the 

data by McGhie and others in terms of Broadbent's 

(1958) model of selective attention. McGhie (1969) 
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hypothesizes thot in schizophrenia the nonnal 

filtering processes have collapsed, and hence 

these patients are unable to separate relevant 

inf'ormation from "noise", resulting in a consequent 

suboptimal per·formance. This is particularly 

true of tasks involving complex or unpredictable 

stimuli. This need not be the entire explanation, 

as McGhie himself notes, since schi'zophrenics 

pe rfo rID poorly even in the aba ence of' any 

distraction~ 

The difficulty with accepting McGhie's 

formulation lies in the simplistic way an 

apparently complex and s1 tuationa.1 deficit is 

explained as being the product of distraction. 

How does a distracting input account for performance 

decrement? McGhie's explanation of the distracting 

effect is hampered by its conjunction with the 

original Broadbent model of attention, which even 

its author (Broadbent, 1971) acknowledges as 

deficient .. Several other explanations may well 

be worthy of consideration. 

(a) Schizophrenics may not attenuate 

distracting information at an early enough stage 

in the processing sequence. This acknowledges 

that even distracting input must be examined at 

s")me stage in order for its irrelevance to be 

established. 

(b) The stimulus ~tfilteri~gtl process, involving 

encoding, storing and testing relevant or irrelevant 

information may be inefficient, of lim1 ted capaci ty, 

or particularly slowe 
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(0) Due to a more limited processing capacity, 

schizophrenics can sample fewer inputs both relevant 

or ir relevant)l thua information overload would 

increase with distraction conditions and lead 

to a consequent performance decrement. If all 

information is prooessed slowly then the distinction 

between distraction and nondistracting stimuli is of 

less importance .than the speed of input handling -

this explanation is akin to that of Yates (1966b). 

(d) Response mechanisms may be important. If 

the information in sequential presentation of elements 

is stol'ed inefficiently, or if it takes longer for 

the schizophrenics to make a response, which would 

allow greater' decay of stored input, then this 

factor may inter'ect with distracting stimuli in some 

way., 

In the context of the theoretical .climate 

of cognitive psychology of the later 1950's, 

McGhie and Ohapman· s work is of considerable interest .. 

It lacks however an appreciation of potentially 

complex interac"i;ion of' distraction with relevant 

info nnational input, which can only be resolved 

by the detailed and systematic examination of the 

nature of the effects of irrelevant stimulus input. 

~rousal L~v~l ~q Schizophrenic Dysfunction. 

Since the focus of this the sis is not the 

psychophysiological aspects of cognitive dysfunction 

this area will not be extensively reviewed. The 

literature has been broadly covered by a number of 
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writers, especially Claridge (1967) II . Teece and 
10 

Cole (1970), McGhie (1966 , 1969), Spohn, 

The tf'ord and Cranco (1971), and Venable 13 (1964, 

1966) " In general, aroQsal theories have a 

strong physiological basis, and run parallel to 

the more specifically psychological theories of 

Yates, McGhie and others .. It is clear that if 

schizophrenics have difficulty maintaining sets 

etc@g then this disability must be mediated at 

a neurological level, and the undertaking of 

Venables, Claridge and other researchers has been' 

to define the daficit at that level. 

Venables (1564, 1967) has attempted to 

systemati ze r'esearch find ings into one general i zed 

statement: 

"Chronic schizophrenic patients - and 
possibly included in this category 
are process patients - tend to be 
characterized by a state of restriction 
of the attentional field resQlting 
from elevs.ted states of sympathetic 
and cortical activation. Attention 
is restricted not only to the extent 
that peripheral sensory items 
contemporaneously present. do not rise 
into consciousness, bQt also involved 
is the nonrecognition of items in memory 
which form part of the meaningful 
structure in which the present central 
item appears&... . 
In contrast to the chronic patients, the 
aCQte (and possibly the reactive 
and. ptt.l.<unoid) patient is characterized 
by an inability to restrict the range 
of his attention so that he is flooded 
by sensory impressions from all quarters. 
Items of all kinds have eqQal importance, 
and the me aningfulne ss of the external 
world tends to be lost for the opposite 
I'eas on to that which applie s wi th the 
chronic patient (Venable s, 1964; p .. 41 ) IV .. 

Claridge (1967) has evolved a more complex theory 
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which is intuitively attractive, but which is 

based on the somewhat unproven association between 

spiral after effect results and cortical arousal. 

His formulation involves a two stage model, one 

stage of which is a tonic aroQsal system which 

maintains a eonstant level of arousal and the 

other stage an arousal modulating mechanism which 

can alter the arousal·level of the first stage, and 

which serves to filter irrelevant infbnnation out 

of the system. In schizophrenia the two stages 

become dissociated, due to a failure of the 

feedback mechanisms~ This may result in a failure 

of the modulating system, which would then no 

longer inhibit the tonic system and would thus 

result in a high continual arousal level. However 

if the tonic system were weakened the controll~ng 

modulating system strengthened, then overall arousal 

would be very much constricted. 

Neither theory can be said to have been 

firmly established nor to have been conclusively 

contradicted (Neale arid Cromwell, 1970; Frith, 

1 973; McGhie, 1969) e In gene ral, the relation 

between arousal and attention has yet to be clearly 

established in relation to schizoprJrenia , although 

the relationship seems to be eminently reasonable .. 

The relationship between chronic and acute 

schizophrenia, which is a strong prediction from 

Venables' (1964) theory, has not been unequivocally 

established (Buss, 1966; ~eece and Cole, 1972; 

Lang and Buss, 1965; Maher, 1966). 
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Silverman's Cognitive Control Theory 

One of the most pervasive attempts to integrate 

deficit research has been undertaken by Silverman 

(1964a, 1968, 1972). The origins of his fOTImulation 

of cognitive control principles lie, as Neale and 

Cromwell (1970) have described, in the work of Gardner, 

Holzman, Klein, Linton, and Spence (1959), Gardner 

and Long (1962a, 1962b), Klein (1954), Piaget (1950) 

and Witldn, Lewis, Hel~tzman, Machover, Meisner and 

Wapner (1954). 

Attention as explicated by Silverman (1972) 

involves three major factors: 

(a) Stimulus Intensity Control, that is, the 

ability to respond to very high or very low intensity 

stimulation. This has led to the distinction between 

augmenters (those who typically amplify sensory 

stimulation) and reducers (who attenuate sensory 

stimulation), based on the work of Petrie (1967). 

(b) Scanning Control. This was a fund~nental 

factor advanced by Silverman (1964a) to account for 

differences between psychotics and normals. Acute 

and good premorbid patient s, as well a.', paranoids, 

were hypothesized to be "extensive" scanners, while 

acute poor premorbids and predominantly nonparanoids, 

were hypothesized to be minimal scanners. During 

chronic pha ses of the disability, these scanning control 

responses are assumed to reverse. 

(c) Field Articulation Control. This followed 

from the wo rk of Witkin et al. (1954), and Witkin 

Dyk, Paterson, G'Jodenough and Karp (1962) with the 

rod and frame, and embedded figures tests. From 
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this was inferred the notion of field-dependent Sa 

who take, for example, a long time to find embedded 

figures because they are distracted by the contextual 

field; and field-independent Ss who are not readily 

distracted. 

To examine in detail the evidence relating to 

this theory is beyond the scope of this review, 

particularly as much of the literature has been 

covered by Silverman (1964a, 1972), Neale and Cromwell 

(1970), Frith (1973), and Cromwell (1972). A few 

general points however can be made. 

(a) Silverman's concept of cognitive controls 

is dependent on the interpretation which can be placed 

on the tasks he uses to measure such controls. Neale 

and Cromwell note that with field articulation tasks, 

performance correlates highly with results on other 

spatial tests which do not involve contextual distraction 

(e0g., the Primary Mental Abilities Test; Shennan, 1967). 

(b) The tasks most commonly employed by Silverman 

and his colleagues to sUbstaniate his scanning control 

behaviour hypothesis, have been size constancy (e.g., 

Clark 1966; Crooks 1957; Hamilton 1963, 1972; Price 

and Eriksen 1966; Weckowicz 1957; Weckowicz and Blewett 

1959) size estimation (e.g., Davis, Cromwell and. Held 

1967; Harris 1957; Neale and Cromwell 1968; Neale, Davia 

and Cromwell 1967; Sllvennan 1964b; Zahn 1959) and 

kinesthetic figural aftereffects (e.g., Silverman, 

Buchsbaum and Henkin, 1969). Results are clearly 

conflicting (Neale and Cromwell 1970) but there appears 

to be limited support for the formulation especially with 
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the size estimation data. Oromwell (1972), and 

Neale and Cromwell (1970) have noted however that 

the evidence is very fragile. While the overall 

theory of cognitive controls is attractive, the 

tasks used to hold the conception together may 

have a tenuous relation with the basic theory. 

With size constancy some of' the conflicting results 

may well be resolved by a closer examination of the 

instructional set and the 8s understanding of the 

task. Size estimation perfonnance deficit appears 
" -, 

also to be,' very dependent on momentary states. 

Usually such an experiment is based on a small 

number of trials (Harris 1957; ~ilverman, 1964b) 

and when a larger number are given the results tend 

to di ssipate .. 

(c) Silverman (1972) has pointed out that his 

theory is compatible in essence with the results of 

other studies (e.g., Broen, 1966; McGhie, 1966; 

Neale et ale 1967; Payne and Caird, 1967; Yates, 

1966a) • This again presents a problem of identifiability, 

and the strong suggestion that the principal difference 

in outlook between Silverman and other workers in 

this area is in terms of the tasks they have used, 

rather than the overall interpretation placed on 

results. 

Scanning, as Silverman has used the term, has 

not made interpretation of the proposed deficit 

particularl y clear in terms of infonnation processing 

cO:lceptions of cognitive behaviour. As has been 

noted above (Chapter 1) scanning tasks ,refer to a 

wide range of human performance. The class of 
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have been increasingly overshadowed by more 

methodologically flexible and rigourously defined 

measures (Erdeyli, 1974). Neale (1971) makes it 

clear that there is an ambiguous relation between 

size constancy or estimation tasks, and cognitive 

deficit, as well as a certain unreliability of 

empirical results (McKinnon and Singer, 1969) which 

makes adherence to the Silverman constructs somewhat 

difficult. There is also a lack of awareness of 

possible response lability in the particular tasks 

employed, which coupled with the short lasting deficit 

resuQts, makes the situation more dubious, (Clark, 

Brown and Rutschman, 1967). Hence,while the scanning 

hypotheses are important as they relate to this 

thesis, the nature of the tasks utilized previously 

has produced unsatisfactory results, which in turn, 

has led to a search for a more reliable and flexible 

measure of scanning. 

Qonceptual category Breadth and Studies of Overinclusion. 

Norman Cameron (1938, 1939) was one of the first 

psychiatric researchers to relate the poor cognitive 

performance of schizophrenics, to attentional impainnent .. 

He refer-red to .the schizophrenic patients t "inabili ty 

to preserve conceptual boundaries tl and used the term 

overinclusion to describe this. 

Early stUdies which provided evidence for, a 

primitive conceptual level for schizophrenics were 

carried out by Epstein (1953), Feinberg and Mercer 
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(1954), Leventhal,McGaughran and Moran (1959), 

McGaughram and Moran (1956, 1957), McReynolds 

and Collins (1961), Meadow, Greenbatt, Solomon 

and Funkenstein (1953), and Zaslow (1950). 

The main feature of overinclusion is an 

inability to exclude from a thought sequence, 

material t~at is irrelevant to the major theme 
I 'j I 

of the thought. This theory is clearly related 

to that of McGhie and his colleagues (Hawks and 

Payne, 1972) and also to the Shakow studies. The 

foclls is slightly different in that the tasks which 

are used for experimental purposes by Payne and his 

fellow workers are oriented towards measuring 

conceptual performance and are not based on RT data, 

or information processing schema. 

The concept of overinclusion has been ~xtensively 

studied by Payne and his colleagues. Payne, 

Matussek and George (1959) using a battery of 

overinclusi ve tests found evidence of schizophrenic 

deficit. Payne and Hewlett (1960) gave a large 

battery of tests, including overinclusive measures, 

and after factor analysis of the data, postulated 

a two factor theory of schizophrenic disorder. 

They proposed that some schizophrenic patients are 

abnormally overincl usi ve, while the remainder ar-e 

slow and retarded in processing speed. This theory 

has been essentially confirmed in a number of studies 

using a variety of measures (Foulds, Hope, McPher'son 

and Mayo, 1967, 1968; Hawks, 1964; Hawks and Larshall, 

1971; Hawks and Pl3yne, 1972; Payne, 1962, 1966, 1973; 
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Payne and Caird, 1967,.; Payne, Caird and Laverty, 1964; 

Payne and Friedlander, 1962; Payne 9 Friedlander, 

Laverty and Haden~ 1963; Payne, Hochberg and Hawks, 

A major statement of the theor,y as it stands 

was made by Hawks and Marshall, 1971: 

"Overincluslve thinking and retardation in 
schizophrenia are both manifestations of 
the same basic attention defact.. It is 
hypothesized that the condition of information 
overload, Which results from schizophrenics 
inability to screen out extraneous sources 
of stimulation, is adjusted to in some cases 
by slowing the rate at which infonnation 
is processed. Such cases show retardation 
but do not appear overinclusive. Schizophrenics 
who do not learn to retard the rate at which 
they process infornBtion will on the other 
hand appear overinclusive. It should follow 
then that experimentally increasing the 
rate of response of retarded schizophrenics 
should cause them to become overinclusive, 
whilst slowing the rate of response of 
overinclusi ve schizophrenic s should diminish 
their overincl usiveness (p ... 81) .. If 

It is clear that this theory is a blending of 

the findings of McGhie and Chapman on the slowness 

of processing, with the wOI'k on intrusions into 

response patterns carried out by the researchers 

on overinclusion .. Such research has also been 

relatively productive in that it has produced such 

tests as the Payne-Friedlander tests of overinclusion 

(Hawks and Payne, 1972; Payne and Friedlander, 1962) 

and the Chapman Card Sorting Test (e.g., Chapman, 

1956a ,l 1956b, 1958, 1961; Chapman and Taylor, 1957)" 

The validity and usefulness of these tests of 

overinclusion have been queried. Hawks (1964) and 

Watson (1967) have rGPorted low correlationa between 

tests of overinclusion, although Craig (1970) found 
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slightly higher and significant results with the 

three most discrimnative tests from the Payne-

Friedlander battery. Price (1968, 1970) investigated 

the concept of overinclusLm and concluded that 

it may be too bI'oad to have practical utility. 

Since the comept is so general, a diverse selection 

of tests have been Qsed as measures of overinclusion. 

In particular Payne and Friedlander's (1962) suggestion 

that converted scores be summed across a number of 

different tasks and the total treated as measure of 
< 

overinclQsi 8n: seems somewhat dubious, especially in" 

view of the low relationships obtained between the 

measures. 

Payne, Hochberg and Hawks (1970) in their dichotic 

stimulation experiment used a carefully selected sample 

of schizophrenics, and found high intercorrelations 

on the Payne-Friedlander battery (confirming Craig's 

and Payne and Hewlett's conclusions). They suggested 

that failure to find significant correlations may 

be due to inadequate subject selection, and that these 

te~ts of thought disorder may only distinguish patients 

who show overt thought disorder from those who do not. 

Overinclusion then, is a very broad label given 

to the results of a Variety of tasks on which schizophrenics 

demonstra te 801;le dysfunction .. Further precise 

experimental definition of the notion of overinclusion 

is reqQired, as well as a more rigourous understanding 

of the dynamics of the cognitive tasks being used .. 

The idea of retardation, one conmlOnly used in reference 

particQlarly to chronic patients also needs explication -
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at what point in processing does this slowness occur, 

and why? A refinement in the understanding is needed 

before overinclusion can be confirmed as being a valid 

theoretical description of cognitive deficit. 

Response Interference Theory: 

A theory which emphasizes deficit of performance 

on conCel)tllal tasks, and which has strong l~ootS 

in Bleuler's (1930) noti::m of associative disturbance 

has been propounded by Breen and storms (e.g., Broen 

1968; Broen and Storms 1967; Storms and Broen 1972). 

Broen and Stonns (1967) note that while competing 

rt;spol1ses are often evoked in normals, they usually 

remain dormant, and seldom intrude into response 

pattel~ns • After a review of the literature Broen 

and Storms (1567) maintained that the difference 

between schizophrenics and nor'mals: 

lI"O$is seen as a partial collapse of 
response hierarchies. The strengths 
of con1peting responses are more 
equivalent, resulting in the fragmentation 
of dominant chaims of' thought by the 
intrusi on of' compe ting as:;:,:, oci ates (p. 271 ) .. It 

As Broen and St·)rms have suggested, this theory 

is similar to that of Lang and Buss (1965) whose 

interference theory, a very broadly conceived notion~ 

implies that because of the irrelevant stimulus input 

and the subsequent inability to inhibi t extraneous 

response patterns, schizophrenics show a consistent 

performance decrement. 

Nhile this the ory is cone crned primarily wi th 

conceptllal performance, it may also be related to 
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information processing tasks (e.g., Broen, 1968). 

Most theories propounded in this area stress the 

difficulties in gaining relevant information 

(e.g., Neale, 1S71; Silverman, 1964a; McGhie, 

1969) or in the processing of the relevant 

information (e.g., Yates, 1966a, 196Gb). It 

is possible that difficulties in response organization 

may well play an important part .. The relation 

between increases in response complexity, and 

increases in stimulus c9mplexity, has not been 
.' , 

systematically evaluat~d,: and although the inferences 

from the data Broen and storms present are limited, 

this aspect of information processing would appear 

to warrant further experimental investigation. 

PerceQtual Span Studies of Schizophrenic Deficit: 

Some recent studies of the span of apprehension 

of schizophrenics have been performed which have 

added considerably to the understanding of cognitive 

deficit .. As a response to conceptual problems with 

the tasks used by Silverman (Neale and Cromwell 1970), 

the perceptual span experiment was developed using 

~s·tes paradigm (Chapter 1), which involves a forced 

choice brief expsoure recognition task, where Ss 

are required to report which of two target letters 

was present on a given trial. Neale and his co-

workers have produced some interesting results 

(Cash, Neale and Cromwell, 1972; Neale, 1971; 

Neale, McIntyre, Fox and Cromwell, 1969). 

Neale et ale (19G9) reported a preliminar.y 

study using acute~ good premorbid paranoids, and 
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acute poor premorbid nonparanoids, in which the 

target letter was presented either alone, or with 

seven 'noise' letters. The schizophrenics differed 

in the measure of probability cor'rect, at the eight 

letter level of complexity, but not at the one letter 

level. The two schizophrenic groups did not differ 

at either level. 

Neale (1971) extended the se result s using either 

0, 3, 7, or 11 'noise' letters. As in the previous 

study the schizophrenics did not differ from the 

normals when. only the one target letter was exposed, 

to be reported. As Neale reports: 

"Thus, the schizophrenics reache d the ir 
processing lin11 t of approximately two 
elements at Display Size 4, and showe.d 
no significant increase at Display Sizes 
8 and 12. In compari son, the normals 
did not reach their limit of approximately 
4 elements until Display Size 8 (p.202),,11 

Explanation for the resul ts of these two studies 

was that schizophrenics' lower span of apprehension may 

be due to slow central processing (a notion which Cash et 

ale 1972, pointed out is similar to Yates' conceptualization)a 

In a further study, Cash et ale found that neither of 

these two explanations was tenable. They reported a 

study using whole report procedures (Sperling, 1960), 

where the schizophrenics did not significantly differ 

from the normals in their per formance. That is, when 

Ss wer2 required to report everything they saw, the 

schizophrenic probability correct did not differ from 

that of the cant rols. They suggested tha t di fficul ty 

in re jecting il'l'elevant stimulus elements differences 

in actual processing 
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strategies, or the differences in response requirements 

may account for the differences between this study and 

that of Neale (1971 ) .. 

Spohn, Thetford and Woodham (1970) performed 

a span of apprehension study in which they varied 

the length of stimulus expoQure, and in contrast 

to Neales' studies, kept the number of elements to 

be scanned constant. They found tha t as exposure 

time increased, the differences between groups also 

increased. Hence in both lines of research, the 

extremes of difficulty of the task (the least 

difficult end for Neale~s.study and the most 

difficult end for the Spohn study) schizophrenics 

do not differ, it is in the median range that 

differences become apparent.. Ongoing work at 

Menninger (Jpohn, 'fhetford and Cranco" 1970, 1971; 

Cranco, Sut~on, Kerr and Sugarman, 1971) may well 

extend and develop this research further. 

Arguing from this type of experimentation, as 

well as drawing together literature from a wide variety 

of fields, Cromwell (1972) has developed an overview 

of schizophrenia which is bnsed on reactions to stimulus 

input. He discerns two patterns of schizophrenia which 

are somewhat similar to the chronic-acute, good-poor 

vremorbid 01' process-reactive dichotomies. Those 

schizophrenics who tend to filter out all sources 

of stimula tion and prefer an unchanging envi rOhment, 

he refers to as the "high redundancy" group.. The 

patients who respond overinclLlsively, and prefer 

a greater Variety of stimulation, he terms the ttlow 
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redWldancy" group. Oromwell lists a. large number 

of signs which characterize the high redWldancy group 

- the predominance of nonparanoid patients in this 

group, with hereditary factors, involved, poor 

pl"emorb1d adj ust:Lent, gradual onset of syrnptoms, 

generally stabilized symptomatology and poor prognosis 

(Deckner and Cromwell, 1970; Goldstein, Held and 

Oromwell, 1968; Held and Cromwell, 1968; Kety, 

Rosenthal, Wender and Schulsinger, 1968). Further, 

there is a strong preference for stimulus deprivation 

(Eisenman, 1965; Harris, 1959; McReynolds, 1963; 

Sidle, Ackex' and McReynolds, 1963), and sucll patients 

perform poorly after stimulus satiation (.Ivlehl and 

Cromwell, 1969). The low redWldancy group show 

the opposite patterns to those of the high redundancy 

group listed above, iee. they have good prognosis 

and premorbid adj ustment, and a strong di slike for 

stimulus depri vati on. .The high-low re dundancy 

diffeI'ence is particularly manifest in the abili ty 

of schizophrenics to sort the relevant from the 

irrelevant (e.g., Rappaport, Rogers, Reynolds and 

We:in!l1ann, 1966; Rappaport, 1 967~ Oash et alo 1972). 

With these measures it is the high redundancy 

schizophrenic who is more severely disadvantaged than, 

the low redudancy group.. Oromwell' s theory then, 

which relates very closely to the work on overinclusion 

and to the results of McGhie, Shakow, and clilverman, 

presents i tselt' as an infonnati ve conclusion to a 

large amount of literature and as a provocative 

challenge to the old subcategorizations of' schizophrenia. 
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The Processing Theory of Yates: 

The essence of the McGhie position outlined 

above was that schizophrenics are unable to filter 

out irrelevant stimuli, thereby putting an overload 

on the short-term memory (STM) system. From the 

work of Babcock (1930, 1933) and others, Yates (1966a, 

1966b, 1973) has hypothesized that rather than being 

more easily distracted, the schizophrenic is unable 

to handle relev~nt information at the saIne rate as 

normals. Yates (1966a) points out that there are 

at least fOUl" points where breakdown may occU!'. 

It could occur at the receptor level where data is 

received; it could occur at the data processing level; 

it could occur at the cognitive or central processing 

level; or finally, it may occur at the level of 

the motor rssponse .. Yates proposes that in terms 

of Broadbent's filter theory: 

I' •.• the basic defect of schizophrenia is 
as follows: fillst the rate at which 

information is processed by schizophrenics 
is abnormally slow. But if this .is so" 
an inevitable corollary follows. Since 
the short-texm memory system, by definition, 
can hold information for only a short time, 
the amount of stored information lost 
per lluit time will be much greater than 
in normals (Yates, 1966a; p .. 128 ).11 

If schizophrenics have difficulty processing 

relev,'nt inforrnati·.).(l then it may be assumed, that 

the more l'8levant .i.nfonnation there is to process, 

the greatev the dYDi';JIlction will become relative 

to nonnal perronnance. CJurt (1967), Court and 

Garwoli (1968) and Karras (1967) have noted that 

to subs taniate Yates' theory, the lines relating RT 
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to complexi ty should be nonparallel, for schiz,ophrenics 

and nonschizophrenics. This has not always proved to 

be the case. Karras (1967) found that schizophrenics 

were slower than contr)ls on a simple and two choice 

RT task, but that chronic schizophrenic performance 

did not deteriorate in the more complex condition. 

Oourt (1967) commented on the problems of' Karras' 

experimental design and sug~ested that the result may 

not constitute a valid refutation of Yates' position. 

Oourt and Garwoli found parallel lines in an experiment 

which extended the Karras study to greater levels of 

com:.lexi ty. l'he.y. found that increasing complexi ty 

did not produce a disproportionately higher RT amongst 

schizophrenics" They concluded that these results 

did not detract from Yates t theory, and that thi's: 

"Interpretation is in accord with Yates 
theory that complexity of information 
input does not produce a greater deficit 
among schizophrenics unless presented 
under conditions where there is continuous 
pressure to respond (p. 216) " .. 

Yates (1966b) raised this idea of l'continuous 

pressure to respond II, and contended that if abnormally 

slow process Lng of relevant information persists over 

time, and the S is forced to make continual responses 9 

then cortical processes will be adversely affected, 

reSlllting in response decrement and the appearance 

of bizarre I'espons e patterns. This interpretation 

is supported by the results of Slade (19~), using 

a continuous card sorting task (based on Orossmang 

19.53) who found that the more Itbits" of information 
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(Attneave, 1959) to be processed, the greater the 

perrormance deficit of the schizophrenics. 

Yates and Korboot (1970), and Korboot and 

Yates (1973), replicating a study by Harwood and 

Naylor (1963) found that increasing stimulus 

complexity differentially affected schizophrenic 

RT as compared to that of normals in a scanning

cowlting task. Yates used chronic and acute, 

paranoid, nonparanoid and neurotic Ss (six groups 

in all). The apparatus used WaS a tachistoscopic 

device where the 8s first pressed a button which 

provided illumination for the visual stimulus input, 

and then released the button when successful 

inspection and identification of the stimulus elements 

had been achieved. The Ss made a verbal response 

subsequent to cessation of illumination, and Korboot 

and Yates (1973) argued that they had attained a 

measure 0 f pUI'e inspection time, uncontaminated by 

verbal response tinie. The meaSure is not however 

l11lcontaminated by psychomotor response time, as time 

to swi tch off the apparatus is included in the response 

latency re.corded.This method of allowing S to 

respond after display termination (a procedure used 

in the early experiments of Chapter .3) may also be 

cOllfolll1ded if Ss are able to complete scanning at 

an iconic or aftel'image level. 

The stimulus el~nents were either lines, symbols 

or two letter words, and the Ss were requested to 

report how many stimulus elements (from one to five) 

were present on each trial. The results showed that 

chronic nonparanoid Ss were significantly slower than 
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all of the other groups tor all three stimulus classes, 

except with the verbal material where both the acute 

and chronic nonparanoids performed markedly mor~ poorly 

than the other groups. The raw data also shows that as 

stimulus complexity increased, RT increased, more rapidly 

for the chronic nonparanoids than for the other Ss. 

A further hypothesis, generated by the Yates (1966a) 

paper was examined by Hawks and Robinson (1971). They 

tested the prediction that a reduced rate of stimulus 

presentation would enhance schizophrenic performance. 

Eighteen male chronic schizophrenic and nine normal 8s 

were asked under one condition (complete recall) to 

reproduce digits presented dichotically at three different 

rates of presentation, and under the other experimental 

condition (interference condition) to reproduce only those 

digits received through a designated channel. There were 

tour different list lengths, and four presentations of 

each list length. The experimental results supported 

Chapman and McGhiets hypothesis. Schizophrenics performed 

slightly worse than normals in the situation requiring 

attention to one of two auditory signals, and the 

performance of the paranoids was better than that of 

the nonparanoids. A direct measure of attention to the 

irrelevant ear (i.e. the number of digits reproduced from 

the irrelevant input) showed that schizophrenics inoluded 

more irrelevant digits in their response output. Neither the 

schizophrenics or' controls were ditf'erentiall;v affected 

by variations in the rate of presentation as Yates 

suggested. It is difficult however to accept 
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this result as diminishing Yates position at all. 

The significant variable which Hawks and Robinson 

were manipulating may have been rate of decay in 

the STM, and not rate of information processing. 

That is, there is no control for length of time 

the processing takes place. The faster something 

is presented, the sooner it is over, and the less 

the possible decay in storage. Thus rate of 

processing is potentially confounded with rate of 

decay, and this reduces the potency of the results. 

Further, the manner in which ability to process 

input can be impeded by the emission of responses 

(as noted in the Treisman studies, Chapter 1) ought 

to be considered in a definitive acceptance of these 

results as support for Chapman and McGhie. 

The Yates formulation is intrinsically valuable 

in that it relates modern ideas on cognitive functioning 

to schizophrenic deficit in an essentially provocative 

and heuristic manner. Since the two studies with 

schizophrenics to be reported in this thesis are 

concerned primarily with the effects of stimulus 

complexity on RT, the results and conclusions 

pertaining to this theory are of particular relevance. 

Yates I theory raises two. basic issues - (a) what is 

the basis for the distinction between relevant and 

irrelevant information, and (b) to what extent is 

stimulus complex! ty independent of response requirements? 

These questions will be considered in detail below, 

in the concl usions to this section. However, several 

points may be introduced at this stage. A number 

of stUdies have shown that stimulus uncertainty (as 
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defined by Smith, 1968) does not necessarily caUse 

a disproportionate increase in RT between schizophrenics 

and normals (e.g., Court and Garwoli, 1968; Karras, 

1967; Royer and Friedman, 1973; Russell and Page, 

1974, in press). On the other hand, Yates and 

Korboot (1973) and Glade (1971) for example, found 

tha t as stimulUS complexi ty increased, the schizophrenics 

RT increased mo~e rapidly than that of some control 

groups. Some resolution of these apparently 

conflicting conclusions may be possible if one 

considers total task demands and the potential 

inf'luence respOlwe organization and axecution may 

have on overall processing time. This conclusion 

is advanced by R.ussell and Page, after consj.dering 

several studieG which show the way in which varying 

res:;>onse demands in1'l uences the RT of schi zophl'enics 

(e.g .. , K~,:.:'ras, 197.3; Marshall, 1973). This leads 

then to the su _.~estion that some refonnulation and 

expansion of Yates model of functioning must be 

undertaken to ac;comodate all result:::; and data availuble. 

Conclusions: 

-/Ihen one SUPveYf:l the literature relating to 

cognltive deficit, one i6 struck by the way in whIch 

the studies available lack an overall theoretical 

orien-tat 1. on, which builds their di versi ty into some 

coherent shape. Most theoretical explanations 

of defiei t depend on the task which the experimenter 

and his colleagues have used. Thus if the formulation 
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is based on the effects of distraction, tasks wi th 

distracting input are used; if on the other hand 

response mechani8ms dominate the theory, then the 

experimental tasks will involve manipulation of 

res~onse probabilities or hierarchies. Most experimental 

studies find that schizophrenics produce a deficient 

performance - sometimes this deficit is constant 

over' a range of exp'~rimental manipulation, in other 

cases it may appear as if increasing task complexi ty 

differentially efi'ects schizophrenic performance 

in relation to non schizophrenic controls. Some of 

t.he r13sults 'ore relat0d to the theories of attentional 

structure reviewed in Ch,apter -1, often however 

defi c1 t re sear-ch has suffered due to the rapid 

obscelesence of formal theories of attention .. 

Kahneman (1973) identified two approaches to atLention 

which are not intl'insically incompatible, and which 

may Well be related to a discllssion of schizophr;:;nic 

defici to He contrasts the structural model which 

postUlates the existence of processing channels and 

structures (e0g., Treisman ,l 1969; or' Broadbent, 1971) 

and the ca,paci ty model which utilizes such concepts 

as effort or' arousal in an explanation which leans 

as much towards basic Psychoanalytic theory and 

psychophysiological arousal studies, as towards 

expe rimental cogni ti ve psychology. 

The limited capacity model Kahneman describes, 

postUlates the existence of a circumscribed "quanti ty" 

of effort wli.ich is av~J.lable for the maintenance and 

variation of attention. This theory might be extended 
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to explain cognitive deficit not only in schizophrenia, 

but also in other' psychiatric disturbances, by 

introducing the basic premise that capacity is reduced 

by certain mental disorders. Rabbitt (1968) 

working with geriatric patients has produced a similar 

idea which he develops using an analogy with the 

cognitive psycholosists favourite explanatory device -

the digital c~nputer. 

Rabbitt points out that there are three reasons 

why one computer may work more slowly than another, 

(a) computer size, (b) speed of functioning at an 

electronic level, and (c) organization of progra~~ing. 

Research thus far has shown that the schizophrenic 

computer-brain usually works more poorly than its 

nonschlzophrenic counterpart. The researchers 

theorizing about schizophrenic defects have commonly 

related any dysfunction found to a specific structural 

level of the specific tasle they have used.. Indeed 

this thesis is oriented in a similar manner... This 

means that tasks employing distraction have explained 

defici t in terms of distraction, and too t tasks 

manipUlating response complexity have provided theories 

in terms of response disorganization. 

Our analo.;;y with the computer however, suggests 

a potentially mO.e global deficit may be operating. 

If the assumption is made that cognitive defici t results 

from an overall limited processing capacity, then 

a great quantity of the results can be collated.. The 

limi ted capacity theory would state that because 

the schizophrenic II computer U is slower, smaller or less 
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well integrated than the normal "computer", any 

performance which requires extended capacity at 

any level of task complexity will result in an 

apparent schizophrenic dysfunction. This implies 

that schizophrenics do not necessarily have slower 

RTs under certain condi ti ons.. It al so creates a 

certain uniformity over var.ious psychiatric disorders, 

since it can be argued that while capacity is 

diminished in chronic depression for example, this 

diminuation may not be as great as in schizophrenia. 

If an explanatLm 01' attention is presupposed 

which allows for the concept of overall limited 

capacity, with schizophrenics' deficit being 

explained in terms of their haVing an even more 

limited potential for attentional effort than normals, 

what follows? One must first note that this 

formulation does not let a motivational interpretation 

in by the back door. In so far as motivation 

implies a voluntary control of attention, then it 

does not apply to a limited capacity modsl. Kahneman 

makes it clear that the ability to invest effort 

is not related to incentive in any consistent 

way. Nhatever the positive or negative incentive 

there is a limit on human ability to perform a task. 

The principal advantage which this theory offers 

is the potential to reduce all information processing 

measures of attention to one continuous scale. This 

is achieved by regarding the task used as a whole 

in terms of the necessary expenditure of energy required 

to complete task performance. This is a. very necessary 
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endeavour in the schizophrenic deficit field where 

the variety of tasks employed is overwhelming. 

The only previous major attempt to construct 

meaningful descriptions of total performance requirements 

was provided by the work of the Information 

Theorists (Attneave, 1959). However, they achieved 

only variable success and Information Theory has 

been gradually neglected. 

While the aims of a limited capacity model are 

admirable p can they be achieved? It is necessary 

not only to demonstrate the validity of a viable measure 

or measures of effort or capacity to pay attention, 

but also understand what makes one task more demanding 

than another. Kahneman suggests measures of attentional 

effort may be achieved by studying physiological 

aspecta of arousal. Understanding task demands may 

best be attained by analysis of task structure as 

outlined in the previous chap'ter .. 

Yates (1973) makes a distinction between relevant 

and irrelevant information, and claims schizophrenics 

process the former more slowly than do controls. 

This dichotomy can be challenged however by asking 

when the irrelevant infomlation becomes irrelevant -

in order for S to make this judgement he must process 

the distracting input to some level. It is possible 

to extend Yates theory by maintaining that it is 

not just the relevant stimulus input which is importar!t 

in deterrning perfoITnance, but also all other aspects 

of the task which require capacL ty for their processing .. 

This includes ability to at tenuate distraction, the 

cO;tlplexi ty of the r~,spunse, or the manipulation 
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of the necessary stimulus inputs .. Yates (1 966b) 

in fact implies this extension when he discusses 

continuous pressure to respond. Thus, whatever 

aspect of the processing procedure which is manipulated, 

the resQlt will be the same - when capacity is 

exceeded performance suffers. The threshold is 

lower in psychotics, thus performance decrements 

become more apparent, more rapidly wi th these 

Ss. This theory of' limited processing capacity 

in schizophrenia ;';:ust remain tentative. In a sense 

it may be too strong an explanation of cognitive 

deficit since it accounts for most of the results of 

st(ldies ava;,lable. To ,be heuristic, and meaningfully 

pr'edici ti ve, a valid link between cogni ti ve measures 

of attention and psychophysiological ar)usal studies 

is necessary, and at present this connection can only 

be described as tenuous. 
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PARI' ~2 METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND SCHIZOPHRENIC 
COGNITIVE DEFICIT RESEARCH. 

"Shortly before the turn of the century 
the famed pathologist Rudolph Virchow 
was asked for a definition of cancer. 
He responded that he would not attempt 
such a definition even under the threat 
of torture& His very sensible position 
is equall.f appl.i.cable to schizophrenia 
(Cranco, 1973; p .. 693)." 

Int roductio.p. 

The increasing maturity of the research with 

schizophrenic Ss cun be guaged by the number of 

reviews which have been published demonstrating 

a concern for tr~ methodological problems involved 

(eGg~? Cash, 1973; Cromwell, 1972; Lang and Buss, 

1965; Schooler and Feldman, 1967; strauss, 1973; 

Zimet and Fisherman, 1971) c All the issues raised 

by these reviews will not be discussed in this 

sUI'vay, however some attem;)t will be made to investigate 

some of the ::'lBjor difficulties facing the successful 

and meaningful accomLJlishment of the t\'iO experimental 

stUdies to be described in this thesis. Considerable 

problems are raised by the question of subject 

selection, the definition of the sample, and the 

representati veness of the patients used (e. g., Ralph 

and McOarthy, 1967). This leads to an awareness 

of' the difficulty of attribllting any performance 

cifficlllties on the tasks used to psychological 

deficit rather than to extraneous, confounding effects. 
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The Representa'tiveness of the Sample: 

One key problem facing research on schizophrenic 

deficit has always been defining the sample of Ss 

used. Most experiments use a selection of patients 

who are not necessarily characteristic of the total 

schizophrenic population. In order to minimize 

possible differences due to irrelevant factors, Ss 

who have brain damage, are on ECT, have a secondary 

diagnosis, or are hostile and uncooperative are usually 

eliminated from the study. Ralph and McCarthy (1967) 

have concluded that in order to obtain a tightly 

controlled group of schizophrenics, too often it is 

necessary to be so specific in S selection that 

meaningful generalization is impossible from the 

results of the research. 

Klein and Spohn (1964), Ullman (1961), and 

Wilensky and Solomon (1960) have commented on the 

problem of the untestable chronic schizophrenic group. 

These researchers have found tha t in ,some ways untestable 

Ss vary from testable psychot ics, implying too t the 

group of 8s used most frequently for research in this 

area may be :atypical", It should be borne in mind 

however that the group tested will probably perform 

better' than the untested Ss who refuse to cooperate, 

and in this sense, the confounding is conservative. 

~ffects of Drug Administration: 

The usefulness of phenothiazine for schizophrenic 

8s has been continually sUbstantiated since the 

introduction Oi' this treatment in the early 1950s. 
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This means that in the majority of research with 

such patients, confoundings due to drug administration 

will be com "on, and must detract from the strength 

of the I'esults. Cash (1973) has noted that only about 

sixty pt;rcent of the studies which he reviewed 

mentioned whether or not their patients were medic at d. 

One solution to the problem of this confounding 

may be to use urunedicated patients (e.g., Spohn 

et al., 1970). Only eight percent of the studies 

reviewed by Oash (1973) reported doing this. However, 

withdrawal of medication may result in a high lapse rate 

and a consequent high percentage of untestable ~s 

(e. g., Bla ckburn and Allan, 1961; Diamond and Marks, 1960; 

Good, Sterling and Holtzman, 1958). Also, tennination 

of medication is difficult to arrange in any :psychiatric 

hospital, and many researchers feel that the high 

probability of recurr'ence of symptoms does not justify 

the procedure. Further biases are likely to occur when 

only unmedicated patients al~e used, as these patients tend 

to have less severe disturbances (Chapman, 1963). 

Since the patients who were used in the two 

experiments to be described were in most cases 

receiving phenothiazine antipsychotic drugs, an 

attempt will be rnade to evaluate the effect of this 

trt:atment on task performance. The literature on the 

efficacy of the IJhenothiazines is vast and no attempt 

can be made to review it he re, partic ularly as many 

extensive and inf'ormative reviews exist at present (e.ge!ll 

Oole and Davi [3, 1 969; Il'eece and Oole; 1972; Klein 

and Davis, 1969; May, 1968). 
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(a) Medica tion and Chronici ty: 

The administration of phenothiazines has 

dramatically influenced the course of illness 

of schizophrenics, particularly the poor premorbid 

Ss (Oromwell, 1972; Strauss, 1973; Goldst~in, 

1 970). Ohronici ty is frequently me.asured in terms 

of length of illness (LOI), or number of years 

of hospitalization (LIH). Brown (1960), reviewing 

surveys of' patients admitted from 1900 to 1951 

found LIH correlated highly with LOI, and that 

after two yearc of hospitalization, discharge rates 

tend to stabilize. This has probably changed 

radically (e.g., Yolles and Kramer, 1969). Patients 

are far more likely to spend a larger number of 

short periods (less than six months) in ho~ital 

than previously. This means that measures of 

chronici ty in terrns of such temporal measures 

as LIH and LOH are strongly confounded not only 

by socioeconomic factors, but also by degree of 

response to phenothiazine so Strauss (1973) makes 

this point: 

"Long-term hospitalized Ss and long-term 
ill but only intermittently hospitalized 
8s differ in significant ways. The latter 
become l'ehospi talized as a function of 
psychosocial characteristics and their 
failure to continue taking 'ataractic 
drugs (Crum~ton, 1965; Paul, 1969; Rosen~ 
Englehardt, Fr'eedman, and Margolis, 1968). 
The continuously hospitalized Ss, among 
other things, have not responded to 
pllenothiazines more than minimally (p. 273)." 
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(b) Phenothiazines and Psychological Test 

Pe rfo !'manc e : 

Several reviews of the somewhat limited literature 

available in this field (Baker, 1968; Hartlage, 1965; 

Uhr, 1960) stress that Chlorpromazine (CPZ) is an 

eftecti ve tranquilizing agent and administration of 

this drug results in bytter performance on tests of 

intellectual functioning (e.g., Abrams, 1958; Castner, 

Covington and Nikols, 1958; Kovitz, Carter and Addison, 

1 955) • No eTfects ofidrugs on the Rorscharch (e.g., 

Belmont, Pollack, WiLLner, Klein and Fink, 1963), the 
I 

Draw - a - Person Test: (GroSs, Hitchman, Reeves, Jordan, 

and Bacon, 1963), the Bender - Gestalt (Hei11zer, 1959) 

and the Minnesota I.lLll tipha ai c Persona1i ty Inventory, 

MMPI (Gibbs, Wilkens, and Lauterbach, 1956), have been 

reported~ The ameliorative effects of drugs as measured 
I 

by tests 01.' intellectual functioning seem to be confined 

only to patient populations, or to patients with 

disturbed thought processes (Kornetsky and Orzack, 1964)0 
I 

Facilitation of cognitive function appears to be more 

pronounced unde~ dosage levels of 200-600 mgm CPZ and 
, 
, 

after one to 1'0 ur lflontts of treatment .. 

Wi th reference to' forms of testing not using the 
i 

standard intelligence scales, Baker (1968) concludes that: 
, 

'IStLldies evaluating the effects of CPZ on 
other areas of' functioning are more 
ambiguous. With very few exceptions 
test performance either improves or does 
not change after treatment of at least 
two weeks duration. Side effects of 
the drug may interfere with test performance 
in the early stages of' treatment but no further 
drug-interact.:.ol1 effects can be noted (p .. 380). II 
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(c) Phenothiazines and Measures of Attention. 

The results of t~eatment with phenothiazines 

as they relate to -attention deficit has been poorly 

researched. Most studies show however that except 

for initial w~eks of treatment, performance is either 

improved or at le-,st not altered by drug administration 

to schizophrenics. For example, Owen (1971) 
, 

assessed schizophrenics, on tests of brain damage, 

attention and perce~tual distortion at four stages 

of treatment; (a) within 48 hours of admi~3sion, 
I 

prior to medication. (b) acter 4 - 6 days of medication, 

(c) after 5 - 9 days of medication, and (d) after 

15 - 20 days of medication. Test impairment was 

found only during the first week of medicati on and 

not at the other staB9s. The well documented side 

effects of phenothiaztnes during administration 

suggest that some caution should be exercised in 

assessing resultfl fpOi:l studies conducted on patients 
I 

newly admitted and recently placed on medication. 

One of the best researcL€;d areas in this field 
I 

concerns the effects of phenothiazine medication 

of auditory Signal detection in schizophrenics 

~oeb, Hawkes, EVans and Alluisi, 1965; Rappaport, 
I 

1966, 1967; Rappaport: and Hopkins, 1969; Rappaport, 

Hopkins, 8il Yerman and Hall, 1972). They found 

that as the phenothiazine dosage is increased the 

signal detection Cdt)i scores of nonparanoid 

schizophrenics decreased, 'while the scores of the 

paranoid schizoj)hrenics increased (Rappaport et ale, 

1972) • -Wi thout medication nonparanoids performed 
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more efficiently. than paranoids , but the performance 

of the nonparanoids deteriorated .as dosage increased. 

Taken together with data from Goldstein, Judd, Rodnick 

and LaPolla (1969), Goldstein (19-10) and Magaro and 

Vojtisek (1971), these results suggest that acute good 

premorbid paranoid patients, when treated with phenothiazine.s, 

show lessened thought disorder and improve focal attention 

as compared wi tl1 paranoid E! on placebo; acute, good 

premorbid nonparanoids, without phenothiazines show 

less thought disorder and impvoved focal attention as 

compared wi th phenothiazine treated nonparanoids .. 

Differential effects of phenothiazines on performance 

of paranoids and nonparanoids are also reported by 

Interbitzen, Buchsbaum, and Silverman (1970) and Fischer, 

Risetine, and Wisecup (1969). Rappaport et ale (1972) 

in line with Silverman's (1969) theoretical work, conclude 

that paranoid schizophrenics have a primary disability 

in focal attention (and ar"e rela tively hyposensitive), and 

that medication primarily improves their ability to 

focus attention and respond to auditory signals. 

Nonparanoid schizophrenics, on the other hand, are 

hypersensitive to stimulation and medication reduces their 

hypersensitivity and consequently their ability 

to detect and respond to signals. 

Schooler and Goldberg (1972) report a large study 

using 480 acutely ilJ. patients who were studied for 

26 weeks, using both clinical assessment and a performance 

test battery, at fiur points in time; prior to the 

start of treatment, and 5, 13 and 26 weeks after initial 

drug administration.. The test battery incl uded RTf 
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a similarities test, sway suggestibility, a 

vocabulary test using emotionally toned words, 

a measure of perceptual uncertainty (estimating 

number of dots in tachistoscopic presentation 

together with a measure of subjective uncertainty), 

and a series of ratings by the experimenter. No 

control for practice effects, and no normal or 

non schizophrenic controls were used. Data was 

examined in t'~rms of change over time, and relationship 

to ratings of clinicaL symptoms. It was fOW1d 

that most changes in performanc2 occured during 

the first period of five we~ks, although rated 

behaviour irnproved over' all 26 weeks. 

Kornetsky (1972) has reported a number of 

studies showinf: how use of the Continuous Performance 

Test (CPT) can assess the effects of medication on 

continuous at Gention (Kornetsky and Mirsky, 1966; 

Mirsky and Kornetsky, 1964; Rosvold, Mirsky, Barason, 

Bransome and Beck, 1956). This type of experiment is 

similar to the Neisser (1963) task, but the speed of 

presentation is controlled and Ss are required to 

report presence of a target letter when a series of 

letters are displayed continuously. 'rhese researchers 

have found clearly that the number of schizophrenic. 

Ss whose performance is wi thin the range of normal 

8s increases signific'3.ntly when they are on phenothiazine 

medication (Orzack and Kornetsky, 1966). Thie 

sensitivity is also reported in animals (Kornetsky 

and 13ain, 1965), who fo und that dos age levels were 

correlated with errors committed. There appears 

however to be no relation between schizophrenic subtype 
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and the CPT; and there is no relationship between 

length of ho~italization and performance. Patients 

who do poorly on the test improve if treated with 

phenothiazines, and practice effects seem to be 

minimal (Kornetsky, 1972). 

Using associative gravity, perceptual defense, 

and Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) of drug effects, 

it was found (Goldstein et al., 1969) that only 

skin resistance showed reliable drug-placebo 

differences. Payne (1972) reports an unpublished 

study by Payne and Friedlander using chronic schizophrenics 

wi th an average hospi talization of approximately 12 

years. The patients were taken off drugs for six 

weeks~ and about twenty five percent of the patients 

became untestable, or were put onto drugs again because 

they becrune too disturbed to manage in the ward. Ss 

were then tested, tinder conditions of high, moderate or 

low q.istraction for simple auditory RT. These 

chronics were very slow, and the introduction of 

distraction did not increase RT. The patients were 

then divided into two groups who received either 

Proketazine, or placebo, in a double blind situation. 

Retest after six weeks showed that proketazine did 

not improve performance although under two of the 

four experimental conditions patients receiving placebo 

improved in performance. Similarly Pugh (1968) 

found that an experiment with chronic schizophrenics 

suggested that with longterm chronic patients, 

phenoth1azines do not improve performance; 'although 
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controlled studies of these affects using reliable 

measures are few and far betweenG 

Experiments using size estimation are also 

confounded by anti-psychotic drugs (McKinnon 

and Singer, 1969; Zahn, 1959). The pervasiveness 

of drug confoundings led Spohn (1972) to suggest that 

the relationship between drug variance and psychological 

deficit might profitably be examined. He suggests 

that use of measures of the time-course psychological 

processes in which defici t is suspected to be st udied 

in parallel with the time-course of effects upon 

symptoms and morbidity. Another strategy which might 

be used is the stepwise increment of drugs both 

forwards and backwards over a period of time which 

could be related to performance on psychological 

measures of attention .. 

(d) The Phenothiazine Drug Index (PDI): 

Since phenothiazine medication is known to interact 

with physiological functioning, Spohn, Thetford and 

Woodham (1970) were concerned that they be able to 

estimate the effects of drugs on span of apprehension 

and the psychophysiological measures they employed. 

They developed the PDr to measure the effects of 

drugs on these scores. The total daily dosage 

was expressed as a proportio~l of weight in kilograms 

mul tiplied by the relative potency of the medica tion 

used to chlorpJJomazine, i.e., PDI = (total daily 

dosage/weight) x (drug potency relative to CPZ). 

Spohn (personal cO~lunication, 1972) recommended 
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TABLE 2-1 

Antipsychotic Drugs Available in the United 

states of America. From L.E. Hollister, 

ItChoice of Antipsychotic Drugs," Ameri can 

Journal of Psychiatry, 1970, 127, p.187. 

Brand names in parentheses. 

Phenothiaz:hnes 

, Aliphatic 

Chlorpromazine (Thorazine) 

Tri flllopromazine (Vesprin) 

Piperidine 

Thioridazine (Melleril) 

Piperazine 

Acetophenozine (Tindal) 

Blltaperazine (Repoise) 

Oarphenazine (Proketazine) 

Fluphenazine (Proloxin) 

Perphenazine (Trilafon) 

Pro chlorpromazine (Compazine) 

Thiopropazate (Dartsl) 

Trifluoperazine (Stelazine) 

Thiozanthenes 

Ohlorprothixene (Taracton) 

Thiothixene (Navane) 

Bulyrophenone 

Haloperidol (Haldol) 

Estimated Eguivl:hL~ 
Dose (mgm) 

100 

25 

100 

20 

10 

25 

2 

10 

15 

10 

5 

100 

2 

2 
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that except where the drugs are known to act 

synergetically, where more than one phenothiazine 

is used, the PDI for each drug be combined 

additivelYe 

It was decided to us.e the PDr for this 

present study, for although this measure is not 

an optimal solution to the problem of medication 

confoundings~ it represents an attempt to evaluate 

possible effects. The relative potencies used 

(reproduced from Hollister, 1970) are outlined 

in Table 2 - 1 III 

Pa~d f,iiatus: 

The division of schizophrenic Sa into paranoid 

or nonparanoid groups is cammon (Lang and Buss, 1965; 

Silverman, 1964, 1967; Ullman and Krasner, 1969)" 

'l'his is particL1.larly true of the work with scanning 

and size compari son performed by the Menninger Group .. 

Paranoid schizophrenics are said to form a homogeneous 

group (iiJ.ayel~-Gl"'Oss, Slater and Roth, 1970) and are 

characterized by lIthe presence of' persecutory or 

grandiouse delusiolls, often associated with hallucination 

(American Psychiatric Association, 1968,; p .. 34)" .. 

Generally they are seen as less disturbed cognitively 

(Silverman, "I S67) than nonparanoids .. 

l'hree research methods are commonly used to 

differ'ent 1a te paranoid and nonparanoid pa tien ts: 

(a) Offici::!.l hos:Ji tS.l psychiatric diagnosis.. This 

is often very variable and based on dif'fering criteria 

between hospitals and even between psychiatrists in 
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the one hospital (e.g., Davis, Cromwell and Held, 

1967; Payne and Caird, 1967)0 

(b) Self Report using the MMPl or the Symptom Sign 

Inventory, SSl (Gordon, 1970; Ullman, 1958), and 

(c) Behaviour ratings on the presence of specific 

symptoms, for exomple hallucinations as in the 

Johanssen, Friedman, Leitschnle, and Arrill10ns (1963) studyu 

Relatively low correlations amongst these three 

methods (Calhoun, 1971) illustrate the need for a 

clearly defined method to be explicity stated in 

dividing schizophrenics in this WB:9 and a need for 

consistency acrOfS studies. Obviously differences 

in group composition can lead to differing conclusions 

between studies .. 

In the studies reported in this thesis a rating 

scale of the self report type (Gordon. and Gregson, 

'1970) was used. This provides 11 items, drawn from 

the SSl (Foulds, 1965) which best differentiate paranoids 

and nonparanoids, and which are weighted according to 

their degree of significance in determining paranoid 

status. While the Gl"'egson - Gordon study was based 

on only 18 paranoids and 18 nonparanoids, and has never 

been crossvalidated or revised subsequently, the test 

is easily and Quickly administered, and was standardized 

on a sample taken from the hospital from which Ss 

were drawn in the later experiments (Chapter 5 and 6)@ 

The scale they developed was used in the present studies 

in conjunction with the psychia.tric diagnosis provided 

by the psychiatr'ists response for the S used. 
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The Chronicity Dimension 

The commonest dichotomy into which schizophrenic 

patients are classified is the process-reactive 

distinction. Schooler and Feldman (1967) list 85 

stUdies of a total of 990 which compared these two 

classif'ic ~~ tionE as well as a further 45 which used 

the chronic-acute differentiation as basis for 

comparison. It is proposed in' this thesis to use 

the terms process and reactive in preference to acute 

and chronic for the following reasons: 

(a) The greater use of process and reactive, 

and the larger hist;orical use of these terms. 

(b) The fact that acute (and also chronic) are 

often used to describe a ,phase of illness. Most 

patients - process or reactive - tend to enter an 

insti ttli ti on in an ac ute phase, which maybe a response 

to wi thdrawal from medication, the cl imax of many 

year's steady deterioration, or an acute sudden onset 

as a reaction to some environmental or social stress" 

Researchers who take newly admitted putients, clearly 

in an aCLlte phase run the risk of incl uding in their 

sample patients Whose life history reveals them to 

be long term process schizophrenics. 

(c) There is also a tendency to regard chronicity 

as being directly related to length of hospi talization, 

rather than being a reflection of early onset, poor 

prognosis, and poor premorbid social and sexual 

adj LlS tmen t .. 

(d) There exists no measures of chronicity or 

acuteness, in the form of rating scales or agreed 
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definitions of the tenn - apart from such arbitrary 

criteria as two years hospitalization. Most research 

which has been done into the chronicity dimension has 

concerned itself with process and reactive schizophrenics, 

and several rating scales, although limited in validi ty 

and reliability have been devised and exten~ively used, 

especially for research purposes. 

ia) Introduction: 

Several comprehensive reviews of this field 

exi st, (Higgins, 1964; Valliant, 1964b; Allon, 1972; 

Garfield and Sundland, 1966) and hence this review 

of the literature will be brief. 

In general, despite the notorious heterogeneity 

of schizophrenic ps.tients, a cOfltinuum has often 

been described with the end pOi~ts being labelled 

"process" and "reactive", to render the cone eptualiza tion 

of schizophrenia a more orderly! affair. The process 

schizophr'enic may be characterized as haVing a poorly 
, 

integrated premorbid and personali ty adju.'3tment with 
I 

marked 8chizoid tendencies. UfUallY there is an 

insidious onset of' psychosis with a relative absence 

of any pr-ecipatating streSf:l, ei ther social or 

psychologi cal. Clinically, affect appears indifferent 

or blunted ill1d there is relative absence of confusion. 

Prognosis is generally poor. 

The reactive schizophrenic however h.c'.s typically 

experienced a rapid onset of psychosis and there are 

usually realistic stresses to which the abrupt onset 

may be attributed. ;~hile premorbid adj ustment is 

often neurotic, it is seldom schizoid, and there are 

noticeable affective components in the patients 
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presenting symptoms. The commencement of the psychosis 

is usually accompanied by seVere confusion and prognosis 

tends to be relatively good. 

The earliest reports that schizophrenia may not 

lead to inevitable detel:'ioration and dementia can 

be attributed to Haslam (1809) and Eaquiral (18.38) .. 

Descriptions of reactive type patients whose symptoms 

remitted are presented also by Bell (1849), and 

Griesinge l~ (1867) .. Kraeplin (1919) noted that the 

prognosis was more hopeful for patients whom he 

described as having Catatonic excitement .... with 

a stable pr~orbid history. In the 1920s Bleuler 

took Jasper's (191.3) distinction, and hestitantly 

used the terms reactive or situational psychoses 

as opposed to process or progressive psychoses. 

wi th the work of Langfeldt (19.37, 19.39) and Kant 

(1940, 1941a, 1941b) a number of criteria were 

established which were held to be related to a good 

prognosis in schizophrenia. It should be noted 

that both the se clinicians were dubious about the 

authenticity of reactive schizoprenia - Langfeldt 

used the term schizophreniform psychosis - and there 

was a general feeling that the reactive type of 

SChizophrenia was either an undiagnosed manic depressive , 

or affective disorder, or' else not a Ii true" dementia 

:praecox. 

The acute, reactive schizophrenic disturbances 

have long been the subject of much controversy, and 

it is often held that they are not truly schizophrenic. 
, 

Valliant (1 96L;.a) in his excellent historical review 

notes that despite wide1lru: 1~!i<t'FiEierlng labels (e.g .. , 
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Hoeh 1921 t lIBenign st upor u ; Kasanin, 1 933; II schizoaffeeti ve It 

psychosis; and Medina, 1 950, "Oneirophrenia II) the 

authors appear to be describing a number of syndromes 

with very similar manifestations, which might be 

subsumed under the all embracing rubric of "reactive 

schizophrenia" • He concl udes that: 

"Although in certain respects the pictures 
did resemble manic depressiva psychosis or 
toxic states, during the acute episodes 
the pictures are certainly compatible with 
Bleuler's group of schizophrenics, entity 
or no entity_ Like the chimera of antiquity 
the disorder under scrutiny is a composite. 
That the Body is a head conSisting of a good 
premorbid life adjustment, an acute stress 
precipitating the illness and often an heredity 
positive psychotic depression. The tail that 
f'ollows a1~ter incl ud es 'a remission to the best 
premorbid level of adjustment and occassionally a 
history of' subsequent psychotic depressive breaks 
(p.55)"tI 

(b) The Rat inJ2:.. Scales: 

rrhe principal pl'oduc t of research concerned wi th 

the process-reactive dimension has been a plethora 

of scales and definitions. Some of those Which have 

appeared incl ude the Elgin SCf.:!le (Wittman, 1941), the 

Phillips (1953) Pj:'emorbj.d Gcale, the Kantor Scale 

(Kantor,dallner and Winder, 1953) the I.;iMPI Ego strength 

Scale~ (Barron, 1953; Herron, 1962) the Process-Reactive 

Questionnaire (Ullman and Giovannoni, 1964), Rorscharach 

scores (Kantor and Herron, 1966), an unsuccess.ful MlvIPI 

scale (Jolmson and Holmes, 1967), the Stephens and 

Astrup Cri teria (1961), and the Symptom Che cklist 

(Phillips and Rasinovitch, 1958). 

fPhe illlgin Scale, which is commonly used, was 

pr'esented as an ordinal rating scale of prognosis 

in sehizophrenia by Wittman (1941). Wi ttman (1944) 
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and WittmruL and Steinberg (1944) reported a high 

prognostic efficacy for the scale with large 

};a tient samples. The scale waS revised (Becker, 

1956), factor analyzed (Becker, 1959) and furthe I' 

abbreviated (Steffy and Becker, 1961). Encouraging 

predictive validity was reported by these researchers. 

Factor analysis by LorI', Klett and McNair (1963) revealed 

three certr·Jid fact ors: (a) schizoid withdrawal, (b) reality 

distortion, and (c) a vaguely defined rigidity or 

inadaptibility factor. Chapman, Day and Burnstein (19~ ) 

however, while they found a statistically significant 

validi ty coefficient for the, scale after six months 

admissj.on, reported that only 11 items contributed 

to this correlatton and that marital status alone predicted 
, 

almost as well as the total scale. 

'rhe Phillips Scale (1953) at tempts to eval ua te 

the patient in tenus of premorbid history, possible 

pl'ecipi tating factors and clinical signs of disturbance .. 

'fhe fir st B ection of th'e scale, compri sing five items 

pertaining to premorbid history, has been the subject 

of much research& Although the score was developed 

for male s only, it has been used wi th female s wi th 

only minor modifications (Farina, Garmezy, Zalnsky and 

Becker, 1962). Phillips in his original paper did not 

provide any scale norms but indicated the general significance 

of the dtff'erent items' scores in his discussion of the scaleo 

Using the shortened form of the test, Chapman and Baxter 

(1963) used a score of 15 as the beginning of the "poor 

premo rbid" category and score ss less than 15 were grouped 

as "good premorbid il
• Considerable variability is 

evident however in the criterion used, but as 
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Garfi e1 d and Sundland (1 966) not e, the score ot 1 5 

is most frequently used. 

The Kantor scale (1953) uses 24 "ei ther - or" 

questions di stributed among fo ur developmental pe riods 

to discriminate between reactive and process 

schlzophl'enics .. Theoretical discussions of the 

of the criteria used are provided by Kantor and 

Wind er (1959, 1961).. However no quanti tati ve 

ordering of the variable is attempted, the dimensions 

;.Ire often descriptively vague, and the scale depends 

on life history material often unavailable, and 

rarely possible to SUbstantiate.. This scale is 

lal'gely useful as a guide for making a qualitative 

clinical decisionG 

The Phillips, Elgin, and Kantor scales are all 

rating situations in which the user rates the patient 

on the variable: usually on the basis of his life 

history and case history data. Herron (1962a, 

1 962b), recommends scales in which patients themselves 

provide the ratings.. The Barron Es scale has been 

used in conjl.l.1lctL)n with the MMPI (Herron, 1962b) 

but this is not COmiijOn practice.. .Another scale is 

the Ullmann and Giovannoni (1964), Self Rating Scale 

which uses 24 "true-false" items to distinguish 

between process and reactive schizophrenics. Its 

validL ty is l'educed by the fact that it was standardized 

on an all male sDrn)le, and it is also noticeable that 

those items which IllOSt higply correlate with a reactive 

classification are concerned with marriage, fathering 

a child and ongoing heterosexual relationships .. 
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Comparison of the scales has been attempted 

only a few times - due to the difficulty of scoring 

some scales and on agreeing on the meanings of' the 

va!'iables to be rated. Johannsen et ale (1963) 

compared the Kantor Scale with the Phillips Premorbid 

Scale, with judgements on the former scale being 

made in terms of a five point bipolar scale. They 

found a tetrachoric correlation of 0.62 between the 

scales. dolomon and Zlotowski (1964) compared 

the Elgin and the Phillips and found a correlation 

of 0.78. Nuttall and Solomon (1965) using the 

ingin Scale (Beck'3r, 1956) and the Phillips, rated 

291 patients and factor analyzed the results. 

Oorrelating the factors wi th chronici ty, they found 

(a) Social withdrawal and lack of interests, (b) 

inadequate heterosexual relations, (c) socially 

undesireable ward behaviour, and (d) insidious onset, 

to be the factors best related to the process - reaction 

distinction. 

Watson and Logue (1969) compared the Phillips, 

marital status, the Ullman - Giovannoni scale, the 

Elgin scale, length of host.=dtallzation, Ego Strength, 

and Educational achievement, and concluded that the 

Elgin, Phillips, Ullman - Giovannoni scales, together 

with mar'ital status are probably appropriate to 

process-reactive distinctions. Length of hospitalization, 

age and education did not serve as an adequate measuree 

They note that since the interjudge reliability of the 

Phillips and Elgin scale s is dubious (Watson and Logue, 

1968), marital status and the Ullman - Giovannoni 

scale may provide the most reliable operational 
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definitions aveilable. 

Garfield and Sundland (1966) compared the Elgin, 

Kantor and Phillips scales on females and found all 

three had a mm erate degree of relationship to each other. 

However when various cut off scores were used, prognostic 

efficiency tended to fluctuate. They found also that 

marital status alone predicts length of hospitalization 

as well as any of the scales. This finding contributes 

to a great bulk of litera tur e in this field which notes 

the influence of social factors on process-reactive 

classification. Jenkins and Gurel (1959), Lindeman, 

J?airweather, stone, Smith, a,nd London (1959) and Mason 

'.rarpy, Sherman and Haefner (1960) found that length 

of hospitalization could be predicted by marital status 

wi th male patients and this find ing was replica ted amongst 

female patients by li'arina et ale (1'962) and Orr~ Anderson, 

lviartin, and Philpot (1955). Chapman et ale (1961) notes 

that the Elgin scale is markedly correlated to marital 

s'tatus, as is also the Phillips and Ullman-Giovannoni. 

Hence, it is apparent (a) that marital status is 

an effective predictor of hospital stay, and (b) most 

scales I'ely heavily on marital status for predictive 

validity. The importance of marriage may be a reflection 

of premorbid personality integrity, or it may be that 

the social roles pertainlng to marriage - wag~ earning 

or housekeeping lead to a greater pre ssure for hospi tal 

release. 

Signif'ican tly higher proportions of Negroes are 

labelled tlprocess il than white schizophrenics (Lane, 

1968). Male negroes fare worse than female s. As 

Lane notes, this could be due to interview bias, a 
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lack of cultural continuity in symptom patterns 

or a possible environmental aggravation on the 

symptomatolo3Y of the mainly lowerclass Negroes. 

Becker (1556) found significant differences between 

male and female 3s on the Elgin, with males more 

likely to be process than females. A significant 

inverse relationship between socioeconomic status 

(SSG) ~d scores on the Phillips was found by 

Chapman and Baxter (1963) in two of their three samples. 

These findings were systematically investigated by 

Allan (1971).. He divided patients into Process and 

Reactive subcategories using the Symptom Check List 

and corI'elated this with sex, race, SES and social 

mobility. He found that the process rating was more 

likely to be given to males, blacks and Ss with a 

low SEtS. It seems cle ar that the rating scales used 

have sJsteLlutical biases, although whether these 

are ~ntirely artifactual is not clear. Certainly 

the criteria used to validate them may not be adequate 

especially when length of' hospitalization is used -

since social factors, age,_ job potential, intelligence, 

race and marital status may militate against early 

I'ele:lsee 

One of the problems of testing comparability between 

scales is that scales were developed using varying 

predic ti ve cr1 t 8ria - e. g., differenti al response 

to EOT (Ni ttman, 1941), differential response to the 

Rorscharch (Beckel', 1956; Kantor et al., 1953), and 

differential life history data (Kantor et al., 1953; 
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Phillips and Rabinovitch, 1958). Also, interrater 

reliabili ty maybe low [.tIld cer·tainly varies - e. g .. 

l'eliabili ty f'or the Elgin i:lcale has been 0.5 (Watson 

and Loglle, 1968), 0 .. 82 (Garf'ield and SWld land, 1966), 

and 0.87 (V'l1ttman, 1941). A similarly varying range 

is r'oported for the Phillips (Farina et al., 1962; 

Garfield anct Sllndland, 1966; Watson and Loglle, 1968). 

While factor analysis 'of' the Scales (Becker, 1959; 

LorI' et ale 1963; Nuttall and Solomon, 1965) sllggest 

a certain amount of the small variance between meaSllres 

1s in common, the question of differential sensitivity 

of various scales to the pro cesG-reacti ve dimension 

and to correlates of this dimension (Garfield and 

Sundland, 1966; Johnson and Ries, 1967; Solomon and 

Zlotowski, 1964; Watson and Loglle, 1968, 1969) which 

mayor may not be artefactual would appear to be an 

:i.mportant directio11 for research. 

( c) Conclllsi ons : 

Overall, the standard of' research end eavo ur 

wi tr" these rating scaLes has be en somewhat indif feren t, 

although mru1y studies showing the limitations of 

proposed scales have been more useful. Unfortuna tely 

it has proved all too easy to design a stlldy which will 

throw doubt on such clinical scales. The empha si s 

in designing the scales has bec.n on providing a basis 

for a qualitative clinical decision rather than a 

qllant1tative rating w11ich could be objectively and 

ind e pend entl y ve ri fi ed .. 

However, a great need remains for these scales and 
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for the type of data they provide, amongst researchers 

investigating cognitive disturbances in schizophrenia. 

Without such scales little possibility exists for 

attaining some degree of comparability between the 

schizophrenic samples of one researcher and those 

of anothe r .. It is cle ar .tha t these scale s are not 

as efficient as they might be, partly because individual 

items are not we:;i.ghted according to empirical· and 
! . 
I 

statistical evidence (there is no clear reason why 

scores from 0 - 6 have been given on the Phillips), 

and partly 'oecause an adequate validity criterion 

is bard to find. Length qf hospitalization is not 

independent of the influence of SES, race, sex, and 

marital status, and baldly stated cut off points 

e. g. $ "two years hospi talization", should not be used 

as chronicity criteria. A patient who is reasonably 

intelli,;:ent, is maintained by a regimen of psychotropic 

dr'ugs and lives in a well structured social or family 

environment is not likely to spend much time in 

hospital; whereas a less intelligent patient with 

a low standard of work skills is likely to spend a 

disproportionate amount of time in hospital. Continual 

deterioration of the patient until he is finally 

completely institutionalized and banished to the 

back wards is less common with the use of phenothiazines 

and more community based therapy programLes .. Hence 

distinction between process and reactive may be more 

meaningfully defined in terms of social, heterosexual 

adjustment, pattern of onset of symptoms and disturbances 

of affect .. 
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Finally, it shoQld be noted that all the scales 

dis c us sed were devi,:::loped in the U. S.A. There is 

reason to sQspect that they shOQld be modified 

and adapted for use in New Zealand (N"Z.) especially 

when many of the scales depend of sociological norms 

which may not apply in NeZ .. Most scales are designed 

for Qse with case history data, and plenty of this 

is available and sui table for use, and for development 

of multivaria::.e yredictive malels to determine 

pI'ognosia, whi ch co Qld be geared to indi vidQal 

hospitals with individual treatment progranunes. This 

is an area in which there i.s a sad lack of data in the 

New Zealand health service .. 

[d) ~~ewof Scales in the First Experiment: 

The patients used in the first experiment to be 

reported below all inclined towards the process end 

of the hypothesized chronicity continuwn. S(i)me 

were more clearly long term process patients than 

others, none were considered to be reactive schizophrenic s@ 

Chronicity was measured using three criteria: 

(a) The Full Scale Phillips Premorbid Scale - data 

was later broken down, and the scores from the first 

five items used as wella 

(b) The Stephen'S and Astrup Checklist of criteria for 

prognosis and definition of process patients. The 

total number of process signs and the number of 

process signs minus the number of nonprocess signa 

waS computed.. This is a dubious procedure as it is 

not clear tha t all s;ymptom[ have an equal weight 
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in determining a process pattern, and conclusions 

based on this scale were interpreted wi th considerable 

cau ti on. 

(c) Length of Hospitalization. This was expressed 

as a number of years, and also as percentage of 

Life in Hospital (% L.I.H.) as used by DeWolfe (1968). 

Chronicity Was thus taken to be a continuous 

variable and was treated accordingly in correlational 

analyses computed in the first experiment. 

~easurement of Intelligence: 

Since it was f8lt th~t intelligence might influence 

results on the performance tests used in the first 

exp(:;riment (Chapter 5) it was decided that some scale 

which wo uld measure this variable would be used" The 

WAIS, which is a well standardized and validated test 

usually provides scales whi ch give a brie f intellectual 

assessment. There is considerable evidence that some 

intellectual impairment maybe a result of a psychotic 

illness (Payne, 1960; Yates, 1954, 1966a; Granick, 

1963; Friedman, 1964). Although its use has been 

criticized (Yates, 1954, 1966a) vocabulary has been 

found to be the subt est wi th the leas t evidence 

of deterioration in schizophrenia (Payne, 1960). 

This was sup)orted by the results of a study carried 

out at Sunnyside Hospital (from which Ss for the 

schizophrenic experiments were drawn) which showed 

that Vocabulary (mean 10.37) had the highest mean 

score (foll.wifed by Information, 10.11; Comprehension 

9.41; and Digit dpan 8.82). The data for this 

study was compiled from psychological reports from 
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1969 to 1971; and 112 schizophrenic WArS 

profiles were recorded (McPherson, 1973). 

In an attempt to shorten the period of testing, 

it was decided to use the abbreviated version of 

WArS vocabulary (Jastak and Jastak, 1964). This 

revision has high reliability compared to original 

scale, is more readily scored, and correlates highly 

with the old Wechsler scale (T'~ 0.95). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SAlJlE - DIFF.~RENT REACTION TIME TO RANDOMLY 

CONSTITUTED J.~ULTI.8LEMENT DISPLAYS 

"Itis too early to know whether what 
I 8m calling the cogni ti ve revolution 
is really that or whether psychological 
theory has come the full circle. Be 
that as it may, what is cle ar is that· 
co gni ti ve concept shave begu'n to 
pervade many 81"easo1' psychological· 
theory (Dember, 1974; 1'.161)." 

The aim of the pilot studies to be reported 

in this chaptel" was twoi'old .. Firstly it was 

necessary to find a task that was useful and 

practicable for the st udy of information processing 

in schizoplll"eniao Secondly, it was decided 

to develop and extend the results from the type 

of task used by Donderi (Donderi and Case, 1970) 

by using letter stimuli. The task which Donderi 

has used (see Chapter 1) involved Ss scanning 

randomly placed geometric figures, coloured dots 

or pictures to d etc.rmine whether each stimulus 

element was the same, or whether one of the elements 

(designated target elements in: the present study) 

was different .. Donderi fa und with the [Ibove 

stimulus classes over the relatively small range of 

visual angle of from 50 to 100 in both horizontal and 

vertic,:,-l plane~J tha t the area in which the sl:lapes 

ap)eared did not affect speed of correct response, any 

more than did tre numbe r of elements presented 

(between 3-14 elements). However with letters he 
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did not find any evidence of parallel processing 

(Donderi, per'soaal co.Jnunication, 1972).:c::geth, 

Jonides and Viall (1972) using a limited nwnber 

of letteI' stinmli (up to 6), in a non random 

display, fo~md that in some situations, increasin~ 

the number' of letters did not cause a subsequent 

ilh;rease in RI'. 

The pr.::;sent eXIJer iment s extended thi s 

research in two basic ways: 

(a) The nwnber of' element letters to be 

scanned was varied from 10 - 40 in Bxperiment 3-1, 

and from 3-60 in Expe riment 3-2. 

Cb) A lar:.er E~et of targets and nontargets 

WetS Llsed than in ei thel~ 01' the Dond sri or the 

i~geth s t udi es. 

The fil~8t study was concerned primarily with 

the difl'el'cnt response data and in differences in 

r6S LJ0l1se lbtenc~- clue to, (a) the nwnber of elements 

to be SCaJ:1';H:~d, (b) the dis t incti veness of the 

tar.::;c t eleJil;.;l1t;, against the bacl~c.::round elements, and 

(c) tt:e nwnu",r' oJ.' target elements. In .b;xperiment 

3-1, the :rati~ of sac to different stilliuli was 

1 : ?, hoWever with Experiment 3-2, srune and different 

stimLlli '",el'C cquipl'obable. The principal concern 

of Experiment 3-2 was t) e::;:.mine in ::-.ore detail 

the relationship between the sune and difi'el'cnt 

:['esp0:1se curves, wher'e only one different target 

element was possible. The seJ:larate aims of each 

61"':: discussed in :-.. o:.'e detail below .. 
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~periment 3 - 1 

(a) Experimental Design 

" 

The experimental t()~.i. was a. 2 x 2 x 4 factorial 

design, with repeated measures on all thr'ee fac'tor·s. 

'rhe three factors were, (i) number of elements per 

stimulus (N), (11) number' of target element s 

displayed (1), ruld (iii) context in which the 

target elements occurred (B), that is, the target 

Ie tters could be e1 ther round or angular, but 

the bacl;:,i..;ro und letters were always angular _ The 

background letters were chosen randomly from 

the set E, 1, V, N or Ie The round element targets 

wer'e randoml,Y- selected from S, B, 0, G or C, while 

the angular targets wer'e chosen from X, Z, A, K or H. 

l:!:1 ther one, 01' three target element s were used. In 

the three target letter concH tion, the one di.fferent 

letter was rCl)roduced in three different locations 

within a dioplay. 

On only twenty percent of the trials were all 

stlr11Lllu8 elements the same. There were 200 trials 

in total, ten stimul i being randomly pi'esented for 

each cell of the f'acto rial design .. 

(b) Suu.liects 

Sixteen psychology undergr&duates served as 

Ss dS p apt of the i r course regui re!nent Se 
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(c) &paratus: 

A Cambridge single ohannel tachistoscope was 

wired to a Lafayette (No. 63020) Reaction Timer, 

and to three response keys in such a way as to 

permi t mannual control of the illuminati on wi thin 

the tachistoscope by S, when the oentral response 

key was depressed. The middle key was henoe 

labelled CONTROL, while the keys on either side 

were labelled S,,~ME and DIFFERENT. For half the 

Ss the DIFFEHEN'r key was to the right of the 

CONTROL key. The response keys were 80m apart, 

and were operated by the prefel'red hand of each 8. 

( d) ~timLlli: 

Each stimulus consisted of a 20 x 100m 

black cardboard card, with a 6 .. 5cm square of whi te 

paper (with the typed stimulus elements) superimposed, 

9 • .3cm from the left hand side (LHS) of the blaok 

card, and 1.Scrn from the bottom of the oard, upon 

it. The prestilllulus field was an identical card 

with a blank whi te square similarly positioned 

upon it .. Either i0~ 20, 30 or 40 elements were 

placed on the v,hi te square, which f'o r this pu.rpose 

was divided into ai0 x 10 grid of 100 squares into 

which the letters were r'andomly assigned using 

r'andom nwnbe r table s. The letters weI'e typed, 

U9percase, Ll8ing a 3tandard Olympia typewriter. 
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(e) Experimental Procedure 

The following instruotions were given to 

each S; 

It You will see three response keys in front 

of yOll. The one labelled CONTROL turns the 

tachistoscope on End off. I will place a 

card in the back of the tachistoscope and then 

say "ready!'. 
I 

You may then press the CONTROL 

key while looking into the tachistoscope, and 

yo~ will see a number of letters. You are 

to decide whether or not these letters are all 

the same, [:.nd then you take your finger off the 

COlUJOL key Etl1d press the appropriate response 

key - labelled e1 ther SAME or DIPB'ERli:NT." 

The Sa were t.hen given twelve practice trials 

and then two hLwdred experimental trials with a 

tw~ minute pause after each twenty-five stimulus 

presenta ti :ms" 

Results: 

The pl~bability of error, that is, the 

frequency of error 8, expressed as a proportion 

of total nwnb:::l' of trials, pooled over Ss, is 

presented ill Table 3 - 1. The pr·oba.bili ty of 

err'or was generally low, but approached a twenty 

percent error rate in the one angular ta.rget 

condi tion. 

The mean correct RT data, is present ed in 



NmlBl!,;R OF L~TTERS 

NO. Oi<l 10 20 30 40 
TARGETS 

_-llIJGULAR 

LETTER ONE .. 044 " 050 .. 080 .194 
TARGETS 

THREE .. 006 .025 .. 044 .019 

ROUND 
LETTER ONE .025 .. 019 .. 050 .. 062 
ELEi'fEl"iT S ..:. 

..:. THREE .. 000 .000 " 006 .. 012 0'1 

SAME 
RESPONSE 

ZERO .. 031 .021 .. 081 .. 037 

TABLE 3-1 PROBABILITY OF ERHOR: EXPE:HMENT ~-1 .. 
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NO. OF 
TARGETS 

ONE k..e..AN 

S.D .. 

ANGULAR 
. LETTER 

TARGETS 
THIEE MEAN 

S .. D .. 

ONE MEAN 

ROUND S.D. 

LETTER 
TARGETS 

THREE I,iEAN 

S .. D. 

SAME ZERO MEAN 
RESPONSES S.D. 

TABLE 3-2 

NUl;~BER Oi' Li:/l'rl'~Rd 

10 20 

0 .. 954 1.043 

0 .. 158 0.245 

0 .. 819 0 .. 923 

0 .. 148 0 .. 164 

0 .. 9.32 0_0824 

0 .. 177 0 .. 156 

0.779 0 .. 769 

0.14 0.150 

1 .. 371 1 .. 594 

0.322 0.35 

MEAN RT AND STiil\DARD Dli;VIATIONS 

EXP£RIlII ENT 3-1 

", 
I 
I 

30 40 

1 .. 200 1 .. 295 

0.167 0 .. 297 

1 .. 011 0 .. 903 

0.219 0.143 
• • -1.076 1" 118 -00 

0 .. 154 0 .. 232 8 

0 .. 864 0 .. 84.3 

0.189 0 .. 185 

1.596 1.653 

0 .. 519 0 .. 409 
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'ruble 3-2, and graphically r'epresente d in Graph 

3-1. Comparison of Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 

shows that error probability increased as mean 

RT increased. The mean RT data was analyzed 

in two sections, the same response data being 

separated from the different response data to 

facilitate interpretation of' the l"esul ts. Since 

the pr'obabili ty of a same response was not equal 

to thst. of a differ'en t response, Flnalysis of' the 

]'esul ts in their entirety would not necessarily 

have been meaningful. 

(a) s>ame Response Data: 

The mean and standard deviatLms of this data 

are re corded in Table 3-2, and suggest the. t the 

difference in RT between each level of N decreases, 

as N increases. A one way Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA), with repeated measures on factor N, was 

performed on the mean same RT data of each S .. 

There was a si.~.;nif'icant N mainefi'ect, indicating 

tha t incr'eases in N are associated with a corresponding 

increase in mean RT (lil::: 16.045, df 3,45, p~.01). 

The l 1 elationship between same RT and nwnber 

of letters displayed is negatively accelerated 

(Graph 3-1). The estimated increase in RT, 0 .. 22 

seconds, betwe,en ten and 20 elements is approximately 

three time s than that between 20 and 40 letters .. 

In fact, 77.68% of the variance in. treatment means 

is due to the difference in BTs between ten and 

20 letter·s. 



SOURCE 

Between Subj. 

Within Subj. 

No of targets (L) 

Context (B) 

Nc. of elements on 
LB 
Ll.~ 

BN 
LBN 
Residual Error 

*0:: P < .01 

* p<. 05 

TABLE 3-3 

''I " i:l$Ve 

7$068 

2.427 
0 .. 942 

1 ,,541 

0,,031 

0 .. 50.3 

0 .. 159 

0 .. 047 

1 .. 957 

,WOVA SilliJ.i.!;.RY t DIF2ERENT 

Rl:.:SPOi~SE DA'rA. EXPEHIlvIENT 3-1. 

df' 

15 

1 

1 

3 
1 

.3 

.3 

.3 
225 

M.S .. F 

2 .. 427 279 .. 073 
0 .. 942 108 .. 280 

0,,514 j9 .. 055 
0 .. 0.31 3.539 
0 .. 167 19.276 

0.05.3 6.127 

0.016 1.801 

0.008 

;:' .. ;':( 

*"" 
:::* 

* 
*:;. 

** 

...I> 

~ 
o 

• 
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(b) Different Response Data: 

The means and standard deviations of these 

data are presented in Table 3-2. The mean RTs 

for each S, were treated by a two way ANOVA (Table 

3-3) with repeated measures on number of letters 

(N), number of targets (L), and Context ·(B). All 

three main effects were significant (p <.01 ). As 

is illustrated.in Graph 3-1, as N increases mean 

RT generally increases. Similarly RT tends to 

increase with a decrease in the numbe r of different 

target elel~ents. Again, as is shown in the graphical 

representation, the round. letter targets are 

detected more rapidly in the angular letter background, 

than the angular targets. 

The three two-way interactions were also 

significant. The LN interaction indicated that 

the differe'1ce in RT due to the number of targets 

was dependent on the n~~ber of letters to be scanned. 

The scanning rate (Gl"'aph 3-2) for stimuli with one 

target element present was slower than for three 

targets stimuli. ·The LB and NB interactions 

indicated the int erdepend ence of cant ext, and both 

nrunber of targets and n~~ber of elements to be 

scanned. 

p"iscussion: 

This eXl)eriment proved to be a successful 

pilot study far the subsequent experiment with 

schiz ophrenic SSe Error rates were relatively 

low, and the Ss reported, after the experiment II that 
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the stimulus elements were readily disoernable. 

The study showed that the degree of disorimnability 

between backgro und and target element s was of 

extreme importanoe, and in the later experiment 

(Chaptel' 5) only the round target with angular 

backgl'ound letters oondition was used with the 

chronic schizophrenios .. Different responses 

wepe made more rapidly than same responses, although 

this was confounded with the differential response 

probability (Table 3-2). 

The differenoe in mean response latenoies 

between one and tIll' ee target s stimuli is however 

more substantial, (the ovellall mean RT to one 

target stimuli being 1.059 seconds and to the 

three target stimuli being 0.864 seoonds).. This 

result is in accord with prediotions made by a 

model which postulates serial prooessing at some 

level. A parallel ,rocessing model could also 

accomrnodate this finding if it were assumed that 

the target elements were for some reason (possibly 

their physical dimensions), processed at a faster 

rate than the background elements. This seems 

unlikely in the context of this experiment 

because.of the wide range of target and stimulus 

element 8 IJ.sed. It is also possible that once 

the elements have been oategorized 'in parallel, the 

actual response selection and execution can proceed 

more T'apidly with the larger number of different 

target elements.. This explanation is akin to that 

provided by Bindrs et a1. (1965), and is used by 
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Donderi (Donderi and Case, 1970) to explain 

their ver,y similar data. 

The mOist intrinidcally interesting res~lt 

hewever was the data from the same mean response 

latencies. The difference between themeen RTs· 

tor the fourditferent levels of atimul~a 

complexity decreased in magnitude as the number 

of elements to be scanned increased. From 

Donderi'a original results it could be predictell 

that Ss could handle anall quanti ties of information 

in parallel but that aerial scanning becomes more 

viable as a ~roceasing strategy as the number of 

stimulus elaments increases. A possible explanation 

may be derived from consideration of Teichner and 

Krebs- (1974) results. The same response data 

clearly illustrates the possibility that processing 

time per item decreases as number of elements increases, 

up to a limiting RT value. This result is of 

course tentative. It is not clear how the strong 

bias towards different responding atfects the outcome. 

Consequently no strong conclusions can be drawn until 

a second expe~i.ment haa been performed with eqllal same 

and different response probabilities. 
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Experiment 3-2:. 

In order to examine in mope detai 1 the 

relationship between same and different RTs, 

and number of letters displayed, this second 

pilot study used 20 levels of display size 

ranging from .3 to 60 letters. Unlike Expel"iment 

3"",1, same an] dift'erent responses were equiproba..ble: 

Met"hod: 

(a) Apparatus: 

A three channel Scientific Prototype Tachistosco1Je 

(Model GB) was wired to a Lafayette Voice Operated 

Relay in sLlch a 'ivay aEj to allow the ini tiati:)n of a 

visual stimulus expocure to be manually cOlltrolled, 

but the terminati:)n to be cant rolled by a vocal 

response. The GtblUlus tr-lal sequence was arranged 

as fall ~)WS: 

(1) Between trials the 8s saw a dark blank 

field displayed in channel 1. 

(i1) i/hen the Ss wer-e l~eady to commence a 

scanning trial they pressed a hand operated switch 

'!Vhich bhl.eaif.i.tely in1 tiated a white blank 

presti-nultl.s field (channel 2). This served as a 

warning forelleriod and lasted for two seconds. 

(iij_) After two seconds exposure of the warning 

field, the stimulu.s fleld to be scanned was i[Il1nediatel~l 

expused (channel .3). 'rhe verbal response II same ll or 

IIdifferentil terminc:tted the viewing sequence and the 
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tachistoscopic display returned to the dark field 

in channel 1. 

(iv) 'rhe experimenter changed the stimulus 

card in channel 3, and infonned the S that a new 

experimental trial might commence. 

(b) Stimuli 

Two hlll1dred stimuli were llsed, of' these half 

had all letters the same and half had one element 

changed to make the hllndred di f'f'erent .stimuli. 

The bacll:griJund. el ement s us ed were V, N, L, E or X, 

and the target different elements were the letters 

0, G, C, S or B. The stimuli were printed using 

the Line Printer attached to an IBM 360-44 compllter, 

prograrruued to randomly order the stimulus elements in 

a 6. 5cm sqllar'e of whi te paper. The poel tL:.ning of 

the different tai'Jet element was als 0 randomly 

deterGlined. The whi te square was ellperimposed 

on a 25.5cm x 18cm blacl\. card, 2.5cm from the bottom 

of the Ci,rd and 5 .. 5cm from the LHS. The tot al 

nwnber of elements ranGed from 3 to 60 inclusive, 

and conwrised all the mul tiple s of 3 between those 

liJlli ts. There weI'C: five different and five same 

stimulus cards at each of the 20 l~vels of stimulQs 

complexity. 

(c) Subjects 

'rwel vc; fir'st year Psychology undergraduates 

WeI'3 used, Dix of whom wer'e female and six male. 



SOURC~ 

Between Subj .. 

.vi thL1 Sub j • 

No of Letters (N) 
Besgonse (R) 

NR 

Residllal Error 

,;, ::: p< .. 01 

TA:0LE 3-4 

.:3. ;j .. 

94 .. 365 

29.223 
79.898 

·11 .. 142 

51.397 

AN O:.A SUl\1I: "~:iY TABLE. 

df' M.8. 

11 8.578 

19 1 .. 538 
1 79 .. 898 

19 0.586 

429 0.119 

EXP,&.l{IMENT 3-2 

F 

12.924 
671 .. 412 

4.928 

** 
** 
** 

,..,. 
I\) 
0'\ 

I 
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They wel'e paid pNZ1.10 for participating in the 

expc rimen t .. 

(d) Experimental Procedure 

All Ss weI't:J asked to read letters exposed in 

the tachistoscope of a similar size to these being 

used in the expariment. This was used as a test 

of visual acuity and one 8 was found by this criteriori 

to be unfit for the exp eriment. The Ss were shown 

how to ope Y'a te the apparat us and were then gi ven 

fi ve practice trials using st imulus cards identical 

to the stimuli us ed in the experiment. The 

sensitivity of the Voice Operated Relay (VOR) was 

adjusted for each 8 at this point. The Ss 'vvel'e 

then I;i ven the 200 experimental trials and instr'ucted 

as wi th the practi ce tr'ials, to respond "same'l if 

all letters wept:, identical, and "different" if one 

l~ tter was different from the backgrowld letter's. 

The cards were presented in a different random order 

for each S, and a one minute rest was given ~fter 

each 25 trial block. 

Results: 

The average error per subject was 2.8% 

For each S, the mean RT of correct responses, for 

each level of stimulus complexity for both same 

and different responses, was computed. The mean 

response latencies, pooled over Sa, are presented 

in Graph 3-2. The mean data were treated by a 

two-way ANOVA (Table 3-4) with repeated measures 
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on both factors, N (Number of letters to be scanned), 

and R (Response). 

The results Of the ANOVA confirm the trends 

apparent in Gral)h 3~2. As the number of letters 

increased, RT also increased (p< .01 ). As in 

Experiment 3-1, the same response curve appears 

to be negatively accelerated. The same response 

latencies increased markedly up to the 20 element 

stimuli, and thereafter, between 20 and 60 elements, 

the increase was cle arly Ie ss apparent.. There is 

a strong R main effect also, and RT to same stimuli 

was greater than to different stimuli. The NR 

int eraction which is also signifi cant (p < .. 01 ), 

indicates that the increl:J.se due to N was dependent 

upon R. That is, the scanning rate was faster 

for different reuDonses than for same responses. 

Dis c I~ssi 01\: 

The results of this experiment pose,an 

interesting dilemma and appear to confir.m the 

findings both of Experiment 3-1', and the later 

results of Chapter 5. The dilmruila arises in 

that the same response curve is negatively 

accelerated, which implies some support for the 

view that the strategy of scanning may change 

when thenW11ber of elements exceeds about 20, 

whil e the d1f ferent curve runs approximately 

parallel to the X-axis, implying a single, possibly 

parallel, processing strategy. With the same 

response data, it seems unlikely that a 8 "selects 

a strategy" as a pI'ecursor to making a scan of' the 
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FI G URlt . ..2.=i 

HYP01'l1B~TICAL SCANNING STRUCTURE, 

EXPERIMENT 3 - 2 .. 

Relevant Variables: Processing Model: 

Initiation of St urnulusl 
" 

Rapid Parallel cican/ 
Preattentlve Level 

Gross Physica 
It'eutures (eol, 
between eleme 
size of clust 

1 Stimulus ISelection of First Fixation! 
/. contrast' ~ nt features, 
ers) 

Clustering or 
between Eleme 

Distanc~ 
nts 

een Elements Contrast Betw 
(rna.\" partly d 

of letl,er gro 
etermine size 
U.,;.) sca.nned) 

Number of 'rar 'get l1lements 

>-

) 

Selection of' Linli ted Numbe1 
of Elements. (This aw.y 

vary between trials, and 
from fixation to fixation) '!.. . 
pategorize and Scan these 
Elements in Parallel. 
~roup them According 
to PhYsical Features. 

Test to see if more 
than One Group 

~ I 
If more than If One GroU1J 

one Group only 

L \ 
All ~lements Hot /,11 J 
Scanned ,\'16j""'n'(j ~, 4-:J • .1. v uu 

8' c'1l1(;'d J ~~, .1. J.. _.. '"' , ' . 

lReupond "Different" I IResfond "Sarne i, :I 
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elements, since in order to do so, he would 

have to scan/count the elements before making 

a sele ction decision. Rather than a deliberate 

decision level being present in the scanning 

process, it is mars feasible that the trial 

to trial strategy is imposed by the way the 

construction of the stimulus interacts with 

a general strategy. That is, rather than there 
I 

being a deliberate strategy sele ction procedure 

there exists one strategy, modified by the 

configuration or physical nature of the stimulUS 

elements. 

The variable most likely to be infl uenti al 

in this respect is the dis tance between elemen tSe 

Where the area to be scanned is constant regardless 

of the number of elements, the total dis tam e between 

elements, given random placement, is likely to 

be high wi'th small numbers of elements, and 

r'ela ti vely low wi th larger number s of elements. In 

other words, with randomly determined element positioning 

clusters of elements are more likely to occur with 

larger numbers of elements. It is possible that 

parallel scanning can only occur in constricted 

areas, or is only efficient where a number of 

elements are grouped together. 

This explanation, while plausible for the 

same respons e de ta does not appear to hold fo r 

the different response data. The strategy seems 

different since there is no noticeable increase 

in RT as a function of the number of elements per 
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stimulus. This may preclude any sequential 

processing strategy. If Ss were scanning different 

stimuli j in a manner similar to that they employed 

with the same stimuli, then the different response 

curve would mimic that for the same response data, 

but the rate of increase (assuming a self terminating 

process) would be approximately half as great. 

The situation portrayed in Graph 3-2 could only 

arise where the selection of the element, or group 

of elements, to be scanned first, is biased towards 

a correct early detection of the target. That 

is, the first fixation of ,the stimulus cards is 

chosen neither at random, nor consistently in the 

same place. This leads to the consideration of 

why anyone point chosen to commence scanning may 

be defined by the contrast of round and angular 

letter feature Se Ss indeed report that the target 

Ie t ter often 11 stands out If, both in this exper'iment 

and in Neisser's (1963) classic study. This 

may mean that Ss execute a ver,y rapid preliminary 

parallel scan which ascertains the presence of 

elements, possibly their numerosity, the area 

of the largest clustering, and other gross features 

of the stimulus card as a whole, and this permits 

selection of a fixation point. This process is 

similar to Neisser's preattentive scan and may allow 

the apparent bias towards selecting an area to begin 

scanning which has a high probability of containing 

the different element .. Hence the same general 
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strategy is used whatever the constitution of 

the stimulus, but the procedure may be "short 

circuited" by the selection of an area with 

high probability of target detection for the 

initial fixation. 

This preliminary scan may only be feasible 

when there is a high degree of contrast between 

the background and target elemen tsco Consequently 

this would accentuate the difference between round 

and angular letters in Experiment 3-1. It is 

also possible that Ss choose the largest cluater 

as the point to commence a,canning and that this 

cluster contains the target on a large enough 

proportion of the trials to influence the results. 

A diagramatic model of the type of explanation being 

advanced for these results is presented in Figure 

3-1 • The model is essent ially a two stage process, 

with the second stage being hybrid, rather than two 

stage with second stage containing the possibility 

of a two strategy - parallel or serial - deliberate 

choice. This distinction however is of little 

moment since the idea of a "deliberate choice'l versus 

a "forced choice" is not empirically testable .. 

This experiment I'aised some interesting problems 

and suggested some lines of research which may help 

in the definition of a model of the processes involved 

in scanning random elements for binary decisions .. 

Further research in structuring the stimuli - vary 

cluster size, or the position of the target relative 

to cluster of elements - could profitably be 

pursuede This project would be however, beyond 
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the scope of this thesis. What has been 

established is that this task is sufficiently 

flexible, and conceptually interesting to use 

as a measure of scanning rates in normal and 

schizophrenic SSG Consequently this task, 

using the stimuli of Experiment 3-1, was used as 

Task 5-2, in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SIMULTANEOUS MULTIELEMENT VI SUAL COMPARISON 

lilt has been said that beauty is in the 
eye of the beholder. As a hypothesis 
about localization of function, the 
statement is not quite right -the brain, 
and not the eye is surely the most 
important organ involved. Nevertheless 
it points clearly enough toward the central 
problem of cognition. Whether beautiful 
or ugly or just conveniently at hand, the 
world of experience is produced by the 
man who experiences it.. (Nei sser, 1967; p •. 3) .. " 

Introduc tion: 

A technique commonly used to measure speed of 

scanning, for example as a test of clerical speed in 

the General Aptitude Test Battery is the multielement 

literal compa~ison taske Such a measure requires 

the subject to search for differences in a second 

letter group after scanning a first group of letters. 

This type of task differs from that which Ste·rnberg 
I 

(1966, 1967) has studied, in that both groups to 

be compared .are presen'ted simultaneously and r0main 

to be visually scanned until the subject makes his 

response. Hence the task emphasizes visual scanning 

behaviour and possibly lessens the effect of short 

term memory. ',Vi th tests of clerical speed which 

use this basic paradigm, Ss are asked to compare 

two wo rds for differences, and may be requested to 

write a response - same or different - as is 

appropriate. It was decided that this task coald 

be usefully adapted as a measure of visual scanning 
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and selective attention with schizophrenics. 

This type of' same - different reaction 

time task has not been investigated systematically 

in connection wi th studies of scanning processes. 

Perhaps the closest parallel to this type of 

experimentation is provided by the studies of 

same - different judgements of simultaneously 

exposed multidimensional geometric stimuli (e.g. p 

Bamber, ·1969; Downing, 1971). It was therefor'e 

considered necessary to examine the relationships 

between RT and such variables as word structure 

and letter length in order to develop a task of 

sufficient flexibility and theoretical interest 

for use wi th chronic schizophl'enics. 

As will. be noted below, both Experiment 4-1 and 

4-2 used experimental procedures which were restricted 

by a lack of adequate apparatus. This was 

remedied for Experiment 4-3, and Experiments 4-1 

and 4-2 should be regarded as primarily preliminary 

investigations which culminated in the third 

experimento 

General Outline of the Task: 

The following three pilot experiments served 

to aSSesS the usefulness of the same - different RT 

comparison task .. 

In each display, two groups of letters of the 

following general arrangement where shown to the 

subject: 



Same Stimuli 

Different Stimuli 
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Left Group 

ABOD 

ABOD 

Righ t Grol!,Q 

ABOD 

AXOD 

In all ex.periments 319 were required to respond 

"same" when identical letters resided in corresponding 

locations wi thin each group, and different if one 

or more letters was different. Letters common to 

both groups always resided in corresponding locations, 

and the number of letters (N') in each group, in any 

one display was always equal, although N varied 

between displays. The differe~t letter(s) was (were) 

contained in the le:t'tand right groups with equal 

probability, and the position within a group 

determined at random .. Displays, presented in 

a Cambridge single channel tachistoscope, were 

illumina ted when the S depre'ssed a key which 

simultaneously activated the tachistoscope. and 
I 

clock. Both the clock and tachistoscope were 

turned off when S ,responded usameuoll "different U 

The subject - determined display exposure duration 

(RT), was thus recorded. 

The letter stinlllli in each experiment were 

typed on a white rectangUlar area superimposed on 

a 20 x 100m black card. The prestimulus field 

was a srune sized black card with a white blank 

rectangle superimposed on it, identical to those 

used in the experiment proper. There was no 

prespecified fixation p)int placed on the white 

area .. 
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Although the size of the rectangular apea 

varied within the three experiments reported in 

this chapt er, in each case the dis tance from 

the first letter of the first letter group, to 

the last letter of the second letter group was 

constant over that experiment. Consequently, 

while the distance between letter groui)S varied 

with the numbel' of letters to be scanned, the 

total distance Over which letter elements, might 

be placed was constant wi th reSl)ect to number 

of letters. 
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EXPERIMENT 4-1 

\ 

This experiment aimed to show the effect 

on RT of: 

(a) The number of letters (N) within a group 

letter group sizes of N = 4, 6 or 8 were used. 

(b) The mode of organization or structure of 

letLer arrangements within letter groups 

~ethod : 

igJ Stiwuli 

Three major conditions were used to study 

the effect of letter group structure on RT 

(a) Nonwords: 

The letter groups used in 

this condition were chosen at random from the total 

alphabet using a non replacement technique with all 

letters equiprobablea 

(b) Redundant Nonword~: 

In this condition each letter 

group, which comprised randomly selected letters, 

contained three letters repeated, e.g., 

Same Stimulus 

Different Stimulus 

Lett Group 

:B'FFGB 

LKLBL 

Right Graul? 

B'FFGB 

LHLBL 

The different letter was chosen at randOffil/ 

and could be one of the repeated letters. 
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(c) Words 

The words were chosen 

from the thousand most frequently used words, 

as categol"'ized by -;'lright (1966)" 

The experimental design was a 2 x 3 x 3 

factorial design with repeated measures on all 

three factors. The three factors were, (a) 

Response, same or different 11 (R), (b) Stimulus 

structure (W), and (c) Number of letters, N. 

The levels of N were: equiprobable, and there 

were a total of 180 cards. The white rectangular 

area ( 7.6 x 2.5cm) was superimposed on the black 

card 8.3cm alon,; and 3.5cm up from the bottom left 

corner.. 'rhe letters were typed using an Olympia 

Typewriter (Standard rEodel, 1969) in Iilppercase, 

with the constant distance from the first to 

last letter being 4.6cm. 

The letter groups wel'e horizontally arranged, 

1.5cm along and 1 em from the bottom left hand 

corner of the white rectangle. 

(b) Apparatus: 

The tachistoscope was connected to two 

hand response keys such that one key initiated 

the tachistoscopic display and a Lafayette 

clocktimer, vJhile the second key was used as 

a response key" and stopped the clock.. The 

tachistoscope I'Gmained in operation for as long 

as the S heLL his [lngel' on the control key. 
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(c) Procedure: I 

The Ss were given typewritten instructions 

which explained the "control" key which turned 

the tachistoscope on, and controlled the length 

of stimulus exposure, and the "response lt key 

which stopped the timing device as soon as it 

was depressed .. The Ss were told to callout 

at the sarne time. as they pressed the response 

key ei ther II same" if the let tel' gr'o ups were 

iden tical or "different It if one of the let tel's 

had been changed. The response from S was 

organized in this waY since it had been found 

in Experiment .3-1 that some Ss had considerable 

difficulty in remembering which of the two keys 

labelled either same or different to press, and 

this contributed to the variance of scanning rates. 

This solution however was not necessarily optimal 

and it was with the introduction of the Voice 

Operated Relay in Experiment 4-.3 that a more 

sl.litable response mechanism was developed .. 

Subjects were told to respond as quickly and aa 

accurately as possible and were shown three 
II 

stimulus cards to ill ustra t e the expe rimental 

procedure .. 

Eight practice trials were given with 

separate stimul i, similar to those used !in the 
'I 

main experiment .. A three to four minute rest 

was permit ted after 90 cards had been administer·ed .. 

Total testing time varied between 35 and 45 minutes. 
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(d) Subjects: 

Fourteen undergraduate psychology students 

were used as Ss, and served as part of their 

course, requirements. 

Resul ts: 

A three factor ANOVA with repeated measures 

on all factors was perfor.me4 on the mean correct 
! 

RT scores of all SSe The results of this analysis 

are presented as Table 4-1. 

As is illustrated in Graph 4-1, mean RT 

was influenced by stimulus structure .. The Al.,,{OVA 

confirmed this ef:.'::'ect, and there was a significant 

differ'ence (p < e 01) on N /I wi th RT to wOl"ds be ing 

faster than to either nonword condi tiona 'rhe 

difference between mean RT to nonwords and redundant 

nonwords was 81 ight, especi ally for the same re sponse 

data. The significant WR interaction demonstrated 

that differences in scanning rate due to response~ 

varied with the stimulus structure conditions. This 

is evident in Graph 4-1, where the ~calUling rate 

for both conditions of nonwords was similar and slow, 

for both same and different responses .. In the 

word condition however, the scanning rate for same 

responses is slow, and parallel to the rates for 

nonwords, while scru1ning rate for different words is 

mllch faster. 

Different responses were made more rapidly than 

same I'8S(Jonses (p < .01 ). The significant ru~ 

interaction (p < .01) is evidence that scanning rates 

were different between response conditions, and 
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Graph 4-1 shows that the soanning rate for 

different responses was less than for same 

responses. This provides some support for 

a self terminating process in the comparison I 

procedure .. 

The ANOVA also revealed that as N increased, 

so did mean RT (p <. .. 01 ). . It is clear however, 

both from the graphical presentation, and the 

sL;;nific'ant '{IN interaction (p < .. 01) that the 

rate of' increase depends on stimulus structure. 

Incr'ease due to N is less for word stimuli 

than for either of the nonword stimulus conditionsu 

Finally, the task produced relatively low 

error rates, for nonnal SSG The m'.:'an probab!li ty 

of error was apprOximately equal to .. 0.3.. The 

Ss reported however that the task was demanding, 

and a far higher- error rate might be expected 

from schizophr,enic Ss .. 

SummarY.-lYld Concl usi.ons : 

This preliminary study established that 

mul tielemeni; visual compari son co uld be investigated 

using tachistoscopic presentations of horizontally 

arranged literal stimuli. Increases in redundancy 

due to imposing word structure on the letter 

stimulus elements lowered RT when compared with 

the nonword conditions. Different responses 

were made more rapidly than same responses, which 

is in accord with a self' tenninating search strategy~ 

This difference waS most pronounced with the word 
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stimuli. Increases in N led to increases 

in mean'RT, and this increase appeared, by 

visual inspection, to have a large linear component • 

. Increases in RT due to N\were least for the 

word condition. 

For schizophrenic Ss however it was 

felt that this experiment, in conjunction with 

other tasks, was rather lengthy, and that the 

large value s of N would prod uce too great an 

error rate for meaningful between group comparison. 

Experiment 4-2 was undertaken therefore to explore 

methods of task load redUction. 
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EXPERIMENT 4-2 

In order to reduce task difficulty several 

modifications were undertaken. The number of 

letters to be scanned was decreased, and the 

nwnber of diff'erent letters was increased from 

one to two .. The size of the experiment was 

reduced by eliminating the redundant nonword 

condition, which had not produced results differing 

greatly from the nonword condition, in the 

pvevious experiment .. 

tfIethod: 

(a) Stimuli and Experimental Design: 

The experimental format was similar to that 
I 

of Expel'iment 4-1, being a 3 x 2 x 2 factorial 

design with repeated measures on all factors .. 

Factor N, numbe r of element s to be cOfflpared had 

three equiprobable levels - either 4, 5 or 6 

letters were used. Factor R, the response, was 

ei ther same or different, and Factor W had two 

levels, either word or nonword stimuli .. 

The stimuli wel'e;: constructed in exactly the 

same way as the y were in the pre ceding expe rimen t @ 

The dimensions of the stimulus card, and the size 

and pos i tiun of· the whi te rectangular area were 

unchanged .. The typed letters were arranged over 

a constant 4 .. 6em from the first to la~-~t letter .. 

The word stimuli were chosen from the 500 most 

commonly used words in the Lorge - Thor-ndike word 
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list. The only difference in the stimulus 

construction between Experiments 4 - 1 and 4 - 2 

was that the second study had two letters, 
" I 

chosen at random, replaced by randomly determined 

letter elements, not alr'eady present in the 

word or nonword letter sequence. 

(b) Subjects 

FOllrteen first year psychology students 

completed the experiment as part of their course 

requirements .. 

(c) Procedure 

The ap.paratu8 used in this experiment was 

identical to that IJ.sed in Experiment 4 - 1. 

Ss were given a set of typewritten instructions 

and the nature of the sarne and different stimlJ.li 

was explained wld examples given. Ss were 

informed that -

" ..... your tasle is to decide which stimuli 

are the same and which are different. 

Vfuen you have decided, take your finger 

off the Control key and press the one labelled 

Response .. At the same tlm~ I also want you 

to callout ei ther "same" or "different", so 

I will know what you have seen .. " 

The experimental procedure was also similar 

to that of the previous experiment, and eight 

practice trials w~re given prior to the presentation 

of the stimulus cards. 

There were a total of 120 stimullJ.s cards, 

theI";;} be ing tt:;l1 c8.rds for each level of each condi ti -:In. 
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A two minute rest was given after' each 40 

experimental trials .. 

Results: 

The probability of er'l"or in this experiment 

was reduced to approximately .01. Generally~ 

R'r was considerably decreased" as can be seen 

by comparing Graphes 4-1 and 4-2. 

A 3 factor ANOVA with repeated measures on 

all factors WEtS performed on the correct mean 

response data of all Ss. Stimulus structure 

was found again to be an important variable and 

response latencies to nonwords were greater than 

to words (p < .05). The nonsignificl,.nt WN interaction 

indicated however that scanning rates for words 

and nonwords were similar. 

As illustrated in Graph 4-2, there was a 

c18ar difference between same and different responses, 

espscially for nonworda, with same responses 

being completed mope rapidly (p< .01). The 

significant lim. interaction indi oated that same 

response latencies were slower only for nonVl.O rds 

(p <. .. 01 ). 

As in the previ ous experiment N was sign!f! cant, 

and mean response latency increased as nllIDber of 

element s to be scanned increased (p< .. 01 ). The 

significance of the RN interaction (p<. .. 01) showed 

however that the effect of N is greater for same 

responses than for different responses. 
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Source S.S. df M.S .. F 

Between Subj. 9 .. 407 13 0.723 

Wi thin Sub 1. 

St:L.'TIulus structure (if) 0 .. 119 1 0 .. 119 4 .. 519 * 
Response (R) 2.828 1 2 .. 828 106.967 ** 
Number Letters (N) 1" 145 2 0 .. 57.3 21 .. 659 ** 

WR 0 .. 262 1 0 .. 262 9.905 ** 
'NN 0.131 2 0 .. 065 2 .. 470 

RN 0 • .306 2 0.15.3 5.79.3 ** 
WRN 0 .. 0.33 2 0" 017 0 .. 627 

Residual Error 3.780 14.3 0.026 

TABLE 4-2 

ANOVA SPMi/ARY TABT.E 

EXPERIMENT 4-2 
.....Ib 

VI 
.....Ib 
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Conclusions and Summary: 

The primary aim of this experimen t was to 

determine whether RTs could be lowered by using 

greater differences in the different stimuli, and 

this proved possible. Comparison of the Graphs 

4-1 and 4-2 showed clearly that response latencies 

in this experiment were less than in Experiment 

4-1 • 

As in Experiment 4-1, letter group structure, 

type of responi3e, and number' of letters to be scanned 

influenced response latencie so Error rates were 

also lower in this study than in Experiment 4-1 e 

This type of study, using two different letters, 

did resul t in some loss of information, since serial 

position effects can not be investigated. Consequently 

it becomes considerably more difficult to attach 

meaning to such terms as "self terminating", 

lI exhaustive", "serial", and "parallel tl when more 

than one letter is altered to contrive a different 

stimulus. For this reason, only single letter 

changes were. used in the la tel' experiment with 

schizophrenics" 
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EXPERIMENT 4-3 

The final study was carried. out primarily 

to establish the results of the preceding 

studies using a voice activated timing mechanism, 

to measure response latencies. In part however, 

Experiment 4-3 was undertaken to determine the 

effect increasing the number of different letters 

has on RT. C.omparison of Experiments 4-1, and 4-2 

showed that not only the different RTs but also 

the same RTs were decreased when two, rather than 

one, altered letters were used to construct the 

different stimuli. This suggested that Ss may 

scan same stimuli more l~apidly, or less completely ~ 

when the degree of difference in the different 

stimuli is increased. 

However, there were differences between 

the two experiments, notably in the total number 

of stimulus cards, and in the values of N used, 

which could have produced these results. For 

this reason the previous two studies were repeated 

under comparable eondi ti ons, using the modi fie d and 

more satisfactory apparatus. 

Method: 

(a) Experimental Design and Stimuli 

The experimental format was a 2 x 3 x 2 x 2 

factorial design with repeated measures on the 

final three factors (Winer, 1962). The first 

factor was GroLlps (G), and the first group of Ss 
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(G1) differed from the second (G2) in that the 

different letter stimuli which they saw contained 

only one letter changed, while the different 

stimuli for Gs had two letters different (as in 

Experiment 4 - 1) to The three repeated factors 

wer'e N, R, and W, defined as in Experiment 4 - 2 .. 

The values of N used were 3, 5 or 7 letters, and 

there were, a tot a1 of 120 stimuli in all. 

The word and nonwo rd stimuli wel'e constructed 

as in the previous experiment, vlith some minor 

modii'icattons.. The white rectangular area on 

the black card was reduced in size (6cm x 1.1 em) 

and was located Bcm along and 4.5cm up fran the 

bottom left corner of the card. The stimuli 

were typed in uppercase on an IBM Selectric 

Typewriter such that the distance from first 

to last letter was a constant 4cm. The horizontally 

arranged stimulus let.ters were located 1 cm along 

and 0.3om up from the bottom comer of the· wb.i.te 

rectangle. 

(b) Subjects· 

Two gpo ups of 14 Ss wer'e recruited from 

amongst first year Psychology undergraduates, 

hulf of each gY'oup wer'e male, and half female. 

Ss were unpaid aIlc:. served as part of their course 

re quir emen t s .. 

(c) Apparatus 

The tachistoscope was wired to a voice 

operated relay (Lafayette VOR: Model 604A) such 
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that when the subject manually initiated the 

tachistoscope, he simultaneously activated a 

Larayette digit counter-clock (Model 54417) 

which was turned orr together with the tachistoscope 

when the S made a verbal response. Both clock 

and tachistoscopic picture stayed on wntil such 

time as the subject made a verbal response. 

(d) Procedure 

The apparatus and procedure were eX.;:Jlained 

to the Ss by means of a set of typed instructions. 

They' were told 

"Your task is to look at the cards as I put them 

in the back or the tachistoscope and tell me 

whether or not the group or letters on the one 

side is the same as that on the other side. It 

Subjects from G1 wore then shown some examples 

and told to 

"note that the different letter groups have only 

one letter changed. II 

G2 received similar examples and instructions but 

wer'e told that two letters were altered. Otherwise 

instructions were the same ror all 8s. l<'ive 

practice trials with cards similar to those used in 

the main experiment were administered to familiarize 
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Ss with the tl.ppal'atus, and, then 120 stimulus 

cards were presented in a different random order 

for each S. The experiment took about 25 

minutes and was followed by a brief post experimental 

questionnaire, and Ss were asked about the 

exper'iment and the way in which they thought they 

had scanned the stimuli. 

Results: 

The pvobability of error was similar for 

both G1 and G2, and the mean probability was 

O.02j over the whole experiment. The mean correct 

RT data for all Ss was divided into same response, 

and different resj)onse data, to facilitate 

interpretation of the results. The mean same 

response data for both groups is presented as 

Graph L~-3, and the dif'fe rent data as Gra])h 4-4. 

(a) Same Response Data: 

A 2 x 3 X 2 JU~OVA, with repeated measures 

on the final two factors, Nand W, was per-formed 

on the mean cOI'r'ect same response data of all 

SSe As can be seen in Graph 4-3, there was no 

apparent difference between groups, and this waS 

confirmed by the nonsignificant G main effect 

{Table 4-3). Also the trend for RT to incl~ease 

as number of letters to be compared increased~ 

was significant (p<. 01 ). The WN interaction was 

also significant (p<. 01 ), indicating that the 



SOURCE S.3. 

Between Subj .. 

Groups (G) 0.003 

Subj. V'I .. Groups 6.946 

Wi thin Sub~. 

Stimulus Struct lIre (;'1) 7.786 

WG 0.023 

'Ii x Subj. w. Gr'oups 2.090.,: 

Number of Letters 11.070 

NG 0 .. 01.3 

N x Subj. w. Groups 4.542 

WN 2.924 

VVNG 0.074 . 

\'VN .x Subj. w. CIroups 1.722 

,;.,;, p<" 01 

Table 4-3 

A1WVA SUl'EMARY TABLE? S.:;.I,:E g~.~_m{sE 

df 

1 

26 

1 

1 

26 

2 

2 

52 

2 

2 

52 

" ,., A 
. ~ ..L.M..* 

M.S. 

0.003 

0.267 

7 .. 786 

0 .. 023 

0.080 

5.535 

0 .. 007 

0 .. 087 

1.462 

0.037 

0 .. 033 

EXPERIMENT 4-3 .. 

F 

0.009 

96.860 ** 
0 .. 288 

63 .. 374 ** 
0 .. 077 

4LJ .. 141 ** 
1" 111 

..Do 

\1l 
CiD 

• 
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rate of increase in RT with increases in N 

is greater for nonwords, than for words. It 

can 'be inferred from this that scanning rates 

for same responses to words are more rapid than 

for nonwords. 

(b) Different Response Data: 

The mean different responses are illustrated 

in Graph 4-4, and a summary of the 3-factor ANOVA 

is presented as Table 4-4. Again the lack of 

difference between groups is apparent. Even although 

the difference be tween groups of letters to be compared 

increased for G2, respons'e latencies have not al ter'ed@ 

RTs to nonwords are significa nt ly grGa t(;;r when N 

is larger (p< .01). The significant WN interaction 

is the product of more rapid scanning rates for words 

than for nonwords (p <..01 ). 

The significant WG interacti.Jn is the product 

of the fact, illustrated in Graph 4-4~ that the 

mean response latencies for each group differs for the two 

different levels of W. More time was taken by 

G2 than G1 in res,ponding to different words, while 

G1 had the longer re sponse latencies for the nonword 

levels. Since this interaction might well have 

obscured a simple G main effect, especially with 

the word stimuli (Graph 4-4), An a posteriori test 

(Tukey's q-ratio) was performed on the mean difference 

between G1 and G2 at the word stimulus level. This 

difference was not statistically significant (q = 
2.72, p< .05) .. 
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SOURCE 

Between Subj. 

Grou~ps (G) 

Ss wi thin groups 

~ 

Within Subj. 

Letters structure (w) 

WG 

\'if x Sub j. VI .;r',) l.ll-' s 

Number or letterG eN) 

NG 

N x Subj. w. groups 

WN 

WNG 

WN x Subj. w. gI'oUpS 

.;<;;; P<" • 01 

TABLE 4-4 

ss 

0.036 

2 .. 314 

1.293 

0.172 

0.260 

2.580 

0 .. 014 

'j .196 

0.782 

0.068 

0.032 

d:t' 

1 

26 

1 

1 

26 

2 

2 

52 

2 

2 

52 

MS 

o .0.36 

0.089 

1 .293 

0 .. 172 

0.010 

1.290 

0.007 

\ 0 $ 023 

0.391 

0" 0.34 

0" 016 

F 

0 .. 410 

124.125 

1 6.505 

55,,522 

0.313 

23.844 

2~o69 

j;J'WI"':" ci0M.MA:':~Y 'I'ABLii 2 DIF .ii'Effi;N'l' REG.FONSJ::; DATA EX.?~RI:i;i&TT 4-:.3 

** 

** 

** ... 
0'\ 
..J. 

** 
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(c) Serial Position Effects: 

An investigation of serial position effects 

was als a [,ttempted and the results are presented 

as Table 4-5. These results are for G1 only 

since with two letters altered, serial position 

ef':'ects became meaningless. Table 4-5 also shows 

the effects of the changed letter for the word 

stimuli, v~i thin the first or second let ter group. 
, 

The results require cautious interpretation 

however, since it is appal'ent that it is impossible 

to have equal numbers of stimuli in each condi tion 

- L e., wi til the seven letter stimuli, and ten 

stimulus car3.Ei. in each condition, some of the 

serial posi tions of changed cards will have two 

stimulus cards, while most will have only one. 

Only with the five letter stimuli was it possible 

for each serial position to be used ~it~ equal 

freqllency as the altered 1 etter posi tion. 

The r-tsul ts of this investigation are not 

particularly clear. Whether the altered letter 

is in the first or second word~ appears to be 

unimportant. Further, with word stimuli, altering 

the first three letter elements, did not produce 

any great dif'1-'erence in RT, but response latencies 

tended to steadily increase as the serial position 

be came furtLe r fran: the LHS of the word. \\1i th 

nonwords, the data is more confused, howev:~r it 

al?:-,ears as if Rrr increases, as serial posl tLm tends 

t,J the right, but the last and first letter is 

mOl'e readily per ~ei ved as al tered than the central 



Three Five 
Stimulus 

'\iVord Nonword Nord Nonword 
Structure 

Serial 
Position 

ONE 1 .. 052 1 .. 084 1 .. 062 ' 1.274 

TWO 1.057 1 .. 114 1.120 1.300 

,THREE 1 .113 1 .. 129 1 .. 024 1.439 

FOuR -1.229 1 .. 523 

FIVE 1.227 1.174 

SIX 

SF:v~N 

Posi tion __ 
of Word 
Changed 

FIRST RT= 1.084 RT= 1.109 

ISl!:COND RT= 1 .. 080 RT= 1.157 
---- ----------------- ---------

Table 4-5 

',I'" ~-,:r nC'l ( r""C'~1\TD"') 1\ ,:' ~ ~--~'-r,..;T-"'-T 0"" 0--'TCl ',T PO"'ITl ~N l\,.t!i_.:u:\i J. bJ:;, Ul", b t-;,u,' .cUHl> 1._1\; 1:' >..lJ1,', .a.u ,,J U_ 

NUMBER O? LEr.rT~RBG 

Seven 

Word 

1 .. 117 

1 .. 125 

1 .. 070 

1 .. 254 

1.362 

1 .. 109 

1 .. 406 

-RT= 

RT= 
-

---

Nonword: 

-, 
1.380 

1 .. 657 

1.794 

1 .. 591 

1 .. 910 

1" 833 

1.188 

1" 195 

-I> 

0\ 
V>I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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letters, in the five and seven letter groups. 

When only three letters are to be. scanned, 

serial position is of minimal importance. 

(d) Q.ue sti onnai l' e: 

A post e~erimental questionnaire was also 

given to formalize questioning about fatigue 

during the experiment, and to determine the 

strategies of scanning Ss reported using. 

Generally Ss did find the experiment tiring, 

but were equally divided' as to whether they improved 

as the task progre .. sed. . Subjects reported 

using a number of strategies when scanning 

nonwords g and the tendency was to I'eport 

us in;::; a combination of strategie s. Wi th word 

stimuli 71% of the Ss reported using a strategy 

which involved comparison of whole words. Most 

of' the Ss reported that they terminated search 

when the different letter waS found. No consi stent 

differ'ence in reported scanning strategy between 

groups was apl)arent.. While the limitations 

of such a questionnaire are readily obvious, it 

served to illustrate the possibility that the 

strategy Ss use may well vary from trial to trial, 

and that wide individual differences occur. 

Surr~ary and Conclusionst 

The results of Experiment 4-3 were interesting 

in that the ex~~ected difference betweell groups did 
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not eventuate .. Indeed the results were paradoxical, 

since increasing the degree of di fference did 

not lower reaction time II whereas the 51 ope of the 

different recponses was clearly less than that 

for the same responses. It seems unlikely that 

processing was purely serial, and the differences due 

to type of response made seems to rule out parallel 

processing of an Wlmixed variety. 
I 

Combining Graphs 4-3, and 4-4 howeve~, the picture 

here becomes slightly clearer, and the possibility 

of a mixed serial-parallel model might be advanced. 

Wi th nonword stimuli same. and different responses 

for three and five letters are very similar whe;'eas 

they differ markeCly at the seven letter level. 

Both .G1 and G2 results are very similar. This 

strongly scg gests tha t Ss ape able to process a 

limi ted number OfcoIl;parison letters in parallel·· 

probably about four or five .. I f the re are more 

than fi ve letters however, a second parallel comparison 

must be made, and this is in series to the first 

C ompari so n. The reason for the lack of difference 

between G1 and G2may be that whether one or more 

letters have been altered, can make Ii ttle difference 

'to a par·alleJ. scan (as opposed to a strictly serial 

scan where letter position determines RT if scanning 

is carried out in a strictly ordinal fa~hion). 

Since in both conditione the changed letter is most 

likely to occur in the first five letters (with 

seven let tero the probability for G1 is 0.71 and 

for G2 it would be 0 .. 95), and with the small number 
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of stimuli involved, this difference in probability 

is unlikely to be of much importance. A similar 

interpretation might be placed on the results for 

words, except it seems clear that the capacity is 

not limi ted to approximately five as it is wi th 

nonwords. Some further evidence to support this 

hyp~thesis is provided by the serial position 

effect data, Wllei.'e it can be seen t.b.at RT for 

letters chang811 in position six and seven are 

groater than for the preceding five positions .. 

The above concl usions however need much 

more empirical investigati.on and are presented 

only as tentative explanations to be further 

SUbstantiated or rejected. Several factors 

indicate considerable care should be taken in 

reaching firm conclusions. 

(a) The manner in which a diffel'ent experimental 

struc t ure, appar'atus, and means of making a response 

r'endered l1Yl)otheseEJ generated by Experiments 4 -1; 

4-2, invalid in Experiment 4-.3. The dependence 

of TIT on exper-iment specific factors makes generalization 

from one scanning experiment to another very hazardo us. 

(b) If indeed some limited capacity model is 

tenable, thel1 it LJ unlikely that the capacity is· 

the same fOl' eac~. sLluject, or even constant from 

trial to trial. If, as has been commonly shown, scanning 

rates depend on' practi ce, then it seerr.s l~e::J.sonable 

that diff(~rent Os may enter the situation with 

different abili ties which will confoLllld further 
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any rigid generalization. 

(c) Different Ss, as they indicated on 

the questionnaire, felt they vari ed strategie s 

from 'trial to trial. If they did not do this 

consistently then data from individual Ss would 

have to be fitted to sqme type of random walk 

model (Laming, 1968), and certainly data pooled 

over Ss would be meaningless. 

The overall purpose of these experiments 

was to give some idea of the gross features of 

this visual compari son pa:r:adigm. Further 

detailed experimentation alon~ the lines suggested 

by Townsend (1972) would be necessary tj build 

an adeqLlate mathematical or cognitive model 

to descl'ibe completely the way in which such 

comparisons are made.. It was felt that for the 

purposes of expex'imentation chronic 

schizophrenics, a 8ufficientknowledge of the 

processes involved in multielement visual comparison 

of Ii tel'sl stimuli h~~s been achieved .. 
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OHAP'rER F'IV E 

THE SCANNING AND SEARCH BEHAVIOUR OF SCHIZOPHRENIC 

SUBJEC'l'b - .i!.JCPERIMEN~ 

"The effects of untestabili ty are two fold. 
On the one hand, the possibility of 
curvilinear relationships or systematic 
bias reduce.s severely the range of' 
generalization permissible when Psychological 
tests are the sole criterion in a research. 
On the other hand, it is possible that 
the failure of many psychological tests 
to differentiate groups as expected on 
theoretical grounds lies not vvi th an 
incorrect hypothesis, but with a segment 
of' the population, vital to the hypothesis, 
being untestable (Ullman, 1 961, p. 201 ). 

Introduction: Aims of the Experiment 

The purpose of the experimental .tasks to be 

detailed below was to explore, in terms of the 

theoretical developments reviewed in Ohapter 2, 

the nature of the postulated attentional deficit 

in schizophrenia, by means of visual scanning tasks& 

Results of' 'NOI'k at the Menninger :B'oundation 

(Silverman, 1972; Oromwell, 1972) have suggested 

that the rate of gain of information in schizophrenic 

Ss may be impaired: 

"Sensory data do not reach awareness in 
schizophrenics in the same form, to the 

, 

same extent, and wi th the same subjective 
intensity as they do in nonschizophrenic 
individualo. In some phases of the illness 
and in some forms of' schiz ophrenia the 
attention gates are open too wide; selective 

.. 
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fUnctions have broken down; too much 
information for orderly processing is 
permitted to enter information processing 
channels. During other phases of the 
illness, and in other subgroups, inhibiting 
functions are too hyperactive, the gates 
are shut too tight, and only a narrow span 
of infornlation enters the bystem (Spohn, 
Thetford and Cl'anco, 1970, p.259-260).tI 

The conclusions upon which this formulation 

is based have been derived from size constancy 

and size estimation experimentation, which often 

produces very tenuous re sult s (Cromwell, 1972; 

Neale, 1971; Neale et al. 1969). More flexible 

me thodologie s yielding mor~ detailed result s and 

allowing greater manipulation of info~national 

input have been sought. 

The background to this exper'imen t ,Qa.s provid ed 

by the survey of literature in Chapter 2. There is 

therefore no necessity to provide an overview 

of the findings of these stUdies as an introduction, 

but it remains essential to place the. Y'esearch 

to be pre sen ted into the cont ext of the PI' of us ion 

of studL;s dealing with cognitive deficit in 

schizophrenia. It becomes evident from any such 

lit era ture review however, that as far as any 
I 

theoretical description of schizophrenic deficit 
I 

can beprovided, most researchers have produced 

as they themselves may acknowl edge, very similar 

formulations. Such contrasts between theories 

as are stated arise largely from the utilization 
, 

of diffbring perf Ol'm an ce tasks, by the various 

theorislsG It is possible to summal'ize much of the 
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research with informa ti on processing tasles by 

claiming that it has been generally shown· that 

psychotics have slow and variable RTs in relation 

to nonnal control Ss, and tend to make more errors, 

especially on conceptQal tasks. This leads to 

the qQestion - why is this so? The principal 

reason why the answers provided to this qQery 

have been unsatisfactory has often been a relQctance 

to conceptQalize schizophrenic performance in terms 

of an info~l~tion processing notion of task demand 

characteristics. The recent work of' Neale and his 

colleagQes described in Chapter 2 (Neale, 1971) 

and that of Yates (e.g., Korboot and Yates, 1973) 

have demonstrated an increasing concern for this 

potentially mOl"e illu.strative approach to SQch 

research. These ;:;tQdies are also a testarnent 

to the greater acknowledi,,;ement of the relevance 

of investigations reported in cogni t i ve psychology. 

While the Qnderstanding of the cognitive processes 

of normal Ss is incomplete, cross-fertilization 

of ideas from theae areas of endeavoQr is becoming 

increasingly significant. 

While the tasks reported in this first experiment 

have a wide basis in their essential task demand 

characteristics, they can also be seen as representing 

a rather limited focus. The present stQdy is 

concerned with the visual scanning of mQltielement 

stimQl QS i terns of' varying complexi ty, and wi th the 

general ability of schizophrenics to locate relevant 
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information and to discard the irrelevant input. 

Relevancy is a concept often implicit in this 

field, particularly in relation to work on 

dis traction, which is seldom clearly defined. 

In some experiment s of selective listening 

with schizophrenics, the relevant stL"ulatiun 

is tha t to which the 8, is required to resj;,ond 

(as in Broadbent's, 1958, and Treisman's 1969, 

paradigms). Schizophrenics, appear to perform 

less adequately under conditiowo; in which there 

is compe ting input (Lawson, Chapman and McGhie, 1 r;;67,; 

Payne, Hochberg and Hawks" 1 97U) either be ca use 

they allow (or a1:'e unable to avoid) pI'ocessing 

of some elements to pass beyond the stages required 

for identification of those elements as redundant, 

or because it takes longeI' f'or psychotic 8s to 

make the necessary testa on each iI'I'elevant item. 

rrhe visual analogue behaviour, wheI'e the S is 

instructed to sele ct that inf'oI'mation relevallt to 

the desiI'ed response requir'ements. In each task 

I'epoI'ted below howeveI', the I'e bp ons e demands aI'e 

held constant ,JveI' that task, and it is the natuI'e 

and quantity of the elements to be seanned, which 

comprise a total stimulus complexity, which is vaI'ied. 

The focus is narI'OW therefore, in that a very limited 

sample of schizophl'enic and nOI'mal behaviour has 

been chosen; the appI'oach is bI'oad however, in that 

thi s behaviour is measul~ed in a varie ty of tasks, 

wi th a largely exploI'atoI'Y emphasi s a'p~,I'opriate to 

the limi ted knowledi.:e of the na ture of the post Lllated 
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deficit in this context. 

Accordingly, three groups of Ss, nonparanoid 

and paranoid processEChizophr'enics, and non hospi tali zed, 

non psychiatric controls were selected. These 

three groups were matched for a~e, education, 

vocabulary score, and occupation, and the schizophrenic 

groups were matched on chronicity measures and length 

of hospitalization as well. It was proposed also 

to investigate the correlation between the se subject 

variable s, and measures of' task perfonnance. 

Selection of Subjects; 

(a) S£hizophrenic Subjects: 

The sample tested was drawn from five long 

stay and four admission wards at Sunnyside Hospital, 

Christchurch, r:;ew Zealand, during December 1972, and 

Jan u ary and ]'e bruary, 1 973. Since paranoid and 

nonparanoid. schizophrenics are often treated as 

di.stinct groups (Schooler and l!'eldman, 1967), and 

as many hypotheses relating to cognitive deficit 

make contrasting predictions about their performance, 

the schizophI'enic Ss were divided into separate 

groups on the basis of their score~ on the Gordon 

and Gregmn(1S'70) modification of the Symptom Sign 

Inventory (S3I). Patients used in t~e sample were 

those classified as being process rather than reactive, 

but the chronicity dimension 1;l'as reg'lrded as being 

continuous rather than necessarily discrete. Hence 

the rating 8(.;ales used provided measures of chronicity 

which were treated as variables rathe r than as bases for 

di ch otomous cl assifica tion. I L was hoped that more 
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useful infonna tion would be obtained ab out the 

effects of premorbid adjustment, prolonged 

hospitalization, prognosis, and similar chronicity 

dimensions on task perfor.mance by treating 

these measures as potential cov(C(riates, and not as 

predetermined prerequisites for group membership. 

A fuller disDussion of the problems involved in 

subject definition is contained in the second 

part of Chapter 2. 

The psychia tris ts responsible for each of 

the nine wards sampled were asked to compile a 

list oi' procesf) schizJphrenics, and these subjects' 

schizophrenic diagnosis was confirmed using the 

criteria laid down in the New Haven Schizophrenia 

Index, developed by Astrachan, Harrow, Adler, Bauer, 

Schwartz, Schwartz and Tucker (1972). Patients 

wi th a gross motor di sability, ox' whose schizophrenic 

symptoms were caused by, or complicated by, demonstrable 

organic impairrnent were not incl uded in the sample. 

Only patients who were aged between 19 and 60, wer'e 

not receiving electro convulsive therapy, and who 

had no secondal"y diagnosis (e.g., alcoholism or mental 

retardation) were used in the study. Finally, 

patients who were currently in an acute phase of 

their illness, who were diagnosed schizoaffective, 

or who were clearly reactive schizophrenics were 

eliminated from the study, and hence only stabilized 

sehi zophrenics with ltloderately poor to very poor 

pl'ognosis and premorbid adjustment (as measured on the 

Phillips Beale, and the Stephens and Astrup Rating 
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Scale, see Chapter 2). were included. 

Of' the Ss f'inally selected for testing, f'our 

were subsequently eliminated because they were 

too acutely disturbed to perf'orm one or more of' 

the tasks. Three Subjects ref'used to take part 

in the experiment and one,'::) was rejeoted when it 

was latex' leal'nt he hi;~d undergone a leuootomy several 

years previ~usly. All Ss were test~d for visual 

acuity by requiring them to read letters presented 

in the apparatus in a manner similar to that used 

in the experimental tasks. It was found that 

thlrteen Ss were unable to ,do this adequately, due 

either to myopia or blurring of vision as a medication 

side effect and these Ss did not partioipate in 

the subsequent experimental tasks. Consequently, 

of' the total pO::J[1ible Bample of s:;hizoph:['enics resident 

at the hospital, only 32 or 9.5~ of these were included 

in the final sample. 

(b) pontrol Group Subjects: 

These Ss were chosen to match the schizophrenic 

Ss in age, in'telligence, educational and occupational 

stat us. Department of Justice Psychologists assisted 

in recrui ting male cis f'l'om Paparua Prison, Christchurch, 

New Zealand. The female Ss wer'e chosen from amongst 

the staff and f'amily members of staff at' Sunnyside 

Hospi tal. I 

~ubjeot Variables: 

Comparisons be tween the three gro llPS are presen te d 
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'fABLE 5-1 

Q-B0UP M.EANS AND S'l'ANDARD 

DEVIATIONS FOR S~LECTED 

SUBJECT VARIABVES 

PARANOID 
MEAN 37.5 

S .. D • 10.99 

liANGE 18-56 

MEAN 11 .81 

S .. D .. 2.39 

RAl\fGE 5-17 

MEAl\f 6.67 

S.D. 7.38 

MEAN 29 .. 93 

S.D. 4.85 

MEAN 19.12 

8. D. 4.58 

MEAN 6.75 

S.D. 2.44 

MEAN 18.13 

;;J.D .. 16.64 

M.KAN 8.00 

J.D. 1.94 

Minus Nonprocess Signs 

2rrotal Process Signs 

NONPARANOIP CON/fROL 
36.8 . 35 .. 06 

12.8 12.58 

20-60 19-56 

10.75 11 .31 

2.56 2.87 

6-16 6-17 

9.57 

10.59 

31.81 

5.31 

20.06 

4.84 

7.68 

2.31 

20.77 

21 .. 57 

8 .. 68 

1 .4LI. 
J 
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in Table 5-1 for the major ~ubject variables. 

None of the possible pairwise comparisons between 

group age, vocabulary, length of hospitalization 

%LIH, and scores on the chronicity rating scales 

reacted significance using simple unrelated measures 

t-tests, (largest t = 1.0472, 30df, .1<p<..2 for 

the difference between the schizophrenic groups on 

the Stevens and Astrup Rating Scale). 

The groups were also matched adequately for 

educ ational level , with 53 & 12% of the schizophrenic s, 

62.5% of the norraals having less than three years 

secondary educ~tion. Similarly, using the Oongalton

Havighurst S.cale (Oongalton and Havighurst, 1 ~54) 

which provides a status rating of occ upa tions in 

New Zealand, most Ss in all three groups fell.into 

the lowest status categories. Twelve of the 16 oS 

in the control group and in the nonparanoid group were 

male, and six of the paranoid Ss were female. Ten 

of the 16 cont r'ol gro up membe rs were marrie d, while 

only seven of the 32 schizophrenics were married at 

the time of' the data collection ... 

The three groups, nonparanoid and paranoid 

schizophrenics and controls were considered adequately 

matched for age, vocabulary, education, sex and 

occupational status. In terms of length of I 

hospitalization, and percen tage of life spent in 

hc'spi tal, the nonparanoid schizophrenics tended to 

have been ins-:;itutionalized longer than the paranoids, 

although the differ~nce did not approach significclnce. 

'rhere were au many long stay patients in the paranoid 

gr'oup uS the 1"e were in the nonparanoid group. The 
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chronci ty scales, based on case history data, 

did not significantly differentiate the two 

groups .. Hence the two schizophrenic groups were 

considered sufficiently well matched. 

~xperimental Procedure: Introduction 
j 

Subjects wer'e tested in the Psychology Department 

of' SMnyside Hospital .. 

They were told: 

"At present, we are intereste.d in finding out how 

qllicl<:ly peoi,lle are able to see things and I have 

some tasks here 1'7hich will meaSllre this. I am 

testing ~ nwuber of people in this hospital because 

we are inte:.·ested in how well people who are in 

hospitals,and aI'e taking various types of drllgs can 

do 1.;he8e things. 1/ 

Patients were then informed that there were 

three partb to the experiment and that it would take 

about two hours to complete. 

The experimental introduction fol' the control 

Ss stressed the rea60n for using controls, and that 

their performance was being used to measur'e possible 

deterioration in IJati ent s hospitalized at tiunnyside 

Hospi tal. 

A pause of at least five minutes was allowed 

between tasks as a pest period, and the interstiml1l11S 

period was controlled by the Ss - following evidence 

(e.g., McGhie, 1969-) that Schizophrenics can perform 

as well as normals on some self paced tasks. All 
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questions about any of the tasks, the apparatus 

or the instructions, were answered as fully as 

possible. Following the administration of the 

three experiment al tasks', the shortene d versi'on 

of the ssr (Gordon and Gregson, 1970) and the Jastak 

and Jastak (1964) revision of the WArS vocab~lary 

wer'e administered. At the same time, any in,formation 

necessary for completion of other subject variables 

was obtained, if this data was not already available 

on patients' files. 
I 

The tasles will be discussed below in the order 

they were presented; the procedure, method, results 

and discussion pertaining to each task will be dealt 

with separately .. 
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TASK 5-1; MULTIELEMENT DISPLAY PROCESSING: 

Introduction: 

The f'ormat of this task hac_ been discussed 

elsewhere, (Chapters 1 and 3), and hence requires 
I 

only brief elaboration here. The data from Chapter 

3, as well as the results of Connor (1972), Donderi 

and Zelnicker (1969), Donderi and Case (1970), and 

Egeth et ale (1972) suggest a simple model tq explain 

how Ss make same-different judgements after visually 

scanning randomly placed letter or geometric elements. 

The 8s wel'e required to scan mul tielement randomly 

distribllted arra;)TS,' in this first task, and to report 

whether all the letters were the same, or whether 

one or more of the letters was different. The task 

can be defined in terms of the following general stages: 

(a) Oategorization. The subject first scans 

a number of elements, and classifies them into 

groups based on their physical or nominal identityo 

It wo uld aPlJeur (e. g., Cormor, 1972) that ther'e maybe 

a limit to the number of elements which can be 

categorized in parallel. Conventionally, whel'e 

two elements only ar'e compared for identity, then 

this is rsferred to as matching; if more than t\'IO 

elements are compared simultaneously, then the 

process can be labelled categorization. The Donderi 

experimentL, and those of Egeth et al. (1972) have 

shown that where the number of elements is relatively 

small, categoriz:,-tion may proceed in parallel. 
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As the nllffiber of elements is increased, or where 

the difficulty of completing the feature tests to 

determine, identity is high (i.e. with degraded, 

or readily confused stimuli) then a ,serie s of, 

parallel categorizations may prove necessary, possLbly 

to the limit, where simple template matching occurs. 

(b) Post Categorization Decision Point. When 

the S has completed anyone categorization process, 

he has three alternatives: (a) Thera, exist further 

unsampled elements,and he has insufficient information 

to initiate a response. Hence another ca tegorization 

procebS must begin. (b) All elements have been scanned, 

and a response decision can be made. (c) Some elements 

have been scanned, and since more than one category has 

been determined, a response can be made. 

(c) Response Organization and Execution. 

In this task classification is limited in that the Ss 

know that stimulus elements can only be divided 

into one or two categories, that is,~ there is only 
I 

one class of different letter. Similarly the response 

or'iianization is binary, with the two potential verbal 
I 

response being "same ll or lIdifferent". This model 

pos t ula tes then that 8s 'Ge st the nllffiber of categories 

into which the elements have been divided; if there 

is only one (and all elements have been 8amples) this 

is translated into a same response. I l' at any stac;e 

more than one category is found, the categorizations and 

physical processes absociated with scanning are 

terminated, and a different 1'e sponse is made. 

The wadel sug,,;ested above is cle arly self terminating 

and hybrid, with the pas sibili ty of more than one paral161 
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categori zation being carried out in series on the 

stimulus elements. The task can be broken down 

intJ even ffiJre steps (see Ohapter 3), but the 
I I 

three stages above summarize the out lines of the 

model. 

The experimental manipulations to be attempted 

in this task are postulated to be related pri~arily 

to stages a and b, with the ess~ntial task demands 

of stage c being held constant. Two experimental 
I 

ractors were involved, rirstly the increasing or the 

nllInber of letter elements to be categorized, and 

secondly the varying of the number of different "target li 

elements (either one or three). The first factor 

is clearly related to stage a, and if the schJ.zophrenics 

are less efficient at this processing stage, then it 

will result in a disproportionately greater increase 

in response latency as a runction of this factor for 

the patients, as cO"Lipa red to the cont rols. This 

mhY mean either that the actual number of elements 

sampled on each parallel c!::tegorization is less (an 

interpretation consistent with Neale's 1971 results) 

or that categorization is actually slovver. rEhe 

second factor is rel&ted principally to efficiency 

at stage b, and to the abili ty to employ a suecessful 

self terminating strategy. A difference between 

gro ~tps on this factor will comment on decisi on efficiency 

(and this will also be rLflected in a difference 

in error rates between groups) but interpretation will 

necessarily be tempered by consideration of the 

efficiency of functioning at the first stage - clearly 
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adequacy of processing at a secondary level, will 

be dependent on the quality of information proceeding 

from the primary stage. 

Task 5-1 can thus be related to a general scanning

processing model, and is designed to explore differ'enees 

and similarities in the processing strategies of 

schizophrenics and normals. 

Method: 

(a) Experim~tal Design: 

Eighty stimuli were used, and were similar to 

those used previously (Experiment 3-1). The 

experimental design involved manipulation of four 

factors. These wer'e, (a) Group (G), and >::.is were 

divided into three groups as defined above, (b) 

Response (R), that is, same or different 'responses 

were used with equal probability, (c) Degree of 

difference (D); the different stimuli had either 

one letter altered or three, and (d) Number of lett.ers 

to be scanned (N). 'fhis factor had four levels, 

10, 20, 30 or 40 elements. 

Each stimulus eard comprised a black card 20 x 10cm, 

with a 6.5cm sqlli!.I'e piece of white paper (with the 

stimulUS letters), superimposed upon it, 9cm along 

and 1. 7cm IIp fr'om the bottom left corner of the black card. 

The prestimulus field was a card of the same dimensions 

",i th a similarly sized and posi tioned blank whi te 

square placed on it. Por the same condition, 

where all elements were identical, ten cards were 

used for each level Oi' N. For the diffe::.'ent response 
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condition, there were also ten cards for each level 

of N, however five of these had one letter which 

differed from the remainder, and the other five 

had three different letters. 

The letters were randomly located on the white 

square, which for this purpose was divided into a 

1 0 x 1 0, grid of 1 00 squares into which Ie t G ers were 

I'andomly assigned using random number tables. One 

letter was chosen from the set E, V, N, L or I 

and repeated 10, 20, 30 or 40 times to fonn the 

background stimulus elements. The different stimuli 

were constructed by replacing one (or three) of these 

backgr'ound letters by either G, S, 0, 0 or B. All 

letters used occurred the same number of times, and 

in the three letter different condition, all three 

altered letters wel'e identical. The letters were 

typed using an Olympia (Standard, 1969) model'rypewriter 

with a carbon ribbon. 

(b) Ap par~a t IJ..§. 

The same apparatus was used for both tasks 5-1 end 

5-20 A single channel Cambridge Tachistoscope (Model 

POT 145) was connected to a Voice Operated Relay 

(Lafayette VOR, Model 604 A) such that when 8 manually 

initiated the tachistoscope, he simultaneously started 

a Lafayette digital-counter (Model 54417), which could 

be terminated, together with the tachistoscope, when 

S made a verbal response. Both clock, and tachistoscope 

display, stsJed on until the response was made8 The' 

setting of the sensitivity reading for the VOH 

varied from subj ect to subject, and was adj usted during 

the practice trials. 
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MEAN PROBABILI'lY 01<' ERRORS t TAi::IK 5-1 

SUBJECTS 

Condi tion Nonparanoid Paranoid Controls 
, 

Same .006 .004 .. 006 

I 
, 

1 -different .153 .128 .103 

3-di fferent .. 044 .018 .. 009 
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(c) Procedure: 

The Ss were asked to read typed letter~ 

displayed in the tachistoscope,of identical 

dimensions to those used in the experiment. 

Ss who we::'e unable to do this readily, and without 

making any errors, or lIvho complained of blurred 

vision were eliminated from the experiment as 
i 

having inadequate visual acuity. standardized 

instructions eX.!:Jlaining the task requirements wel'e 

then read to the S. Any questions asked were 

answered as fully as possible, and then ten practice 

trials were given. The e;i.ghty experimental trials 

were then given in random order to the S. No ·feedback 

concerning accuracy of response was given. 

Results: 

Error Rates: 

The probability of error averaged over Ss for 

each of the three groups is presented in Table 5-2. 

Error rates were low for the same and 3-different 

conditions, but relatively high for the 1~different 

condition .. The total nwmber of errors in the combined 

different conditions was significantly higher for 

nonpaI'anoids thall for controls ('.(..2 == 7.364, 1df, p< .01), 

however no oUler pairwise between gro,-lj?s comparison 

reached si2~ificance. 

Reactiqn Time Data: 

The mean correct RTs were found, for each S 

for eacll condi ti on, and this data is illustrated in 
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TABLE 5-3 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

SAME RESPON SE DATA: TASK 5-1 

lNumber of Letters Nonparanoid Paranoid Control 

10 MEAN 1.921 ,I 2 .. 562 1.490 

S.D 0.594 1 .311 0.426 

! 
20 IvI:BJAN 2.203 3 .. 027 10634 

S.D. 0.740 1.524 0 .. 415 

30 Mi!.:AN 2 .. 164 3.004 1.673 

S.D. 0.738 1.603 00578 

40 MEAN 2.238 3.219 1.678 

s. D. 0.705 1.864 0 .. 528 



SOURCE 

Between Sub j. 
Groups (G) 

Subj. w. Groups 

Wi thin Sub j. 
Number of Letters (N) 

NG 

N x Subj. w. Groups 

** p <. .01 
* p < .05 

Bs 

28.915 

111.48 

2.19 

Q0138 

5.151 

TABLE 5-4 

di' 

2 

45 

3 

6 

135 

MS 

14.457 

2.477 

0.73 

.002 

.038 

Al'fOVA SUMl,,:ARY TABLE TRAN8FORlviED dAME RES.FONS:ci: DATA: TASK 5-1. 

F 

5.836 ::< 

19.137 . ** 
0 .. 063 

.dIo 

()) ...., 
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Graph 5-1. The further analysis of data was 

undertaken after division of the results into 

same and different response data, aL, in .H:xperiment 
I 

3-1, to facilitate interpretation of the experiment. 

(a) Same Response Data: 

Means and standard deviations of the untransforrned 

data for each group are presented in Table 5-3. A 
I 

3 x 4 ANOVA, with repeated measures on the final 

factor, N, was performed on the mean same response 

data of all S s • The data was transf'onned using the 

Box - Cox criteria (Box and Cox, 1964; Wells, 1970). 

This procedure finds the best transformation which 

is defined as that transfonnation for which the sum 

of' the residual error and interactions is at a minimum. 

The specific transformation is obtained, utilizing 

Bayesian procedures, from a search over a range of ~ 

the incremented power parameter in the equation; 

5 '(x - 1 

l LOg: 
(A ~o) 

( A=O) 

In thi s case a best lambda value of -0.40 was found, 

and a summary of the ANOVA with the transformed data, 

appears in Table 5-4. 

The G main ef'fect was found to be significant 

(p <. 005) and further analysis was undertaken to highlight 

the interpretation of' this result. U sing means from 

the transformed data (X = -0.4.0), orthogonal comparisons 

using the t-statistic, based on the studentized t -

distribution (Kirk, 1969), were computed to test the 
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significance of the difference between the par'anoid 

and nonparanoid groups' means, and then the combined 

schizophrenic group, and control grJup, meanSe 

The difference between the two schizophrenic groups 

was nonsignificant (t::: 1.466, 45df, p<.10), although 

the nonparanoid RTs were consistently greater. 

However the combined paranoid, nonparanoid mean RT 

was signific2.ntly greater than that of the control 
, 

group (t ::: 2.672, 45df, p< .. 01). 

The significant N main effect (P<. .. 01) indicat'cd 

that RT increased, as the number of letters to be 

processed increased. The NG interaction did not 

api)roach significance. This demonstrated (as in 

Graph 5-1) that the slope of the function l'elating 

RT to number of letters per stimulus, is equivalent 

for the three groups. Paranoid ,and nonparanoid 

schizophrenic scanning rates did not therefore 

incr';;ase more rapidly than those of the controls, although 

in absolllte terms, the schizophl'enics RT was greater. 

(b) Different Hesponse Data: 

The means and standard deviations of this data 

is presented in Table 5-5. A 3 x 2 x L~ ANOVA 

with repeated measures on the last two f actoI'fj, D 

and N, was performed on the mean transformed data 

(again using the Box - Oox method, A ::: - 0.80). 

A summary of this appears in 'rable 5-6. 

The MfOVA su~nary table illustrates that there 

is a strong group main effect (p<.01). 'rhe 

paranoid Ss, with both the same and different response 

data, have slower Hlrs than the nonparan,Jids, who aI'e 

in tllrn sloVler than the controls ('l'able 5-5). 
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TABLE 5-5 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

DIFFERENT RiliSPONSE DATA: TASK 5-1 

--~ 

Number of Letters Nonparanoid 

i-different 

10 MEAN 1.902 

S. D. 0.682 

20 MEAl1' 1. 76~ 

S.D. 0.68.3 

.30 MEAN 1.895 

S.D. 0 .. 531 

40 rv;~Al'J 2.179 

S.D. o • 77.3 

.3-different 

10 MblAN 1 .721 

S.D. 0.795 

20 !·/iillAN 1 .. 685 

OoD. 0798 

30 M~AN 2.202 

S.D .. 1 .. 035 

40 MEAN 1 .. 742 

S.D. 0 .. 753 

Paranoid Oontrol 

2 • .39.3 1 .. 26.3 

1 • .322 O • .3.35' 

2.2~6 1 .. 221 

1 .. .326 0 .. 298 

2.61.3 1.462 

1 .. 298 0.493 

3 • .346 1.590 

2.495 o .490 

2.2.34 1 .167 

1.574 0 .. 28.3 

2 .. .369 1 .. 130 

1.367 0 .. 248 

2 • .372 1.204 

1 • .397 0.313 

2.082 1 .086 

1 .. 111 0.278 



SOURCE Ss df' MS F 

Between Subj. 
Groups (G) 54.147 2 27 .. 073 11 " 291 ** 
Subj. w .. Groups 107 .. 899 45 2 .. 397 

Within Subj. Number of Letter (N) 5 .. 750 3 1 .. 916 22 .. 610 ** 
NG 1.265 6 0 .. 210 2.488 :I< 

N x Subj. We Groups 11.444 ' 1135 0 .. 084 

Different Targets (D) 2.961 1 2.961 42 .. 189 ** 
DG 0.209 2 0.104 1.494 ...a. 

\D 
I\) 

D x Subj. We Groups 3.158 45 0.070 • 
ND 2.463 3 0082_ 11 .. 58 

NDG 0.655 6 0.109 1.542 

ND x Subj. w. Groups 9 .. 560 135 0.070 

** p < .. 01 TA~LE 5-6 

* P<' .. 05 ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE OF THl!; TRANSFORMED DH'j?ERENT RESPONSE DATA: TAciK 5-1 
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Similar t-statistics to those computed for the 

same response data, using the means of the Box -

Cox transformed data for this pupose were calculated 

to explore this main effect (Kirk, 1969; p.306)$ 

TheI'e was n? diffel'ence between the two schizophrenics 

groups at either level of D (1 - different, t = 1.583, 

45df, p<.1; 3-different, t = 1.423, 45df, p<'.1 0) .. 

The mean RT of the combined 8chizophr'enic groups 

was significantly greater than that of the normal 

group at both levels of D (i-different t = 4 .• 822, 

p< .0005; 3-diff'erent, t = 6.352. 45df, P<.0005). 

The Al~OVA results also showed that as N 

inc reased, RT al so increased (p<,,, 01 ). The interaction 

between Nand G was also significant (p<'e05), but 

this effect was weak in comparison to the absolute 

differences in RTe This interaction suggests a 

:ifference in scanning rates for different stimuli 

between grouis, and is probably the result of the 

more rapid increase in RT for the paranoid group, 

in the i-different condition, in relation to the 

other two groups (Graph 5-1). The significant 

D main effect (p<.01) indicated that as degree 
i 

of' difference was increased from one to three letters 

altered, RT was decreased. TheI'e was no tendency 

for this effect to vary between grou~s, aG the 

nonsignificant DG interaction showed". 

Relation between Task Performance and Selec~ 

Subject Variables: 

:B'01~ 'l'ask 5-1, a total untransf.:H'ffied RT 

accumulated across all levels of N, the numbe r of 



'fABLE 5-:1_ 

C0RRELA'fIJ1:i BB'I'WJ5,;:iilf SELEC'fl.m uUBJECT VARIABU8 AND ..:;TAimARDIZED 'fAi:iK V"-,RIABLES: 

TASK 5-1: 

SCHIZOPHRENIC SUBJECTS eN = 32): 

Subject Variables Standardized Task Variables ...10 

't: 
• 

Same Response Different ResEonse 

Age 0 .. 436 * 
- 0 .. 496 ** 

Vocab. -0 .. 196 -0 .. 243 --

Total Phillips -0 .. 206 -0.098 

Phillips Premorbid 0 .. 037 0,,096 

Stephen8 - A.trap 1 -0 .. 046 0.029 

Total Hospital (yrs) 0 .. 01 0.119 

% LIE 0 .. 215 0 .. 315 



Table 5-7 (cont) CONTROL SUBJECTS eN - 16): 

Subject Variables Standardized Task Variables 

Same ResEonse Different ResEonse 

Age 0.261 0.291 

Vocab 0 .. 151 0.134 • 
...I. 

~ 
1 Total Pro cess Signs • 

* p<. 05 

** p< .. 01 



letters on each display, was found for each 8 9 

for the same response data, and for both the 1-

different and 3-different conditions, to give 
i 

three totals for each subject. The respective 

total RTs for each subject on each condition were 

then expressed as standardized z-scores, relative 

to the mean and standard deviations of the total 

RTs of the subjects from all three groups, combined-

on the appropriate condition. The z-scores of 

each Subject for the two different response conditions 

were then averaged to give a mean z-score for the 

1 - different and 3 - different conditions combined. 

The resul tins -cwo standardized scores, one fOl~ 

the srune, (~d one for the different response data 

were correlated with selected subject variables, . 

as shown in Table 5-7. The only significant 

correlations found were for the schizophrenic Ss, 

between m~an response latency, and age. Since age 

was corr'elated highly (r == .. 723, 30df, p< .01) 

with % LIH, the next highest positive correlation 

in Table 5-7, a partial correlation analysis 

(Smillie, 1966) was performed to determine the effects 

due to age, with thOLe resulting from % LIH 

held constant. The partial correlation of age 

with the standardized same response data, r == 00 427, 

was found to be significant (t == 2 .. 37,3, 27df, p< .05), 

as was the partial correlation for the different response 

data, r' == 0 .. 415, (t == 2.324, 27df, p< .Os). Thus 

the significance 01' the correlation between age and 

mean response la tency. is largely independent of the 
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effects of % LIH. 

DiscussioIU 

The results of this first task admit to two 

relatively strong conclusions. Firstly, schizophrenics 

and normals appear to prooess information tn a similar 

manner, and the fUnotions relating RT to increases in 

quantity of information did not markedly differ between 
I 

groups. This statement requires some qualification 

however. As is apparent in Graph 5-1, there was a difference 

in scanning rates between the paranoid group, and the 

other two groups, espeoially in the 1 .... differe:nt oondi tion" 

The significant NG interaction (Table 5-6) reflects this 

trend. The differences between groups however, due to 

differential rates of increase in RT as a function of' N, 

are minimal when related to the large differences in 

absolute RT. These differences, being relatively constant 

over both Nand D, point to either a decrement of 

response organization and commission, or a slowness in 

initiating the scanning process, or possibly bothe 

Al though paranoids were cOIled stently slower than 

nonparanoids, there was however no significant difference 

between these two groups. 

Secondly the decr~nent is strong~y correlated with 

age differences, even when a measure of the length of 

institutionalization (%LIH) is held constant in partial 

correlation analysis. Clearly older schizophrenics have 

a slower sirliple RT than same age normals although this 

may be the result of prolonged medication, or ECT. 
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In terms of' the model outlined in the introduction 

to this section, and descri bed in mOY'e detail in Chapter 

3, it would appear that categorization proceeds as 

rapidly wi th schizophrenic s as wi th normals.. The 

negati vely accelerated same response curve which 

was discussed in Chapter 3 holds also for all the 

Ss of thi s exp eriment. There was also a clear 

difference for all groups between the one, and three 
I 

different curves suggesting a self ten:iinating 

The marked difference between same and 

i-different response data, which was apparent in the 

second experiment of Chapter 3 was not so readily 

discernable in the results of this experiment 0 The 

only hint of any inefficiency at either stage a 

or Stage b waG the higher erroY' rate (Table 5-2) 

which discriminates the nonparanoids from the control 

Ss, in the i-different condition. These patients 

appear ei ther to p!'ematurely terminate categorization 

or to misidentify element s more commonly than 

do normals" The general slowness of RT, which 

most obviously discriminates between groups, may well 

be due primarily to an inabili ty to organize a response 

or to translate from the information resulting in 

classification, to a verbal response. However it is 

also possible that the physical effects of making a 

response although minimized by using vocal RT, or 

t.he 8s orientation towards the stimulus, despite 

the fact that presentation rate was subject controlled, 

may have contributed to the constant deficit in response 

latency of the schizophrenics. 
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TASK 5-2 MULTLillL.lliMENT VI;:;UAL OOMPARISON 

Introduction: 

The format and general theoretical basis of 

this experiment ha~_ been discussed in detail 

elsewhere (Cha~ter 4). The subject wc(s required, 

as in previous experiments, to report "same" or 

"diffeT'ent lf to two groups of letters which might be 

either wordo or nonwords. The aims of the expe riment 

viere largely to explore the use of this task wi th 

schizophrenic SSG Scanning rate (as measured by 

vocal RT) was also evaluated in relation to selected 

subject variables enumerated in Task 5-1. The 

purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate how 

schizophrenics responded to increased letter group 

length, and the structul'al redundancy indllced by 

using word as opposed to nonword stimuli, and their 

pe rformance was compared and contrasted with tho se 

of the normal control SSG 

M,slthoQ,,! 

(a) Apparat us: 

This was the same as that used for Task 5-1. 

(b) JiLxpe rimental Design and Stimuli: 

'!he eXj;>erimental format was a 3 x 2 x 2 x 4 

factorial desien with repeated measures on all factors 

except the Groups (G) factor. The repeated factors 

were, (a) Response (R), same or different, (b) 

Stimul us structure (W), word or nonword, and ( c) Nwnber 

of' letters (3, 4, 5 or 6) to be cOll,pared, (N) e There 

were 80 stimulus cards in all, five for each combination 
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of the stimulus factors,N, H, and N. 

Each stimulus comprised a black card of the 

same dimensions as the cards used in Task 5-1, with 

a 7.6 x 2.5cm rectangular piece of white paper 

superimposed 1 em along, and 1.5 cm up from the bottom 

left corner of th~ card. The distance from first 

to last letter' WdS a constant 3.7cm. 1'he selecti on 

and construction of the word and nonword stimuli was 
I 

as described in Experiment L~-3. rfhe different 

stimuli had only one letter altered, and this was 

chosen at r'andom i'r'om the let tel" group. 
I 
I 

(c) Procedure: 

The eighty stimuli were presented to all Ss 

in the same random order, and Ss, were told: 

I'This next t'3.13k uses the same equipment as you 

used last time. 

However, the cards are different this time. For 

example you will see that there are two groups of 

letters or two words on the card. Your job is 

to say out loud as quickly as possible whether or not 

the letters are the same on this side (pointing) 

as they are on thi s side (pointing)." 

Ss were warned to be quiet after the stimulus 

had been presented, LUltil making a r'esponse and were 

told to callout "same tt for the same stimuli and 

"different ll I'or the different stimuli. Six pY'actice 

tr'ials were given with stimuli similar to those used 

in the exper'iment pr'oper. After' the first task, 



Nonparanoid 

'NORDS S~4J'I'IB -'-~---' e.8G-9 

:/ORDS DIl?j?&REF[T 0.025 

NONW'ORDS 8 ... 4..ii.iJi; 0 .. 016 

NON'vVORDS DI Pli'~REHT 0.066 
-~ ----- ----~-=--=--'--=,.,--, 

Table 5-8 

PROBABILITY OJ.-' ERiWliS, TASK 5-2 

Paranoid 

0,,000 

0.047 

0.012 

0.081 

Controls 

0 .. 000 

0.022 

0" 028 

0 .. 062 

I\) 
o 
...a. 
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Ss experienced little difficulty generalizing to 

the new stimuli.. 

B~.sult s: 

Error Ra"t~: 

As can be seen in Table 5-8 the probability 

of error for this task w s somewhat less than for 

Task 5-1. Again there was a tendency for different 

responses to pl"Oduce more errors, and in this task 

errors were more frequent in the less structured 

nonword condition. 

between groups .. 

Error rates were comparable 

~eaction Time Data: 

The response latencies for each S were treated 

in a ma~er similar to that reported for task 5-1. 

The group means, pooled over all Ss, are represented 

in Graph 5-2. 

'ro :reneler I:~()re efficient the analysis and 

inteI'pretatiun of result s, the Selme respOllse, and 

the different response data are discuBsed separately. 

(a) dame Respon.§.£LDat§l.: 

The means and standard deviations of the 

llntransformed data aI"e pr'esented in 'rable 5-9. 

rEhese statistics indicate that the schizophrenic Ss 

have a greater mean RT and between sllbject variabili ty 

than do the eontr:jls. The mean RTs for all Ss 

were transformed llsing the Box - Cox criterion (A == ·-Oe60). 

The reslllts of a 3 x 2 x 4 ANOVA, with repeated 

measures on the final two ructors, "'V and N, ore 

reported in Table 5-10. 
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TABLE 2-9 

M~ANS Al'irD 8'l'.Aj:~D.d.~·~D j)i;.;VIATIONS OF 'l'Hl!. lJiJTJ . .i-1TSE'ORM.e;D 8Al\i~ RE0l~:Jl~;jE DATA TAi:lK 5-;-2 .. 

WORDS Nonparanoid Paranoid Controls 

No.. of Mean S.D. Mean S. De Mean 

Letters 

3 1 .. 928 0 .. 650 1 .. 713 0.494 1 .1..34 

4 2 .. 145 0.733 2.035 0 .. 597 1 • .345 

5 2 • .314 0.988 2.193 0.679 1.333 
- ----

6 2.650 0.974 2.650 0 .. 973 1 .. 475 

._-

NONWORD8 

No.. of 
Lel.tters. 

3 ?- .. 459 O®653 2 .. 469 0~847 1.496 

4 2.74 0 .. 851 2 .. 877 1 c 049 1 .. 71 7 

5 3 .. 145 0.957 3.836 1 ~ 81 6 2.034 

I 
6 3,.488 'i ,,173 4 .. 219 1 ~ 753 2e346 

"'" =--= 

S .. D .. 

0.218 

0.227 

0.269 

0 .. 309 

0 .. 305 

0 .. 458 

0,,608 

0.693 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

! 
I 

I 
~ 

~ 
o 

.g:::-



SOURC1-t.: SeS. 

Betw·een Sub j .. 

Groups (G) 89 .. 093 

Subj. w. Groups 106 .. 349 

Within Stibj .. 

stimulus Structure (W) 47 .. 110 

WG 1.098 

W x Subj. w. Groups 16 .. 153 

No. of Letters (N) 30 .. 301 

NG 0 .. 512 

N x Subj. We Groups 15 .. 957 

WN 1 .. 361 

VVNG 0 .. 455 

vm x Subj 5 w" Groups 11. 762 

TABLE 5-10 

df 

2 

45 

1 

2 

45 

3 

6 

135 

3 

6 

135 

IvIeS .. 

44,,546 

2 .. 363 

47 .. 110 

0 .. 549 

0.359 

10 .. 100 

0 .. 085 

0 .. 118· 

0.454 

0 .. 076 

0,,087 

ANOVA SUlVLiARY TABL~, SPJvi.ri: RESPONSE DA'l'A: (1\ =-0$ 6): TASK 2-2 

F 

18 .. 849 ** 

131.245 ** 
1.529 

I\) 

0 
\J1 

85.449 ** 
0 .. 722 

5 .. 208 ** 
0 .. 871 

** p <. 001 
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'fhe significant G main ef'f'ect (P< .. 001) 

p:::,olilpted fllrther investigation of between grollp 

differences. There was no difference between the 

two schizophrenic grollps, with either the word 

stimllli (t = 0 .. 55, 45df) or the nonword stimllli 

(t = 0.845, 45df). There was however a significant 

,d:lff'erence between the mean RTsot the combined 

schizoph:::-'enic grollps and that of the controls" in 

both th:.:; word (t = 7 .. 495, 45df, p <. .. 001) and the 

nonword (t = 6.516, 45df', p<.001) conditions .. The 

schizophrenic Ss theref'ore showed signifi~.ntly 

retarded response latencies in both the word and 

nonword cond i ti onE;. 

There is also a stl'ong '[if main effect (p< .. 001 ) 

indicating that Ss respond more rapidly to words than 

to nonwords. As the nonsignificant WG interaction 

revealed, this diff'erence was consist6nt across 

grollps.. A significant N main effect was also 

present (p< .. 001 ); however the NG interaction was 

nonsigni ficant. '£hllS RT increased as Ii increased, 

and this trend did not differ between grollps, wi thin 

the range of N llsed. 

The significance of the V~i interaction (p< $01) 

demonstrates that differences in R'£ between words 

and nonwords may depend on the number of letters to 

be compared. This is evident in Graph 5-2 

where the rate of increase in RT dlle to N is less 

for words than it is for nonwords. 

(b) Different Response Data: 

A surrunary of the means and standard deviations 



TABU 5-11 

MEANS AND SfAi:;DA.::m D:B.'VIAl'I0l1S Oi;' TH~ Ul~'rlW(~FOB.MED DIFFER.r.:NT RE>::iPONSE DATA 'rASK 5-2 

_._--

NORDS 
No. of Nonparanoid Paranoid Controls 

Letters .. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. -Mean 

3 2 .. 045 0.,508 2 .. 462 1.163 1.348 

4 2 .. 341 0.635 2 .. 510 0.899 1 .. 423 

5 2 .. 355 0 .. 693 2 .. 563 0.989 1 .. 538 
6 2 .. 43-l 0 .. 756 2 .. 548 0 .. 857 1" 651 -

NONWORDS ~-

No.. @f letters 

:i 2 .. 259 0 .. 659 2 .. 613 0 .. 963 1.387 

4 2 .. 723 0.761 3 .. 369 1.759 1 .. 651 

5 3 .. 146 0.857 3 .. 418 1 .. 028 1 .. 917 

6 3 .. 554 1 .. 164 4.080 1" 560 2 .. 136 

S .. D. 

0.257 
0.285 
0 .. 345 
0.444 

0 .. 270 
0 .. 437 

~ 0 .. 475 
0 .. 618 

N 
o 
-oJ 

m 



SOuRCE 

.I I Between Sub j. 

Groups (G) 

Subj. w. Groups 

Wi thin Sub j. 

stimulus Structure (W) 

WG 

W x Subj. w. Groups 

No. of' Letters (N) 

NG 

N x Subj. w. Groups 

1[fiJ x Subj" We Grollps 

a.be 

1 09 .. 782 

126.886 

19.302 

0 .. 242 

7.420 

19. 754 

1.049 

13.689 

10 .. 198 

df' M"S~ F 

2 54.891 t 9 .. 46 7 ~<>:, 

45 2.819 

1 19.302 117.126 *~. 

2 0.121 0.735 

45<:-, 0.165 

3- 6 .. 585 64 .. 939 *,;. 

6 0.175 1" 724 

135 0.101 

1.335 

0.012 

135 0.076 

TABLE 5-12 .. hW\i'A SUi;L' ARY 'l'.iJ3:;:"v.; JjI..8'.ii'.6REUT R..c;uf'Oi~Q'::: DATA, ._TRA1.~uFORiI:ED Ol = -0.60): 'l'A3K 5-2 

,;,;;, p <. .01 

rv 
0 
co 
I 
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of the W1transforilled data is displaJed in Table 

5-11. The relationship between this data and 

the S~le rebponse data is portrayed in Graph 5-2. 

The ANOVA r l3ported in Table 5~12 was performed 

on transformed data (Box and Cox, " ::: -0.60). 

As the ANOVA swnmary table illllstrates, the ove raIl 

pattern of the data is similar to that of the 

s~e response dElta. There was a significant 

G main effect, an~ this was revealed to result 

frorn a difference between the combined schizophrenics 

gl'ollp mean and that of the controls for both words 

(t ::; 7.1, 45df, p<. .001) and the nonwords (t ::: 70639, 

45df, P< .. 001). There was no difference between 

the means of the two schizophrenic groups for either 

the word condition (t = 0.813) or the nonword 

condition (t ::-.:: 1.325). The results on this analysis 

show then that the schizophrenics had slower R'l's, 

bllt that there were no paranoid - nonparanoid 

differences in this respect. 

'l'here was a highly signi ficant 'iV-main effect 

(p<...001) and the WG interaction was again non 

significant. Thus, while there was a diff'er6nce 

between words and nonwords, this did not vary 

between gro ulJs. The ·N-main efiect is also strong, 

and as the nonDignificant NG interaction indicates, 

consistent over groups. Thus m1ile increases in 

the N-factor vlere associated with an increase in 

R'r, this trend is . .miforw over both the schizophrenic 

and the control gr.Jups. The significant V-VN" 

interaction shows that in some Ca"3J2, the difference 
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TABLE 5-13 

CORRELATION BETWEEN dELECTED SUBJECT VAHIABLEb 

AND TASK VARIABLES: TASK 5-2: 

SCHIZOPHRWNIC SUBJECTS (N - 32): 

Standardized ~ask Variables 

Same Response Different Response I 
Age 0.461 •• 0.453 lit 

Vocab. -0.260 -0.298 

Phillips 'rotal -0.114 -0.081 

Phillips -0.046 -0.047 
Premorbid 1 
stetlhens-Aatrup -0.125 -0.082 

Hospitalized (yrs) 0.14.3 0.176 

% LIH 0.281 0.312 

CONTROLS eN - 16 ) 

Age 0.171 0.115 

Vocab. 0.026 0.021 

1 Process Minus Nonprocess Signs. 

~, p <: .05 

~,* .fl <. .01 
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between words w1d nonwords was dependent on the number 

of letters to be scanned. This implies a difference in 

scanning rates between words and nonwords, which did not 

differ be tween gro ups and is clearly illus trated in Graph 5-2. 

(c) Relation Between Task and Subject 

Variab1esJ... 

For both the same and different response condi ti ons, 

a mean was 1'0 und fo.r each 8 acros s the N-fact or for 

both the world and nonword condi tions, and these means 

were expressed as standard scores. The mean standard 

score for each S was then 1'0 und for the combined word and 

nonword same response data, and for the similarly combined 

different response data. These two means were subseqQently 

correlated with selected Subject va~iable8 and the res~ts 

presented as Table 5-13. The only signif'icant correlations 

are those between age alld the task variables for all 

schizophrenic SSG Bince the correlation between age 

and % LIH is high (r = 0 .. 723, p< .01, 30df), and % LIH 

is also correlated relatively highly with the task 

variable s, partial correlations wer:~, computed between 

age and the standardized meal1 response latencies, with 

% LIH held constant (Smillie, 1966). The partial 

correlationI' = 0.306 of' the same response data with 

age (with % LIH held constant) was not significant 

(t = 1.732, 29df, p< .10). However a similar par'tial 

correlation with the different response data, f> = 0.346, 

was significant (t = 1.989, 29df, p<..01). Overall 

RT would appear to be slower in older patients, even 

when the influence of % LIH is partia1ed out.. The 
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TABLE 5 ... 14 

gO~LATtONS BETWEEN PDt, SELECTED SUBJECT VARIABLESi_ 

TASKS 5-1 AND 5-2. 

(80HIZOPH~NIC SUBJECTS, N=28) 

Age 

%LIH 

Hospitalization (Yrs) 

TASK 5-1 

Swne Response 

Different Response 

fI'ASK 5-2 

Same Hesponse 

Different Response' 

Correlation with PDI 

0 .. 372 

0 .. 329 

0.194 
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correlation may still be confounded in that older 

Ss have had more prolonged chemotherapy, and 

b:CT, and possibly in amount s not necec,sarily 

related to % LIH. 

(d) The PDI g and Tasks 5-1 and 5-2: 

The first two tasks both yielded significant 

between gro ,~ps differences, and accordingly an 

explora to I'y correIa ti on analysis was undertaken 

to determine to what extent task perforrnance of 

schizophrenics \'Jci.S related to PDI. For the purposes 

of this analysi s, 1'0 ur 8s whose drug regimen was 

unstable prior to testing, were removed from the 

sample. The mean PDI was 6.8)6, and the b.D .. 

Wt.i.S 40 L~75. The task variable s used were the 

standardized same and different response data from 

Tasks 5-1 and 5-2. The derivation of these values 

for each S is outlined above. 

As can be seen from Table 5-14, significant 

correlations were found between the PDI, and the 

standardized Task 5-2 variables. Thus, for Task 

5-2, the patients who had high mean RTs, also were 

receiving the greatest phenothiazine dOsages. The 

PDI was not however significantly correlated with 

age or length of institutionalization, although a 

positive trend is apparent in the correlational 

results. It cc.,il be concluded tentatively therei'ore 

that high phenothiazine dosages, toc;ether with 

age and institutionalization (Table 5-13), interacted 
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with measures of perfor.mance on Task 5-2. The 

reason for the nonsignificant correlation between 

Task 5-1 vdriables, and PDI is not however readily 

appaJ:·ent. 

Discussion: 

The results of this task were similar to 

those of Task 5-1. Analysis of the R'r data 

showed that increasing the number of letters to 

be compal'ed (over the small range of three to 

six), did not differentially effect schizophrenics 

as compared to normal controls. There was no 

difference in absolute RT between the paranoid and 

nonparanoid grollps, and error rates wer,;; eClllivalent 

across the three groups. 

Processing strategies seemed however similar 

between grou9s (Graph 5-2) and similar to the results 

of Chapter 4, with the noticeable exception of the 

paranoid Ss in the word condition (different response)~ 

rrhe very small increase in RT as a function of letters 

compared for these 0S appears to defy any obvious 

explanation. The reason for the similarity of 

slopes between the same and di fi'erent re sponse 

conditions may lie in the way Ss appear to scan 

"ChlUlks" of' one letter grollp (in parallel) and 

compare them with similur size ChlUlks of the other. 

These chunks tend toward being abollt three to four 

lette~s for nonwords, and are much greater for words. 

Hence, with five or six letter stimuli the probability 

of the chan,~ed letter being in the last two processed 

elements is too sli:~;;ht to inflllence mean R'r. With 
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larger 8, 10 or 15 letter comparisons, this process 

of comp-trison by chunks may become more pronounced. 

Both Task 5-1 and 5-2 have demonstrated that 

schizophI~nics have a slower simple RT, a fact well 

established previously (e.g., Shakow, 19~a; Bauman, 190; 

Royer and :b'riedman, 1973)" when compared 

to normal controls. Both tasks have shown that 

conjectLlres by Yat2s (1966a), McGhie (1969), and 

others, that stinmlLls complexity differentially effectb 

schizophrenics, are not necessarily trLle, or at 

least of minimal importance in relation to the 

larg~ constant difference in RT. As can be seen 

in Graph 5-2, scanning rates may be slower for patients, 

bLlt this difference between groLlps doe s not corrunonly 

reach significance. This may impl,>, that with 

relatively small amoLlnts of' information, differences 

in scanning rates may be lIswamped" by slowness in 

speed of responpe selection. 
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TASK 5-3: VISUAL SEARCH 

Introduction 

This experiment was based on the work of Neisser 

(1967) and his colleagues (reviewed more extensively 

in Chapter 1). SubjectB were required to search for 

a predesignated target 16 t'ter embedded in one of 50 rows 

of Ie 'tters, each row consisting of 1'0 ur let Lers. The 

context letters in which this target appeared were 

ei theI' angular or round, and since the targe twas 

angular (the letter X) it was hypothesized that search 

wou'ld proceed more rapidly in the round letter context 

(evidence for this is provided by Rabbitt 1964a, 1967a, 

and Neisser, 1963). 

Neisser (1963) demonstrated that a linear regresoion 

line could be fitted to the data relating number of 

letters scanned to RT. It was therefore proposed to 

I'egress the data gathered in a similar manner, and hence 

obtain a (intercept) and b (slope) values for the linear 

relation RT ::: a + bx, where x refers to numbe r of letters 

scanned, and to calculate an F-ratio as a measure of 

goodness of' fi t. Using the simple addi tive model of 

Neisser (1963) a high value of the intercept a, would 

indicate a slow response time (Le. time taken to 

recognize the target and callout a response) and a 

high b-value or slope would indicate a slow rate of 

scanning. The higher the F-ratio the better the fit 

of the fluctuations in performance. These parameters 

were compared for the angular and round letter conditions~ 
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(the context factor 0) and were related to number 

of errors and selected subject variables. 

(a) A12para t llS: 

The major modification of this experiment in 

relation to those of Neisser, was in the apparatus. 

In Neisserls task all the letters were simultaneously 

expos ed to the Ss, while the present study, 8s viewed 

only one four letter row at a time. The apparatus is 

pictured in Figure 5-1. A wooden rectanbular box 

45.5cm high, with a base 30.4cm x 20.3cm, and with 

an aluminium front sloping 450 away, from the base 

was constructed so that the S was able to pull down 

a stimulus card past a slit (2.5cm x O.7cm) in the 

front of the baxa ~ach stimulus cord was slipped 

into a 2.3cm x 7.5cm metal carriageand the card waa moved 

dovmwards, by means of two large plastic knobs, so 

that successive rows of letters would be exposed one 

at a time, in the rectangular sl it for as long as 

the S required. The carriage was connected to the 

top of the apparatus by means of a strip of rubber, 

so tba t when the tVoO knobs were no longer' being held 

down, the carriage and the card returned to the top 

of the box. Very little pressure was needed to pull 

the stimlll us ci-trd downwards, end the stimulus lett ers 

could readily be expos ed faster than the Ss co uld scan 

them. Thus, speed o:L' scanning was in no way limited 

by friction in the system. 

When the first letters of a stimulus card were 

exposed in the i31it, a contact was made and this sta 

the digi tal tililer (as used in rrask 5 ... 1 and Task 5-2; 
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VOR stopped this clock when the S signified he had 

located the target le tter. The Ss then held the 

card in position and the experimenter ver'ified that 

a target had been fOWld. 

(b) Stimuli: 

Subjects wepe instructed to search through 

random letter lists 50 letters long, for the letter 

x. Each stimulas card was made from black cardboard 

20.3cm long 7.2cm wide. Onto this card was superimposed 

the letters printed on white paper, with the first four 

letter uni t being 10 7cm from the top of the black cardboard, 

and 3.1cIll from the RHB of the card. 

A program to produce random letters was written 

for an IBM 360/44 computer, based on the IBM 360 Scientific 

Subroutines Package RANDU Subroutine, which randomly 

ordered the backgroWld letters and positioned the 

target letter X (whi.ch appeared only once on each 

stimulus card) and printed them using a standard lineprinter. 

~orty stimulus cards were used. The round background 

letters O,C,G,S, and Q appeared on half the cards the 

remaining half used the angular letters E,V,L,N and I. 

(c) Pro cedure: 

Half the Ss in each group received the angular 

letters first, and half received the round letter stimuli 

first. 

The working of the apparatus was explained to the 

Ss, and all questions we:f'e answered. Subjects were then 

shown the stimulus cards and told to find the X without 
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Then they were asked to use the 

"'I want yOlJ_ again to look down the list for the 

let LeY' X, and then to callout "stopl' so tha t 

the microphone will turn the clock oi':t'. Then you 

may release the two knobs and we can begin again. 

Do not start until I say II ready" and remembe r to 

callout "stop" as quickly as you can." 

Subjects we:'e told that if' they reached the 

end of the list without finding an X, they were not 

't,o go back and look for it. They were then given 

five practice trials with cards similar to those 

used in the experiment. 

Following this, hal i' the Ss were told that 

they wOl1ld be seeing twenty cards with anisular 

letters as a background and then twenty c::;rds with 

round letters. The order of the presentation was 

reversed for the other half of the 8s. The stimuli 

were pr'esented in random order: if' some noise tllrned 

off the VOR prematl1rely the trial was immediately 

terminated and another stimulus card, not used in 

the standard set, bl1t of identical construction w~s 

substitllted. 

Resu=!js: 

Following the work of Neisser (1967) it was 

anticipated that the d,'->,ta pel'tailling to thi s task wo 1I1d 

produce a strong linear trend between letter units 
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TABLE 5-15 

MEAN AND STANDA:itD D.&;VIATIONb 01"; dLOPE~, 

INTERCEPTS AND F-RATIOS: TASK 5-3 .. 

Round Letter Condition 

Mean 
Nonparanoid 

S.D. 

Mean 
Paranoid 

S .. D. 

Mean 
Controls 

d. D. 

Intercept 

0.659 

1.033 

0.692 

1.593 

0.269 

0.623 

Slope 

0.346 

0.120 

0.365 

0.258 

0.287 

0.087 

F-Ratio 

193.990 

18.3 .148 

1 2L~. 534 

113.497 

r-----------~~-----------~---------------·----------

Angg.lar Letter Condition 

Mean 
Nonparanoid 

ci.D. 

Mean 
Paranoid 

S .. D. 

Mean 
Controls 

0.982 

1 .. 118 

0.698 

1 .. 419 

0.625 

0 .. 345 

0.141 

0.422 

0 .. 334 

0.294 

87.588 

69.969 

15d.968 

0.561 0.012 119.j80 
~--------------~--~---------------~----------~---------------~~~j 

S .. D. 
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scanned and RT. Graphs 5-3 and 5-4 essentially 

substffiltiate this. Accordingly, it was decided 

to fit regression lines to the data of each 3, one 

for the results of the angular condition. Hence each 

8 provided six result variables, the intercept and 

slope for round and angular conditiol~s, and the .B'-ratio 

measuring goodne ;:os of fit for both round and angular 

letter conditions. The group means of these derived 

measures are given in Table 5-15. Only those trials 

on which the S detected the target elements were used 

in the calculation of these l!ieaSures. 

The preliminary investigations of the se mean slope, 

intercept and F-ratio values suggest that paranoid 

schizophrenics can less quickly (i.e., have the greater 

slope val ue ':,) thaI! do nonpar anoids, who are slightly 

slower than the controls. The control group has higher 

F-ratios and smaller intercept values than the schizophrenic 

groups. To investigate these tr'ends further, a mor'e 

detailed analysis WaEj performed on each of' the se variab les. 

Error Rates: 

The probability of error on this task is swrunarized 

for each condition in Table 5-16. An analysis of the 

total error frequences revealed a significant difference 

('<.2 = 32.128, 2df, p.c::..001). Therl? was however no 

difference between schizophr'enic groups in either condition. 

Significant diffel'onces were found between the paranoids 

and the cont rols (p <. .01) Dnd the nonparanoids and controls 

(p <.005), in both condi tions. The schiz.Jphrenics made 

si:_nific hntly m·)l'e errors than the controls, and the 5e 
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1'ABLE 5-16 

PROBABILITY OF ERROR. TASK 5-3 

Angular Context Round Context 

Paranoid 0.156 0.069 

Nonparanoid 0,,200 0.081 

Controls 0.069 0.019 



SOURCE 

Between Subj .. 

Groups (G) 

Sub j. w. Groups 

Wi thin Sub j. 

Cont ext (C) 

GO 

o x Subj. w. Groups 

s.s. 

2 .. 310 

103.007 

1.259 

0.595 

15.286 

d:f 

2 

).+5 

1 

2 

45 

TABLE 5-17 

lvi.ci. 

1.155 

2.289 

1.259 

0.297 

0.339 

Al""J.OVA SUMMARY TABLE, IN'l'ERCEPT DATA: TASK 5-3 

F 

o. :)05 

3 .. 706 

0 .. 875 N 
N 
~ 



SOURCE 

Between Subj .. 

Groups 

Sub j. w. Gro ups 

Within Sub~o 

Context (C) 

GO 

o x Subj. w. Groups 

Oe S. 

0.169 

3.496 

0.011 

0.016 

0.215 

df 

2 

45 

1 

2 

45 

'fABLE 5-18 

M. S .. 

0.085 

0.078 

0.011 

0.008 

0.005 

ANOVA SUMMARY:- 'fABLE" SLOPE DATA: TASK 5- 3 

F 

1.093 

2.213 

1 .. 649 
N 
N 
\11 



SOURC.lS 

Between Subj. 

Groups (G) 

Sub j. w. Groups 

VVi thin Subj. 

Context (C) 

GC 

C x Subj. w. Groups 

=I< *p~ .01 

8G8. df 

180810.625 2 

780890.125 45 

144807.063 1 

20969.160 2 

.355909.616 45 

TABLE 5-19 

ANOV.", SUML,ARY TABLjj;, F-RATIO DATA: TASK 5-3 

M.S .. F 

90405.31.3 5.209 *;i; 

17353.114 

144807.063 18.309 ** 
10484.578 1 • .326 

I N 
7909.10.3 N 

0\ 

I 



Age Vocab 

Errors Oe 190 0.13) 

Round Condition 

Intercept 0.252 0.222 

,slope 0.233 -0.215 

F-ratio -0.152 -0.239 

Angular Condition 
Intercept 0.217 0.045 

Slope 0.170 -0.105 

F-ratio -Oe 112 0,,051 

1 Process Minus Nonprocess digns 
*p< .. 05 

Schizoph~enics 

Phillips dtephe1jls Years % 
Total Astrup Hospt LIH 

0.194 0 .. 301 0.267 0 .. 303 

0.250 0.216 0.348 0.112 

-0.238 -0.103 -0.007 0.267 

-0.05,) -0.007 -0.006 0.067 

0.300 0.189 0.460* 0.291 

-0.308 -0.078 -0.158 0.099 

-0.076 -0.026 -0.107 -0.140 

TABLE 5-20 

CORR.i!JLATION BB_ vrE~N ·TASL. 1.;N:::J 8~Bcr.r.c;D SUBJ.i;CT V;,RIABL:6S 

Controls 

Age Vocab 

-0 .. 422 -0.382 

0.058 -0.407 

-0.122 -0.243 

Oe204 0.421 

-0.006 0.065 

0.022 -0.049 

0.093 -0.014 
I\) 
I\) 
...... 
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errors took the 1'orm of 1'ailur'e of identification and 

not ot false ident ific ati on of' the targe t. 

Reaction Time Data: 

The slopes, intercepts and F-ratios Vlere separately 

treated by three 3x2 Al'WVAs wi threpeated measures on 

the Context Factor (C). The data in each case was 

not su:t'f'iciently distopted to require trans 1'ormati on , and' 
I 

~~onseq llent ly the unt rans1'ormed data was used 1'01" e:.1C h 

a.nalysis. 

(a) Intercepts: 

The ANOVA sUITwlary table for the int ercept data is 

presented as Table 5-17. There were no significant 

J?-ratios indicating that the schizophrenics did not 

differ from the cont 1"0 Is, in this task, in this measure 

which was hypothesized tc be relat i2d to the constant 

time required to select and execute the 11esponse. 

was also no differ'dnce between context condi tions. 

(b) Slopes: 

'Ehe result of the ANOVA perf'ormed on the slope 

coefficient data is presented as Table j-18. Again, 

ther'e were no significr .. nt maineffects or interaction, 

indicating no betw.een ~;ro up dlfferenc es or d1:C ferences 

due to context. 'Ehe tendency towards slope differences 

apparent in :JralJhs 5-3 and 5-4 doe s not reach significance. 

(c) F-Ratios 

As can be seen in Table 5-15 the F-ratios were 

high fop the fittin,-~ of a linear regression line, indicating 

that this type of analysis Was not inappr·opriate. 
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The F-ratios from the regression analysis for the 

three gro up s were ev ~~lua ted, and a summary table of the 

ANOVA main effects is shown in Table 5-19. 

This analysis produced a significant group main 

effect (p<.. 02), and the control Ss clearly produced greater 

B'-ratio, and were thus more consistent over the task than 

the patients. Subjects were more consistent in scanning 

rates in the round letter condi tion, than in the angular 

(p< • C1 ). The lack of a significant intel"action between 

G and 0, showed that this between context difference did 

not differ betwe~n groups. 

Relation B~~ween Task Variables and Subject Variables: 

Table 5-20 shows there was minimal corr8lation 

between Subject variables and the task variables, for 

the schizophrenic SSe There was no relatively high 

cOY'l'elation between years of hospi talization and the 

intercept value s which may indic"te a slo'iiing of response 

wi th an increase in hOG) i talization. Wi th the cont rol 

Ss there Was a slight tendency for the less intelligent 

Ss to pe rform bett er in the round Ie tter condi tion. In 

contrast to Tasks 5-1 and 5-2, age appears to have little 

influence on subject performance on the pre sent task. 

Int8rpretation of the significance of this however, is 

confounded by the fact that correlations in the previous 

tasks used a standardized RT based on a crnnbined slope 

and intercept value. 

Dis c us si on: 

In general task 5-3 was not singularly successful 

in discriminating between schizophrenics and normals. 
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Although there was a tendency for schizophrenics to 

perform more poorly than control Ss, few of the 

between group differences were significant. The 

schizop~renics were more likely to miss the target 

element than were the controls, and in the round 

letter' context condi ti on, the patient s were significantly 

less consistent across trials, as measured by the F-ratio 

data derived from the fiLted regression lines. The 

context variable also had little effect in the results, 

and none of the task variables correlated highly 

with the s~bject variables. 

The principal dif~erence between Task 5-1 and Task 5-

2, and thts final Task, is that the latter study utilized 

stimuli which vvere viewed in a continuous manller, while 

the first two taskb used essentially static displays .. 

The continuous display offers no opportuni ty 1'0 :l.'a It second 

look", and this may make it more di1' ficul t fox' the S 

to monitor his. own performance. The higher error 

rates of the schizophrcDics indicate that these Ss were 

opel's ting the appara.t us more rapidly than they were able 

to assimilate the in:i:ormation. Wi th this interpretati on, 

the task demand characteristics become similar to the 

Continuous Performance 'raek which Kornetsky has used, and 

the results are consistent with his findings, that is,· 

schizophrenics, when continuously viewing visual stimuli 

pJ'e sent edat a constant rate, have a lower probability 

of' correct detection of' target element s than controls. 

l i1 inally , it S11'J ,lId be noted ·tha t this expe rimen t 

lends it self' to analysis in terms of linear components. 
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Vvith the previous two tasks, the analysis of variance 

was completed on total RT at each level of each condi tion. 

Thus the resul ts of' this task do not permi t the rejectLm 

of a hypothesis of group differences based on a combined 

response latency involving both slope and intercept. It 

is the finding however that increase~ in RT over increases 

in quantity of infor'mation are constant for both schizophrenics 

and controls, which is apparent in all thr ee tasks, which 

appear's to be the most significant. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THL8CANNING Bl!JRAVIOUl\ OF SCHIlOPHRillNIQ. 

o UBJ ECTS - illH~ SECOND EXFERIMENT: 

II (Patient 21) - My mind t S away. I have 
lost control. T~;ere are too many things 
coming into my head at once and I can't 
sort them out .. 
(Patient 6) - My mind is going too quick 
for me. Everything's too fast and too 
big for me (McGhie and Chapman, 1 961; p.1 Od) .. It 

Introd uc tion: 

The design and aim of this second experiment 

wi th schiz ophr'enic Ss, a1"ose from consideration of 

some of the problems raised by the results of 

Exp2riment 1, (Chapter 5). The results of the 

first experiment wi th schizophrenics demonstl"ated 

that the effects· of increasing the numbe r of stimulLls 

elements did not diff'erentially affect the schizophrenics 

in relation to the normals, although the patients 

were consistently slower over all levels of stimulus 

complexi ty. This was not however true of' the third 

task whi eh involved search for a specific target, 

ra ther than a series of iden ti ty comparisons for 

a same-different decision, with a continLloLlsly moving 

rather than a static display. This may imply that 

schizophrenics CU.L1 search as rapidly as normals for 

a predefined tar .. et element, whereas in the conceptLlally 

lebS concrete sitLlation of scanning and categorizing 
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for a IIsameness" decision, they may exhibit 

a re la ti vel y slow response. 

Several reservations must however be expressed: 

(a) the method of analysis, in terms of siLl.ple linear 

regression constants in Task 5-3, was not comparable 

with that of 1'asks 5-1 and :)-2, and may have been less 

sensitive or meaningful (Neisser, 1963, hi1l1self notes 

that y-intercepts do not necessarily give exact 

information aboll"t tlme to execute responses), and 

(b) the relatively higher error rates for schizophrenics 

may have confounded the analysis of R'r r'esults because 

of possible different speed-accuracy trade off strategies 

of the two groups. 

Accordingly it was decided to see if search 

for a predefined target also produced slow 1('1' and 

whether any differences between groups r~sulted from 

variations in stimulus complexity. The previous 

experiment (Chapter' 5) utilized chronic schizophl~enics 

fr'om both admission and long stay wards in an attempt 

to IJok at some of the basic subject variables which 

migilt influc:nce res ul t s.. The correlation analyses 

pointed clearly to one fact - the older,longstay 

patients wh.Jhad been hospitalized for several years, 

ha:., a slower Rrf than the younger newly admitted 

patients. In this present experiment it was decided 

to use process patients who had spent less than one 

year in the hOL.pi tal since their most recent admissions 

This procedure was adopted primarily to make the 

possibility 01' confdunding due to length of institutional·~ 

ization (Strauss, 1973) less significant, and hence 
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Figure 6-1 
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m~tching betwe~n groups of normals and patients 

more meaningful. Also, the first st udy had 

shown that the longstay patients had consistently 

slower response la tencie s than the admission ward 

chronics, hence if any differences were found 

with the latter grollp of patients (which was difficult 

to establish clearly due to the small number's 

of such patients in the experiments of Ohapter 5), 

then generalization to the longterm hospitalized 

chronics is not impossible. 

In the pre sent task, 8s were essentially 

required to search :l'or a specified and constant 

target element amongst a randomly ordered set of 

backgro wld 13 timul us element s. A more detailed 

review of the task requirements on each trial 

is presented in terms of a general model in E'igure 

6-1, based on the literature outline presented in 

Chapter 1. 'fhe model can be broken down into 

three broad hy~)othetical categories. 

(a) Scanning: 

This is an overall term to eneompass the 

selection of a limited number of elements which 

are subsequently compared with a representation 

of the target stored in memory. The processing 

is limited in that in some contexts with some types 

of stimuli (extrffil ely complex, difficul t to analyze 

or degraded stL:lI,:.I:L) simlll taneous analysis of feat ures, 

and the subsequent encoding, probably depends on 

the extent to which it is necessary to use the 
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same set of feature analyzers on the stimuli 

(Treisman, 1969; Marcel, 1970; Kelley and Doherty, 1968). 

This applies also to the comparison with the 

stol'ed memorial representation of' the target .. 

In general processing capacity is enhanced either 

when many of the elements are identical (Ivlarcel, 

1970; Donderi and Zelnick er' 1970)· or when the 

el ement to or inputs are very dissimil ar, one from the 

other (Treisman 1969). 

(b) . Res20nse Decision and Organization: 

This process represents a constant decision 

making mechanism which is independent of the number 

of element:, s to be scanned. 

(c) Response Execution: 

Again, th is is a cons taut process, akin to 

simple Rill, which is not directly infl uenced by the 

number features or context of the stimuli. 

ffhis is a very general outline of the processes 

involved in successfully completing this task, 

pY'e sented in order to make potent ial explication of 

performance decr'ement more meaningful.. Primarily 

the concern of the experimental manipulations lies 

wi th exploring (i.eficiencie s with stage a, by varying 

stimulus complexity. 'fhis is further dis cus sed below. 

Method: 

(a) Ap12aratuS_! 

The experience of Experiment 1 allowed certain 

improvement B to be made in the apparatus. The let ter 
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elements used as stimuli were made larger and 

clearer than the typed elements of the previous 

experiments. The single channel tachistoscope 

was replaced by an apgaratlls, more readily operated by 

the exper1m~Ilt.~r, and the Ss, (illllstra ted in :b'ig ure 

6-2). A 47crn sqllare alllffiinillffibox with a depth 

of 20.5cm was constrllcted with a 15cm square one 

way mirror situated 130cm from the front of the 

box, and 15. Scm from the left hand side of the box • 

. A black canvas cover was arranged over and secllI'ed 

to;>- two brass rods extending 4300 fr'om the top of 

the box, to cut down extraneolls ambiance. The S 

operated the apparatus by pressing dOVID a large 

switch located equidistant from either side of the 

apparatus, and 9cm from the edge of the mirror 

closest to the Subject. The stimulus card was 

placed on a tray 9cm beneath the mirror, sllch that 

the middle of the white stimulus square was directly 

below the midpoint of the mirror. The box was 

sloped by weans of' adj ustable wooden legs to a 

position, (usually approximately 350 from the 

horizontal) where the S could clearly see all of' the 

white stirnlllus background. Pressing down the switch 

I'esulted in the initiation of the timing device, and 

of the illuminat;.on of two lights (60 watt, B.C. single

ended candle lamps) which perndtted .Ss to see the 

stimullls card. The 8 responded by making a 

vocal decision which operated a voice activatE;d relay 

and s topped the dig! tal clock in a manner identical 

to that described for. Experiment 5-1. 
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(b) Experimental Design: 

The task used in this experiment required 

Ss to search through randomly ordered letters 

for a constant predefined target element, the 

letter X. The tar~et was present however on 

only fift y percent of the trials. Two conditions 

of stimulus complexity were used, in the first 

all t he ba ckground (i.e., nontarget letters) elements 

were the srune, while in the second all the background 

I e t t ers were different. There was only me target 

element possible on each trial. Consequently four 

conditions we re poss ible: 

(1) Condition X8 - The X target is present, 

all backgro und elements identical. 

(2) Condi ti on NXS - The X target is replaced 

b y anothe r letter element differing from the oth t.. r 

background e l ements, which are all identical. 

(3) Condition XU - The X target present, all 

the element s ape different in the ba ckground. 

(4) Condition NXD - The X targe t is not pr esent, 

and the background el cm ent ~~ are different. 

Half at the Ss received conditions XS and NXS 

first, and half received conditions XD and NXD first. 

Thus Ss received 40 stimulus cards with either al l 

backgro und le t ters the same, or all backgrolmd letters 

different, with the presence or absence of the targ e ~ 

being in a different random order of trials for each 

S; and then L~O similarly randomi zed stimuli of the 

opposi te cond i ti ons. 

(c) Sti_.:llli: 

irhe stimuli y/ 121'e presented on a 10 x 10cm white 
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FIGURE 6-3 

~PLB STIMULI FOR THE EXPERIMENT 

OF CHAPTER 6 

The upper stimulus is from Condition 

NXD , while the lower stimulus is 

from Condition XS. 
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square of paper mounted on a 25.4cm x 14.5cm black 

cardboard card, 4cm from the bottom of the card and 

2 .. ,5cm from the left hand side of the black card. 

The uppercase letter elements used were printed 

with Univers 16-point print, and were placed 

randomly in a 10 x 10 grid (each cell being 1cm x 1cm) 

using random number tables - using the same procedure 

described for Task 5-1. A sample stimulus is 

illustrated as Figure 6-3. The range of stimulus 

elements was from 3-60 inclusive, and included all 

the multipl~s of three between those limits - twenty 

stimulus cards for e8ch of the four conditions - a· 

total of 80 stimuli in all. The letters us ed i'or 

the background were, randomly chosen from the set 

of the alphab et, ruinus the vowel s, and target element 

X. The use of each letter was determined on a random 

nonreplacement basis. In conditions XD and NXD, where 

more than 20 background elements were needed, some 

letters were used more than onee ... , 

(d) Procedure: 

The procedure for' s electing schizophrenic Ss, 

and explaining the tasLC to them was similar to that 

described in Ch~pter 5. All the schizophrenics were 

tested at the Psychology Department" Sunnyside Hospital, 

Christchurch, N.Z. All Ss were told: 

"We are interested in finding out how quickly 

people can see things, and I am testing a wide 

variety of people to try and find out about this. 

I am going to show YOLl, with this box arrangement, 
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a card with a number of letters on it. Your 

task is to tell me as quickly as possible whether 

or not there is an X present amongst the letters. 

If there is callout "yes" as quickly as you can; 

if the r e is not, callout "no". Do not say 

anything else until you are ready to tell me whether 

the X is there. II 

The apparatus was then explained to the tis, 

and the n6n schizophrenic ~s were told the nature 

and plll'"poee of a control gro up_ Half the Ss received 

conditions NXS and XS first, and half received XD 

and NXD fi rst. Five practice trials, with each 

condi ti on were gi ven pri or to commencing each half 

of the experimental sesEion. The intertrial interval 

was determined by the S, who had complete control 

of the apparatus, once the new stimulus had been 

p,laced into posi tiona Each experimental session 

lasted about 35· minutes, and was followed by 

administration of the Shipley-Hartford vocabulary 

scale to all Ss, and the Ullmann-Giovannoni rating 

scale to the schizophrenic SSG 

(c) .§u.bjects: 

Two gro ups of Ss, one of' schizophrenic and 

one on controls, with 14 in each, were tested. The 

schizophrenic 3s were selected from the admission 

wards of Sunnyside Hospital. The diagnosis of 

schizophrenia was established using the cri teria 

provided by the Astrachan et ale (1972) checklist 

of sy~ptoms and was confirmed by the Psychiatrist 

responsible for th,e patient. ProceSl::l schizophr'enics 
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TABLE 6-:1 

Mr.;ANS Al~D s'rANDARD DEVIATIONG OF SELECT,SD 

SUBJJ£CT VARIABLES: 

Schi zophl'enics Controls 

Age 

Mean 34.456 34.627 

.s. D. 11.519 13.559 

Vocabular;z 

Mean 26.428 28.643 

" 5.184 , 5.366 Ge D. 

PDr 

Mean 14.039 

S.D. 11 .109 

TEL 

,Mean 12.214 

S.D. 10.304 

~ 
Mean 4.982 

s. D. 3.864 

(PHL :::: Length of Present Hospi talization (months); 

PDI :::: Phenothiazine Drug Index; TEL = Total 

Hospitalization, months). 
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l'ABLE 6-2 

P:::~OBAJ3ILITY OF ERROH 

CONDITION SCHIZOPHRl!:NICS CONTROLS 

XS 0.050 0.018 

XD 0.187 0.025 

NXS 0.004 0.000 

NXD 0.007 0.000 
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were chosen for the experimental group on the basis 

of their case history, poor premorbid adjustment 

and prognos is. The Ullman-Giovannoni (1964) 

questionnaire was used to check the appropriateness 

of the process classification. 'fhe di stinc tion 

between paranoid and nonparanoid chronics was 

abandoned for this study. No differences were -found 

in the previous experiment between paranoids and 

nonparanoids. 

Normal (nonpsychiatric resident) control oS 

wer'e chosen to match the sex, occupational status 

and age of the 8chizophrenics. There was no significant 

difference in age between groups (t = 0.035) nor 

in intelligence (t =1.071) as measured by the ohipley-

Hartford Vocabulary Scale. Details of the Subject 

groups are presented in Table 6-1. 

~.sults 

The probability of error for each condition 

is pre sented for both gro up Si~ pOJled over 8s, in 

Table 6-2. The error rate was generally low, although 

it was higher for schizophr'enics than for the controls, 

especially in conditi·)ns XD and XS • . 
The response latencies of all correct responses 

for each condition were pooled over Ss and the 

resultant mean data illustrated in Graph 6-1, and 

in Graph 6-2. The data was further collapsed 

by finding for eaCll S the mean RT over each four 

successive levels of' .B'actor N (Number of letters per 

stimulus), providing five mean response latencies per 
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condi ti on. For example, the first level of N 

for efjch condition was the mean of the RT to the 

3, 6, 9 and 12 letter stimuli, the second level 

was the mean RT to the 15, 18, 21 and 24 letter 

stimuli, and similarly the third, fourth and fifth 

levels resulted fran the averaged combination of 

four successive RTs. This procedure was adopted 

to avoid problems of missing' data caused by the 

ornmission of erroneous RTs, in the subsequent analyses 

descri bed below. 

Two lu~'0VAs were performed on the data af'ter 

the means resulting f'rom the colla~sing of' the 

initial results had been divided into two parts. 

The X-present conditions (XS and XD) and the 

X-absent conditions (NXS and NXD). '1111is was done to 

facilitate interpretation of the data in terms 

of diff'erences between groups on the XS and NXS 

conditions and XD, NXD conditions. 

(a) The X-Present Conditions: 

The mean and standard deviation of' the untransf'ormed 

RT to the stimuli of conditions XD and XS are presented 

in Table 6-3. This data presents much the same 

picture as that illustrated in Graphs 6-1 and 6-2. 

'rhesignif'icance of the trendb of these results 

waS tested using an 2 x 2 x 5 A1~OVA with repeated 

measures on Factor C, Stimulus Background (the difference 

in RT to conditions XS and XD), and Pactor N 
i 

(Nwnber of letters). The data was transformed using 

the Box-Cox transfonna tion wi th A = -0.4. 

The ;iliOVA summary table Crable 6-4) showed there 
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TABLE 6 - ~ 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RT (SECONDS) II 

CONDITIONS XS, XD. 

Level of N Controls Sohizophrenics 

Mean 0.883 0.98.3 
1 

S .. D. 0.179 0 .. 257 

Mean 1.048 1.188 
2 

S.D. 0.303 0.459 

Mean 1.086 1.213 
.3 

S.D. 0.281 0.407 

Mean 0.998 1.081 
4 

S .. D. 0.033 0 .. 261 

Mean 1.286 1.490 
5 

S .. D. 0.390 0.8.36 

Mean 1.044 1.293 
1 

S.D. 0.222 0 • .322 

Mean 1.329 1.558 
2 

S.D .. 0 .. 297 0.645 

Mean 1.909 1.988 
3 

S.D .. 0.545 0.588 

Mean 2 .. 495 2.112 
4 

S .. D .. 0 .. 847 0 .. 775 

Mean 2 .. 366 2.602 
5 

S .. D. 0 .. 839 1 .. 359 



SOURCE 

Between Sub.1.. 

Groups 

Sub j. w. Groul)s 

Wi thin Gub.1. • 

.3ackground (C) 

CG 

C X Subj. w. Groups 

No of Letters (~) 

NG 

N x Subj. w. Groups 

CN 

eNG 

CN x Subj. w. Groups 

I\i: .• So 

0.792 

36.533 

24.069 

0.167 

.3. 03L~ 

15.687 

0.392 

6 .. 91.3 

4.054 

0 .. 267 

1 .. 671 

rrABLE 6-4 

df-

1 

26 

1 

1 

26 

4 

4 

104 

4 

4 

104 

.tu\fOV.~ SU1,];lARY TABL.c.: POR CONDITIO.0Ti:J XS liND XD: 

S .. S. 

0.792 

1.405 

24. 069 

0.167 

0.11 7 

3.922 

0.098 

0.066 

1 .. 01.3 

0.067 

0.064 

:':~:i' P < 001 

F 

0.564 

206.22.3 ** 
1.428 

59.002 ** 
1.475 

15 .. 763 .* 
1 e 038 

ro 
\J'i -
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were no differences between groups (Factor G) 

either with absolute differences in Rl', or in 

terms of scanning rc..tes - the interactions CG 

and NG both being statistically non significant. 

The lack of difference between groups is illustrated 

by reference to Graphs 6-1 and 6-2. 

The experi,mental rnanilJulations of cornplexity 

however wer'e successful. The strong C main effect 

(p< .. 001) demonstrates between scanning ei ther many 

identical letters (XS), or many dissini.ilar letters 

(xn) • Scanning, rates weI'e much slower for condition 

XD. Similarly as N increases, RT also incr'eases 

(P<' e 001 ). ' The significant CN interacti on (p<:. .01 ) 

is indicative of the trend clearly shown gr~hically, 

for the scanning rates of condition XS, and XD 

to be markedly different. The rate of increase of 

HT dlle to N wi ttl condi ti on XCi is far less than the 

increase rate for condition XD. Thus N had little 

effect on RT where; the stimulus cont!:i.ined a It,rge 

number of identical elements. 

(b) The X-absent condition. 

lJ.'able 6-5 shON s the mean and standard deviations 

of the untransformed response latencies to the stimuli 

of conditions NXD and NXS. The significance of the 

data strllcture wo,s analysed as befo:L'e using a 2 x 2 x 5 

ANOVA (with data transformed using the Box-Cox method 

X= -0.2). The i1.NOVA slllillnary table is presented 

in Table 6-6. Again ther'e was no difference between 

gr'ollps (G main effect ,p'). 50) • The CG interaction 

failed to reach significance, indicating the lack 

of difference between grollps induced by differences in 
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TABLE 6-5 

MEAN S AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 

RT (SECONDS), CONDITIONS NXS, NXD: 

Level of N Controls 

Mean 1.081 
1 

S.D .. 0.243 

Mean 1.386 
(J) 2 
~ S .. D .. 0.409 
s::: 
0 Mean 1.502 

-.-I 
+!I .3 
-.-I B .. D .. 0 .. 364 § 

Mean 1.526 {) 

4 
S.D .. 0 .. 459 

Mean 1 .. 633 
5 

S .. D. 0.495 

. diean 1.434 
1 

S.D .. .0 .. 324 

~ Mean 2.368 
~ 2 

§ 
S.D. 0.637 

..-4 Mean 2.982 
~ 
-.-I 3 
~ S .. D .. 0.915 
0 
{) 

Mean 3.648 
4 

S .. D. 1.176 

Mean 4.258 
5 

S .. D. 1 .. 246 

Schizophrenics 

1.263 

o • .343 

1.478 

0.5.35 

1.549 

0.621 

1 .. 665 

0.825 

1.635 

0 .. 598 

1 .. 508 

0 .. 544 

2.326 

1.115 

2.780 

1.421 

3.372 

1.627 

3.839 

1.828 



SOURCE 

Between Sllbj. 

Groups (G) 

Subj .. w. Groups 

Within Sllbj .. 

Background (C) 

CG 

C x Subj. w. Groups 

NLllI1bers Letters U~) 

NG 

N x Subj. w. Groups 

CN 

CNG 

CN x Subj. w. Groups 

r . 
DeOo df' 

0.5j5 1 

940597 26 

77 .. 1.30 1 

1 .. 712 1 

23.495 26 

44.520 4 

1.152 4 

8.676 1 04 

1 0.003 4 

0 .. 042 4 

8.767 104 

TABlli 6-6 

... :;'.;OVA SUMlvlARY TABLE FOR CONDITI0NS NXS l~.NDNXD 

M .• S. 

0.555 

.3.638 

77.1.30 

1 .. 712 

0 .. 904 

11" 130 

0.288 

0.083 

2.501 

0.010 

.084 

;;.p< 005 
:;<*P<' .. 01 

F 

0.006 

85 • .355 ** 
1.895 

133 .. 407 ** 
3.452 * 

29.665 ** 
0.124 

N 
Vi 
Vi 

I 
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stiroulu8complexity between conditions NXS and NXD. 

The NG interaction was significant however, (p<..05). 

Relating this result to the graphical representations 

(Graphs 6-1 and 6-2) it can be seen that the interaction 

el'f'ect results from the faster R'1' of the normal s 

to the smaller value s of N, and faster R'l' of the 

schizophrenics to the larger N values, especially 

in condition NXD. By referring to the error rate 

data (Table 6-2) this result can be seen to have 

been due at least in part to a speed-accuracy trade 

off difference be tw_en groups. '1'he schizophrenics 

have a higher probability of error in the XD condition, 

and hence a::.'e biased towards responding "no". 

This appears to hdve allowed a fasttjr HT in the NXD 

condition. 

As with the X-present data, the 0 and If maineffects 

are significant (p<. 001 ). Hence RT increases as !if 

incI~eases, and there is a significant difference in 

R'l' between condi tions NXS and NXD, the RTs in condition 

NXD being significantly slower. As the significant 

NC interactLm (p< .01) indicates, scanning rates 

varied between conditions, with the rate of increase 

in RT being greater in Condition NXD than in condition 

NXS (Table 6-5). 

(c) Relationship between Task Variables and 

Selected Subject Variables: 

A procedure similar to that described. in Chapter 

5 was used to examine the relationship between task 

performance and subject attributes. For each of the 

condi tions XS, XD, NXS and NXD a mean was found for 
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TABLE 6-7 

COHR.L!;LATIONS BE'l'WEEN SELECT~D oUBJJ£OT 

VARIABLES AJ\fD S'rANDARDIZED TASK VARIABLES 

I 

Schiz ophre nics \ 
I 

Condition 

XS NXS XD NXD 

Age 0.568* 0.683(;>;: o. 859~)a:< 0.840** 

PHL -0.009 0.168 0.305 0.307 

THL -0.085 0.077 0 .. 5681!' 0 .. 498 

PDI 0 .. 107 -0.191 -0.180 -0.11 7 

Vocab. -0.202 -0.479 -0.375 -0.413 

Contr'ols 

Oondition 

XS NXS XD NXD 

Age 0.j62* 0.461 0.651** 0 .. 513* 

Vocab. 0.161 0.065 0.267 0.278 

** p< .01 

(PHL - Length of Present Hospitalization; TilL -

Total Hospitalization; PDI - Phenothiazine Drug 

Index) • 
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each S, pooled over all levels of that condition. 

The grand mean for each condition was found by 

averaging the results of all Ss, and the individual 

S means were standardized to the normal distribution 

producing a z-score for each condition, for every 

s. 'rhe four resul tan t z.-scores per S were then 

correlated ~ith subject variableb - age, Shipley 

Hartford Vocabulary Score, Phenothiazine Drug Index 

(PDI), length of' admission on present hospitalization 

prior to testing (PHL) and total life hospi tali zation 

prior to testing (THL). The results are reproduced 

in Table 6-7. 

Age is agai n cle arl y an important variable 

The degree of co rrela tio.n be tween age and task 

performance, was high and ,Positive, especially wi th 

con,ditions XD and NXD. As age increased mean 

standardized RT also increased. Hospitalization 

length tends toward a high positive correlation with 

RT al though none of the correlations between PHL 

and task variables reach significance. There was 

a positive cOl'relation between conditions XD and NXD 

and THL, with the THL - XD correlation reaching 

statistical significance (P<.05). A trend is 

evident then, in that the older patients with a 

longer hospitalization record produce slower mean 

. RTs, especially when the s timul us complexi ty is 

increased (as it is between conditions XS, NXS 

and conditions XD, NXD). 

Neither the PDI nor the ~ccabulary score 

provided a signif'icant correIa tion wi th the task 

variables .. As noted previously the PDI is of 
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limited explanatory vDluej (Chapter 2) however 

the low correlation does imply here that high 

dosages are not signiricantly arfecting schizophrenic 

task performance. 

Concl us ions : 

The principal result of this experiment was 

clearly the lack of ~:1irference in RT between 

schizophrenics and normal controls on this particular 

task. With the exception of the one significant 

interaction (Table 6-6), between N and G in the 

X-absent condi ti on, theI'e were no between gro IIp 

differences in response latencies. Indeed this 

particular differenc e would apPdar to be the product 

of the slower scanning rate of the controls, coinciding 

wi th the higher error rate of' the schiz0i.jhrenics. 

These res III ts la1\;ely confirm the findings of the 

first experiment using schizophrenic Bs, in tha t 

scanning rates do not differ betw~en grollps. In 

addi tion, vii th this task, the cons is tentl y slower 

times prodllced by schizophrenic Ss in the tasks 

of' Ohapter 5, did not at)pear, giving support to 

the view that such long response latencies are 

more typical of older patients with long histories 

of hospitalization. The schizophrenics llsed in 

this experlinent had lll1dergone lesser periods of 

hospitalizati Oll, while having a similar age range. 

A simple corl'ela tional analysis showed that 

schizophrenic RT increased with age. This is al so 

trlle of the normals to a greater extent in this stlldy 
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than in the previoQs experiment. Length of 

hospitalization also produces a trend towards 

slower RT, there being a positive correlation 

between THL and performance, although this resQlt 

is confoQnded with affects due to age. 

The data from this stQdy show tha t differences 

between schizophr'enics and normals do not necessarily 

appear when the amoQnt of relevant stimulQs inpQt 

increases. The constant difference across 

complexity condit:ions (as fOQlld in the previoQs 

study) can be minimized by, (a) making response 

and task regllirements somewhat less difficQl t 

by regQiring Ss ~~o search for a predefined target 

and to make a simple yes - no response, and (b) 

eliminating the long term, long stay chronic 

pa ti ent s from the pro cess schizophr'enic sample. 

'J.1he impliea tiullS 01' the se f~ndings will be discussed 

below in the overall conclQsions to these studies. 
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CHAPTER SEV§li 

CONOLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR , 

FUTURE RESEARCH. 

"", a psychologist in the present 
state of knowledge must be either 
wrong or vague. We have tried being 
vague for twenty years and look at 
the situation we are in. I suggest 
that we had be~ter try being wrong, 
but in somewhat more specific and 
intelligible terms (Hebb, 1952). It 

When reviewing the literature of the last few 

years pertaining to schizophrenic deficit, it becomes 

obvious that Borne change in the orientation and the 

general level of sophistication of theory has occurreQ@ 

The earliest studies, at Worcester State Hospital, over 

thirty years ago (Huston et al., 1937; Rodnick and 

Shakow, 1940) demonstrated the cognitive deficit of 

schizophJ:'enic patient s, and much of the research that 

has followed has succeeded in illustrating this deficit 

in certain specific and disjointed ways. Until recently 

also, there was an evident separation between theoretical 

cognitive psychology and its application to the study 

of schizophrenic functioning. The theories of McGhie 

(1970), Yates (1966a) and Payne (1960) lost much of their 

apparent validity because of their dependence upon the 

early Broadbent (1958) model of attentional processing. 

This model, which was ot considerable significance when it 
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was first propounded, has been gradually superceded 

and modified (Broadbent, 1971; Greenwald, 1972; Moray, 

1959; Norman, 1969; Treiaman, 1969). Acknowledgement 

of the limitations inherent in Broadbent's model 

has led to the undermining of the "defective filter" 

theory (Marshall, 1973) origLnally advanced by McGhie 

and his colleagues (e.g., Lawson, McGhie, and Chapman, 
I 

1967) and also by Payne (1960, 1966) in the guise 

of his overinclusion theory. Indeed Payne (1973) 

states that although the filter hypothesis has been 

useful and heuristic, it has not been empirically 

substantiated. The whole concept of overincluslon, 

due to its ambiguity, and ita limitations in terms 

of the experimental tasks used (Price, 1968, 1970; 

Watson, 1967) has come to be regarded as obsolete. 

A further weakne ss of the filter theory stemmed 

for the apparent reluctance of its adherents to explain 

how "distraction" is in fact distracting, or rather 

the nature of the irrelevant input, and the conditions 

under which it was most likely to cause performance 

deterioration. It is apparent for example, that it 

is not merely the physical presence of a "distractor't 

which causes deficit (Chapman, 1956a, 1956b; Chapman 

and Taylor, 1957), and possibly the potency of irrelevant 

input is increased by its "associational relationship" 

(Marshall, 1973) with the relevant stimulation. Part 

of the problem of understanding the effect of distraction 

has been the oversimplification of the "fil terat and the 

subsequent neglect the 'fact that extraneous input must 

be processed to some extent tor its irrelevancy to be 
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established (Norrnan, 1969; Treisman, 1969) .. 

Do increases in stim~lus complexity result 

in differential rates of increase of RT for schizophrenics 

and controls? The answer to this question, as provided 

by the literature, is rendered less than concl~ive 

by the confounding of response uncertainty with 

stimulus uncertainty (as Smith, 1968, defines these 

terms)t in many studies. The differentiation ot 

stimulus input, and :response output stages implies that 

a distinction can be made between the various proces2;ing 

levels ~ and that total RT may be the cumulative pI'oduct 

of a number of smaller time consuming steps (as in 

Sternberg, 1969).. The theories of McGhie (1970) 

and Payne (1960) are concer.ned with rate of gain of 

stimulus infor~tion, and hence with sttmulus uncertainty. 

Broen (1968) has concerned himself with response uncertainty!) 

while Yates (1966a) ha12i postulated a slowness of processing 

dysfunction which lies conceptually between the stimulus 

filtering, and response execution, stages. Evidence 

from the lit era.t ure appears to support the vie'W the. t 

response uncertainty influences RT of schizophrenics more 

significantly than does stimul~ uncertainty, although 

there remains considerable difficulty in separating 

these two levels of complexity. for example, Venables 

(1958) found that while schizophrenics were slower 

over a range of stimulUS complexity conditions, the 

detlci t was cons tant over all levels .. However, his 

Ie. tel' study (Venable 8. 1965) showed that schizophrenics' 

RT was more gr~atly aaowed by increases in response 

complexity than were normals .. Similarly, Court and 
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Garwoll (1968) found a constant alow RT over increasing 

levels of stimulus compleJltl tYe This re s Ill. twas 

contradicted by Slade (1971), but the differences 

between these two experiments may well lie i;n the 

difference of response demands between tasks. Marshall 

(1973), in an experiment which improved on Slade's 
I 

technique jl fo und both response and stimulus unc ertainty 

to be important, but that response uncertainty was 

the more greatly Significant. 

The present experiments (Chapters .5 and 6) fit 

into the context of the above research® The t 13 of 

Chapter 5 established that increasing stimulus complexity 

did not reveal a di ffe:ren tial scanning rate between 

schizophrenics and controls. Task 5-1 and 5-2 showed 

however a significant RT difference, which was constant 

acrOES stimulus complexity leVels, for these two 

groups. It was evident however, from the Graphs 

of the experimental data for all three tasks (Chapter 

5), that in fact the scanning rate of the 8chizo,phrenl(~s 

tended to be slower than that at the controlSe This 

effect howev;.;r was minimal in rela tion to the d1 fferences 

betwe~,n groups in constant response time e The re suI t s 

of the second experiment (Chapter 6) showed that the 

re sponse decrement may be a particular characteluistic 

of older, longterm patients, or of the response reqUirements 

pe r. se" With regard to the latter pOint, Ss were 

responding to a predefined target in Task 5-3 and in the 

task of Chapter 6, while with Tasks 5-1 and 5-2, they 

were making same-different decisions. Princip~ily however~ 

the overall result was to show that stimulus complexi'ty, 
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when displayed in discrete stimulus trials, has as 

much effect on the RT of schizophrenics, as it does 

on that of the nonpsychiatric controls. 

These results underline the fact that til clear 

distinction between response and stimulus uncertainty 

is necessary, if results are to be meaningfully 

interpreted in terms of infonnation processing 

structures. More importantly however, there seems 

a need to quantify complexity so that it may be 

compared across the task, and across the conditions 

wi thin a task. For example, it is necessary to know 

how stimulus complexity relates to response complexity 

and when the levels of each are equivalent - otherwise 

results of studies such as those of Marshall (1973), which 

compare and contrast these levels are meaningless.. How 

then 1s stimulus complexity to be measured? Is there 

a simple linear function relating amount of input 

physically ufed into·· the system to RT output - or 

is the relationship more complex than this? There is 

considerable and longstanding evidence ;for the view 

that RT is related to gross amount of physical input 

ih a complex manner(Broadbent, 1971; Hiok, 1953; Smith, 

1968; Welford, 1968).. Max'shall (1973) llsed the 

conventions established by the Information Theorists 

(Attneave, 1959) although thiS type of fonnulation has 

been largely abandoned (Kahneman, 1973). 

Another method of mensuration however remains - the 

development of a capaoity theory along the lines 

postulated by Kahneman (1973) and Rabbitt (1968). In 
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essence, such a theory suggests that the whole 

processing structure requires Ueffort U at all 

stages, and consequently adiminuaiio. of this 

effort leads to performance decrement. The work 

with schizophrenia is beginning to militate against 

a deficit specific to the syndrome, or even specific 

to a processing stage. Within limits, there 

appears to be evidence for whatever processing 

stage is postulated to be the weak link in the 

information manipulating chain. The literature 

indeed suggests, as Marshall (1973) has proposed, 

that: 

If "' •• schizophrenic s· information processing 
capacities are defective compared with those 
of other subjects, and that this relative 
deficit is not isolated to anyone aspect 
of processing. The specification of ~he 
extent of these difficulties will have to 
await further study, and CRT task seems 
well suited to the description of such 
detects (~. 420)." . 

The nonspecificity of the disorder then lends support 

to the capacity theory, in that such a formulation does 

not postUlate a priori any particular Uaspect of 

processing" as being deficient .. In addi ti on , a 

capacity theory allows strong comparisons of attention 

deficit between schizophrenic and other psychiatric 

disorderse 

While the need for quantifying task demands is 

clearly evident, the method of fulfilling such a need 

is leas obvi ous .. Without the appropriate level of 

measurement being determined, capacity theories are 

of limited value .. In the long term, quantification 

may come from more precise mathematical definition of 
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the info~ation transmission parameters, (as in 

the original Communication Theory) or el se in. 

terms of some physiological measurement (Kahneman, 

1973). This will allow precise measurernen t of' 

stimulus or response complexity, and the determination 

of total task demands. This appears to be the 

next, and moat significant step in moving away 

from looking for a specific attentionsl process 

dysfunction, and towards an understanding of the 

total task demands as they interact with the 

achizophrenic S .. 

This thesis~ as is all research in this area, 

was confI'onted by the maj or problem of defining 

subject groups@ The use of the Astrachan at a19 

(1972) Checkll,at to establish the schizophrenic 

diagnosis, and the ssr to define paranoid status 

.were relatively satis:eactory. The measurement 

of chronicity however proved less tractable~ In 

addition to conceptual problems in understanding 

the process-reactive distination, the lack of a 

really ade,] ua.te rating scale was very apparent 0 

Neither the Phillips (1953) nor the Ullmann

Giovannoni (1964) scales were satisfactory, either 

in terms of their standardization and validity, or 

their applicability to New Zealand Ss* There is 

a manifest need for the development of a reliably 

constituted and validly predictive, prognostic rating 

scale for schizophrenics in Australasia, especially 

for resea.rch purppses. 
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The confounding effects of medication, although 

probably conservative (Chapter 2) also require same 

attention. SpOhll (1973) notes the widespread 

use of phenothiazines, and the subsequent potential 

modification of schizophrenics' behaviour patterns .. 

If drug effects to some extent determine somatic 

and psychological response levels, then some control 

of this factor would seem appropriate.. This might 

be achieved by using drug free patients (probably 

an atypical sample), by witholding or withdrawing 

medication (which raises ethical problems), or by 

using some index of the medication the patients 

are receiving (Spohn et al. 1910,1971) The PDI 

developed by Spohn et al .. (1970) was used in this 

thesis to correlate drug dosage with task performance -

although such indices have limitations, especially 

in the determination of equivalence between different 

phenothiazines .. This simple measure of dosage 

level did not correlate significantly task perfor,mance 

(with the exception of Task 5-2).. The,- most influential 

subject variable was age, which is a not uncommon 

finding with RT studieSe Tasks 5-1 and 5-2 in 

particular showed that age was a more significant 

variable for schizophrenics than for the controls .. 

The constitution of' the compari son gl"O up is 

another point which is often debated.. Some authors 

(e8g., Cromwell, 1972) recommend that comparisons 

between psychiatrio groups must be undertaken to 

determine the schizophrenia-specific deficit. The 
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approach adopted in this thesis implies that the 

dysfunction is not syndrome specific, ~ld may posaibly 

be related to an overall reduction in attentional 
, 

capacity .. This reduction can be caused by a 

number of factors other than schizophrenia - e .. go II sleep 

deprivation, low blood-sugar levels, high alcohol 

ingestion, senility, or depression - and would be 

manifest in a similar manner to schizophrenic dysfunction, 

if not to the same extent .. Since ultimately the 

concern is to understand how schizophrenics approximate 

nor:mal patterns of thinking, the comparison with 

only a nonpsychiatl"ic ilnormallt control group is appropriate .. 

One of the charms, and one of the frustrations 

of thesis research is the way in which many lines of 

investigation, which can not all be followed up, 

suggest themselves during the course of experimentation" 

The earlier scanning stu.dies, in particular Experiment 

3-2, raised some interesting issueso For example, 

how is the position to commence scanning a random 

pattern chosen? It wOllld appear that the preattentive 

soanning process which Neisser (1967) postulates 

may allow selection of the optimal position in the 

display to begin the search proceduree The parameters 

which bias selection of the first fixation could well 

be defined, using both reoo rdings of eyemovement B, 

and analysis of RT data. 

The work with the chronic schizophrenics could 

well be extended by developing a more praotical emphasiso 



A key resear~h question might well be - can measures 

of cognitive skills be us to predict job performance 

or relapse ra tee of achizophre ulc patient Hence 

future research may turn away from the search for 

the specific deficit, and towards the development of 

tasks with predictive utility* Indeed, a global 

capacity deficit theory engenders an attitude towards 

experimental design which may pI'omote the establishment 

of tasks which can be used to consistently measure 

capacity, rather than a disjointed series of experimental 

paradigms which serve only to prove cognitive deficit 

exists. An information processing deficit in 

schizophrenia appears to be undeniable, but '.:.1 t is 

necessary to know what this means for the rehabilitation 

of patients, and ·their adjustment to community living" 

Thi s thesis, as ha:ve many other !:i'tudies j) used discrete 

stimulus presentations (except with Task 5-3)e POBsibly 

however, the class of task best suited to measuring 

capacity would be the serial RT task@ Such a performance 

measure requires oontinual concentration over long 

periods of time, with a "oontinuous pressure to respond" 

(Yates, 19b6b), and these factors appear to have at 

least face validity in the measurement of attention 

capacity. The work of' Kornetsky with CFT is all example , 

01' such a task. Another popular serial RT task has 

been card sorting (Marshall, 1973; Rabbitt, 1,967; Slade g 

1971), because of its simpliCity of administration, and 

relative flexibilitYe The primary drawback has been 

the ambiguity of results because of differences in actual 

movement time between sllbject gra ups .. Controlling for 
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psychomotor speed may be necessal"Y before the 

theoretical structure of this type of t can 

be clearly demonstrated in relation to schizophren.ic 

patients. 

Potentially the greatest area of research 

to which cognitive psychologists working with 

attention and schizophrenia might apply themselves, 

is in the evaluation of medication, and efficacy 

of dosage levels (Cromwell, 19·72).. Hence the major 

confounding of schizophrenia research can be exploited 

and used as the cen·tre of study.. The extended use 

of tests of attention dysf~lction over a patient's 

hospi talization, and the I'elating of I'esults to 

the ameliorative effects of medication, and to job 

performance, would constitute a major future research 

project .. 

In summary 9 the experience of the research of 

this thesis, if not; the outoome of the expeni.mentation 

pe r se, inclines one towards the view that schizophrenics 

do not have necessarlly a specific attention defied t ~ 

which can be defined in the context of a hierarchical 

cagui ti ve processing strueture.. °,rhat is, one of 

the stages in a Sternberg (1969) type chain of processing 

has not collapsed. The notion of a particular defeat 

appears more appropr'iate to a mod of organic brain 

damage. Ra'ther, the dysfunction is global in character!, 

and can be conceived of as a reduction in the capacity 

to expend processing energy" To use Rabbitt's (1968) 

analogy, the reason why a small computer is less efficient 
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than a larger computer in handling a complex 

computational problem, is not merely because or 

some specific malfunction, but is a direct result 

of the computer size or capacity. The conceptualization 

has advantages in that it suggests research on the 

overall measurement of schizophrenic attentionsl 

capacitYII and the relation of this to thel'apeutic and 

employment outcome& The major drawback is that such 

a theory tends towards the illdef'ined. pronouncements 

of the dynamic motivational and d.rive theorists.. If 

this disadVantage can be overcome, and an adequate 

measure of capacity developed, then cognitive psychologi!~;l't,S 

may continue to tind they have much to offer to research 

in this area<l' 
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